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Abstract 
 
 
As our abilities to utilise high performance computing to theoretically probe many 
astrophysical systems increases, a genuine need to relate to real systems becomes ever 
more important. Here, Saturn’s rings can be used as a nearby laboratory to investigate in 
real time many astrophysical processes. One such system is the narrow F ring and its 
interaction with its inner shepherd moon Prometheus. Through numerical modelling and 
direct observations of the in-situ spacecraft Cassini we find new and exciting dynamics. 
These might help explain some of the asymmetries witnessed in the distribution of 
embedded moonlets and azimuthal ring brightness known to exist within the F ring. Spatially 
we find asymmetry in the Prometheus induced channel edges with regards to density, 
velocity and acceleration variations of ring particles. Channel edges that show fans 
(embedded moonlets) are also the locations of highly localised increases in densities, 
velocity and acceleration changes where opposing edges are considerably less localised in 
their distribution. As a result of the highly localised nature of the velocity and acceleration 
changes chaotic fluctuations in density were witnessed. However, this could seek to work in 
favour of creating coherent objects at this channel edge as density increases were 
significantly large. Thus, density here had a greater chance of being enhanced beyond the 
local Roche density. 
Accompanied with these dynamics was the discovery of a non-zero component to vorticity in 
the perturbed area of the F ring post encounter. By removal of the background Keplerian 
flow we find that encounters typically created a large scale rotation of ~10,000 km2. Within 
this area a much more rich distribution of local rotations is also seen located in and around 
the channel edges. Although the real F ring and our models are non-hydrodynamical in 
nature the existence of a curl in the velocity vector field in the perturbed region could offer 
some interesting implications for those systems that are gas rich.  
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Introduction 
Saturn offers us an unprecedented opportunity to investigate in great detail the dynamics of 
planetary rings in the form of a local laboratory relatively close to earth. For decades the 
rings have been studied by various ground and space based telescopes with a perpetual list 
of discoveries to show for the observations. However, the recent arrival of Cassini, a 
spacecraft in-situ around Saturn the discoveries have exploded in number. Nevertheless, the 
importance of Cassini, future spacecraft missions and other ground based observations of 
the rings are not just limited to the immediate discoveries of new moons and the 
mechanisms responsible for their formation. In reality the rings present an analogy to a 
scaled down version of a young Solar System or protoplanetary disk. The longer time scales 
that protoplanetary disks evolve on and the unfeasibility of studying directly our own Solar 
System at such earlier time scales means that Saturn’s rings are our best chance to 
experimentally test our many theories for planet formation. 
When the rings are investigated in greater detail their structure and dynamics becomes 
increasingly complicated, with each ring local conditions vary greatly helping us to 
experimentally study many different known circumstellar disks. For example the Cassini 
Division separating the A and B ring is predominately formed due to a 2:1 resonance of ring 
particles and the moon Mimas. However many finer structures exist in the form of density 
waves towards the edges by Lindblad resonances with the small outer moons, Prometheus, 
Pandora and Atlas (Morishima et al 2011). Many of the gaps formed in the rings is because 
of orbital resonances with moons outside the gap or from moons located in the ring itself. 
The most notable gaps formed by moons inside the gap itself are from Pan in the Encke gap 
and from Daphnis in the Keeler gap. These moons within the gap are located in the A ring, 
one of the most dense rings, and with inclined orbits they create vertical waves on the ring 
edges. The propagation of these waves on the edges can help us understand the physical 
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properties of the ring like mass and particle sizes. By understanding how moons interact with 
the rings we can better interpretate the observations made of circumstellar disks that show 
signs of radial asymmetry with gaps in. The wide range of satellite masses, ring masses, 
resonances, inclinations and radial locations allow a more complete picture of possible 
planetary or planetesimal locations and masses that are responsible for creating gaps in 
their respective disks. Much of the time the planets or planetesimals responsible for creating 
gaps or asymmetries are not visible is due to their small relative sizes, nonetheless we can 
use the signatures they leave behind in the disk to determine their masses and orbits.  
Despite the very diverse and exciting individual systems that can be extracted from Saturn’s 
rings there exists one that stands above the rest in terms of dynamics and short time scale 
evolution. This is the F ring system located just outside the main rings and A ring and is 
possibly the most dynamic place in the Solar System. Here a very narrow and diffuse ring of 
just a few hundred kilometres (in its entirety) is dynamically trapped between two 
shepherding moons, Prometheus and Pandora. At its simplest explanation the two moons 
orbit either side of the F ring gravitationally preventing ring particles from dispersing and 
dissipating away.  However, the very same moons that keep the ring narrow and confined to 
its radial location are in a constant gravitational fight with the ring. Pandora is smaller and 
located further away from the F ring than Prometheus so although Pandora does have an 
influence on the F ring any structures formed are dominated by Prometheus. The elliptical 
nature of the F ring and Prometheus allows for some spectacular interactions as the two 
precess about Saturn due to its oblateness. At minimum separation Prometheus can reach 
inside the diffuse F ring and possibly the inner strand (dependant on the azimuthal location 
of the spiral strands) and very close to the central dense core. This can have drastic 
changes to the appearance of the F ring locally over the course of just a few hours. In-depth 
observations have been made by Cassini and backed up with numerical modelling that 
showed how Prometheus was responsible for many of asymmetrical features seen in the F 
ring. 
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Detailed analysis of these Cassini observations revealed that Prometheus was not only 
responsible for the clearly identifiable streamer-channels (Chavez 2009; Murray et al 2005; 
Murray et al 1996) but also for the formation of new moonlets along the channel edges 
(Beurle et al 2010). The moonlets were found to be directly linked to Prometheus creating 
their own structures, either fans on the channel edges (the signature of their existence in the 
first instance) or from spirals of moonlets that had eccentricities that placed them on collision 
courses with the central core to form the transient spiral strands (Charnoz et al 2005), jets 
(Murray et al 2008) and mini jets (Attree et al 2014; Attree et al 2012). The numerical 
modelling that was done for all of these comparisons with Cassini data and assumed non-
gravitating F rings, in period boundaries and in some cases homogenous particle 
distributions. While these showed very good correlation to observations the use of a 
gravitating ring without periodic boundaries analysed in high spatial resolution where the F 
ring has mass, allows us to create spatial maps of additional ring parameters (velocity 
magnitude changes, density, acceleration and vorticity). Done throughout the Prometheus 
encounter and subsequent orbits it should provide additional undiscussed dynamics that 
could help us understand many larger scale systems. The issue is now to investigate how 
the gravitational interaction between particles may influence the observed phenomena and 
in particular, moonlet formation. With additional analysis tools created for studying the F ring 
we will be able to probe theoretically other larger astrophysical systems or even to study 
planetary rings in known multiple star systems. For example the Kepler-16 system is a 
binary with a known Saturnian mass circumbinary planet but little is known about the 
planetary rings around binary stars with stable or unstable orbits and the likely hood of moon 
formation around such circumbinary planets. 
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Chapter 1 
Saturn’s Rings: A Local Laboratory 
1.1  Saturn’s Rings: Structures Within 
Saturn’s Rings have long been a subject of interest to astronomers since Galileo first aimed 
one of the world’s original telescopes at Saturn in 1610. Unable to resolve the rings in his 
newly invented telescope he mistakenly identified the rings initially as two large moons either 
side of Saturn. Two years later these moons had apparently disappeared to Galileo, 
however when calculating back to 1612 we now know at that time the rings would have 
appeared edge on, making them invisible to Galileo. The magnificent rings were not correctly 
identified for another 43 years until the dawn of much better telescopes by the Dutch 
astronomer Christiaan Huygens in 1655. Along with the discovery of the rings Huygens 
revealed the presence of Titan, the largest moon of Saturn and the second largest moon in 
the solar system after Ganymede. Using a 2.5 inch refracting telescope with a 20ft focal 
length Giovanni Domenico Cassini, a Italian / French astronomer discovered the next four 
largest moons of Saturn, Lapetus (1671), Rhea (1672), Tethys (1684) and Dione (1684). 
Most notably with regards to the rings he is known for the discovery of the Cassini Division in 
1675, a 4,800km “gap” between the A and B ring. Thus the name given to the spacecraft 
commissioned and sent to Saturn for a detailed investigation of the rings and moons was 
Cassini-Huygens. The final name coming from the two astronomers credited with the original 
discoveries. 
A 400 year longitudinal study of the ring system continues to reveal and expose tantalising 
secrets of their current existence all the way to their involvement in satellite formation. 
Launched in 1997 and arriving at Saturn in 2004 the Cassini space craft has been in orbit 
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around Saturn studying its rings in unprecedented detail. It continues on its mission with an 
extension until 2017 at which point it will be sent into Saturn’s atmosphere to avoid any 
accidental contamination with satellites once its fuel runs out. These in situ studies can 
ultimately yield clues to much more than just Saturn’s rings but also give us an exceptional 
view of the possible conditions seen in an infant Solar System or planetary system. Through 
ground and Earth orbit telescopes, even the largest available, the rings visually appear flat 
and featureless but it wasn't until Cassini arrived at Saturn that many of the unique 
structures within the rings were discovered. The only features discernable were radial 
surface brightness asymmetries in the rings along with gaps. Prior to Cassini the Voyager 1 
and 2 spacecraft had already revealed many new features in the rings previously unseen. 
Launched in 1977 the two spacecraft went on to fly past Saturn 9 months apart in November 
1980 and August 1981. Among some of the incredible images to be sent back to Earth from 
the voyager craft was that of the asymmetrical F ring. After the original discovery of the F 
ring a year earlier by the pioneer spacecraft the narrow F ring was seen to have a strange 
knotted and braided structure, unlike anything previously seen with the rings. These exciting 
images suggested a very dynamic narrow ring system shepherded by its two newly 
discovered moons Prometheus and Pandora. 
There exists complicated and chaotic dynamics between the particles (predominately ice) 
that make up the rings, the many moons and smaller moonlets found to orbit around and 
actually inside the rings. Here we will discuss the importance of some of these structures 
and their role in helping to understand the processes taking place in larger protoplanetary 
disks and debris disks.  
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1.1.1 Ring Gaps: Embedded Moons or Orbital resonances? 
One structural feature of Saturn’s rings easily distinguishable from Earth with the means of a 
telescope is the apparent gap in the rings. Even a small amateur telescope is able to resolve 
the Cassini Division between the A and B rings.  However, when Cassini was able to 
investigate in greater detail, small embedded moons were observed to reside in the middle 
of some gaps. Their very presence carving out a gap in the ring by altering the orbital 
velocity of particles within a similar radial location in such a way that particles move into 
larger or smaller orbits than that of the embedded moon. If we first consider Keplerian orbits 
for ring particles and moons then particles on smaller faster orbits than that of the moon will 
overtake the moon on its orbit. If these particles wander outward from their position in the 
ring (increased eccentricities from collisions or particle-particle close encounters), it over 
takes the moon. Here the gravitational force from the moon creates a drag on the particle, 
reducing its orbital velocity; this then causes it to fall inwards back into ring. The opposite is 
true for ring particles on larger slower orbits than the moon, this time the moon orbits faster 
than the particle. This gives the particle a gravitational tug if it drifts inward on its orbit 
throwing it back outwards into the ring.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 | Diagram illustrating how particles that stray from the ring are removed from a gap due to 
an embedded moon, the red arrows indicates the force exerted by the moon as a result of passing by 
the particles while the blue arrows show the actual movement of the particle relative to the moon. 
 
There are many examples of embedded moons creating gaps in Saturn’s rings, the most 
notable ones are the Encke Gap and Keeler Gap with their embedded moons Pan and 
Gap 
Moon 
Orbital velocity of all particles 
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Daphnis respectively. Here both are located within the A ring and show sharply truncated 
edges caused by the presence of moons within them (Fig 1.2). These two gaps in Saturn’s 
rings also show other intriguing features which give additional clues to the local dynamics of 
the ring particles and moons. Figure 1.3 reveals a knotted ringlet in the same orbit as Pan in 
the shape of a horseshoe. Although interactions between the moon and ring edges 
ultimately remove particles from the gap there still exist relatively safe areas that particles 
can occupy in the shadow of the moons gravitational influence.   
 
Figure 1.2 | An image taken by the Cassini space craft showing Pan (centred in the frame )orbiting 
inside the Encke Gap Looking towards the sunlit side of the rings at 48° it was taken by the on board 
narrow-angle camera on 25.12.13 (Image number: PIA17161). 
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Figure 1.3 | The intriguing knotted double ringlets within the Encke Gap is on a horseshoe shaped 
orbit with respect to Pan, the resident moon. Shadows can be seen cast onto the inner A ring by the 
vertical component of the ringlets and by Pan (upper right). Both the F and A ring are shown in this 
image.  This image was taken in visible light by the Cassini narrow-angle camera on 19.08.09 with a 
ring plane angle of only 11°, hence the ability to see vertical structures casting shadows.  (Image 
number: PIA12730)  
Much like other Trojan moons or asteroids studied in the Solar System, ring particles are 
able to exist in a horseshoe orbit on the same orbit as their host moons or planet (Connors 
et al 2011; Dermott & Murray 1981). The actual dynamics of their orbits are more 
complicated than just a simple case of particles moving under the influence of Saturn and 
the host moon (Hedman et al 2013). In fact they are seen to have forced eccentricities 
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possibly from solar radiation. The knotted structure of the ringlet resembles that of the much 
larger F ring and could owe some of its structure to similar mechanisms that is not directly 
linked to nearby moons.  
Another interesting feature seen in the Keeler Gap is the result of the embedded moon being 
on an eccentric inclined orbit with respect to the ring. This is more noticeable than the Encke 
Gap due to its narrower width, 42km compared with 325km, where closer encounters of the 
embedded moon are responsible for creating more defined spiral density wave structures. 
What happens here is when the moon has a different eccentricity than the ring and its orbit 
precesses due to an inclination relative to the ring then there is a periodic approach and 
retraction of the moon to the ring edge. This periodic approach generates distorted waves 
pulling particles closest to the moon back outwards to the centre of the gap. The particles 
therefore receive a gravitational perturbation altering their orbits within the ring. However if 
the moon is on an inclined orbit to the ring then this distortion can be in the vertical axis, 
creating extraordinary vertical waves at the ring edge (Weiss et al 2009). Due to the particles 
either side of the moon having faster or slower orbits these structures are seen on opposing 
sides of the moon, as can be seen in Fig 1.4 where vertical waves are seen on the inner 
edge of the A ring to the left of Daphnis and to the right on the outer ring edge. Additionally 
satellite mass can also be determined from the wave induced on the gap edges. Analytically 
for the amplitude of the waves it was shown (for the larger gaps like Pan in the Encke Gap) 
𝑎𝑎 = 2.24𝜇�𝑎 ∆𝑎� �2𝑎, where 𝑎 is the eccentricity, 𝑎 is the semi-major axis, 𝜇 is the mass 
ratio of Saturn to the moon and ∆𝑎 is the initial difference in semi-major axis between the 
moon and ring particle. However, it was found that for narrow gaps where wave amplitudes 
were high this did not hold true with larger overestimates of satellite masses inferred (Weiss 
et al 2009). 
Where there are two moons separated by a relatively small radial distance the process 
responsible for creating the gap can actually then form a narrow ring. The process is known 
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as “shepherding” and is thought to be responsible for the confinement of other narrow 
planetary rings and debris disks (Goldreich & Tremaine 1979). However, this can be seen 
predominately with the F ring, where the two moons Prometheus and Pandora (although 
now known not to be an F ring shepherd, Cuzzi et al 2014) act as shepherds herding the ring 
particles into a narrow ring of only a few hundred km wide.   
 
Figure 1.4 | As Daphnis wanders through the Keeler gap the induced vertical waves can be seen on 
opposing sides of the moon due to the differential rotation of the A ring. The image was taken with the 
Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera on 09.10.06. (Image number: PIA07809) 
 
Not all gaps are created equally; many more gaps are created instead from resonances with 
much larger exterior moons. For example, the Cassini Division, a 4800km wide region 
between the A and B ring is formed by the 2:1 resonance with the moon Mimas (Goldreich & 
Tremaine 1978). For every one orbit of Mimas the ring particles located at the inner edge of 
the Cassini Division orbit twice. At the same point in their orbit they receive a slight 
gravitational perturbation which slightly alters their orbit. This then causes the particles to 
collide or have close encounters with other particles destabilising their orbits, thus leading to 
a sharp cut off in density. Figure 1.5 shows the Cassini Division along with Mimas in the 
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background, although it is classed as a gap it is not completely devoid of particles instead 
showing a much lower relative density and optical depth compared with the surrounding ring.  
 
 
Figure 1.5 | An image showing the Cassini Division where Mimas the moon responsible for its 
structure due to its 2:1 resonance. Not all of the Cassini Division is shown, as some of the outer 
region is out of the frame to the left with the B ring seen to the right (start of white arrow).  The widest 
gap in the centre of the frame is the Huygens Gap and is thought to be the result of the of the 2:1 
Mimas resonance, whereas the other smaller gaps are likely due to resonances with other smaller 
moons like Prometheus and Pandora. The optical depth of the Cassini Division as a function of radial 
location is shown in Fig 1.6 for the arrow drawn. The image was taken in visible green light with the 
Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera on 03.10.10. (Image number: PIA12735). 
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Even though the Cassini division holds a lot of its large scale structure to the 2:1 resonance 
with Mimas there exist much finer detail due to orbital resonances with other distance moons. 
These exist as density waves caused by resonances with outer moons in the form of 
Lindblad resonance (a simple resonance whereby the orbital period is an integer multiple of 
the perturbing moons orbital period) by Pan, Prometheus, Pandora, Atlas and Janus / 
Epimetheus of 6:5 & 7:6 (Pan), 5:4 & 9:7 (Prometheus), 9:7 (Pandora) 6.5 (Atlas) and 7:5 
(Janus / Epimetheus) to name but a few (Morishima et al 2011; Colwell et al 2009). Figure 
1.6 shows the optical depth throughout the Cassini Division with the Lindblad resonances for 
the spiral density waves denoted. In-between the density waves are radial locations with 
very low and almost zero optical depth which is again attributed to similar resonances that 
clear the area of ring particles. 
 
Figure 1.6 | An optical depth profile of the Cassini Division showing optical depths of the spiral 
density waves. The red line depicts the radial profile of the arrow in Fig 1.5. Optical depths were 
calculated using the α Leo Rev 009I stellar occultation with the high speed photometer (HSP) of the 
Cassini UVIS, ideal for observing stellar occultations. Lindblad resonances with outer moons are 
labelled as Pa (Pan), Pd (Pandora), Pr (Prometheus), At (Atlas), and Ja (Janus/Epimetheus).  Colwell 
et al 2009. 
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1.1.2 Self-Gravity Wakes 
Self-gravity wakes in planetary rings are dependent on a number of different parameters 
which we discuss below in this section. However, the discovery of self-gravity wakes in 
almost all locations of Saturn’s densest rings (A & B) indicate that the rings (at least at these 
radial locations) are flat with all of the mass densely confined to the ring plane. For these 
gravitational wakes to occur rings should also be in a cold state where particle – particle 
collisions are very dissipative. By this we refer to inelastic collisions that constantly remove 
energy from particles’ relative random motion. This can be quantified as the ratio of the post-
collisional to pre-collisional relative velocity for the colliding particles, known as the normal 
coefficient of restitution  𝜀𝑛 . A single collision would see dissipation in kinetic energy 
of  𝐶2(1 − 𝜀𝑛2) , where 𝐶  is velocity dispersion associated with the ring. Ultimately, the 
collisional energy loss can be shown as: 
𝑑𝐶2
𝑑𝑑 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
 ∝  − 𝜔𝑐𝐶2(1 − 𝜀𝑛)               [1.1] 
It is assumed for Saturn’s rings that 𝐶 ≫ 𝐷𝐷  and therefore the approximated collisional 
frequency is; 
𝜔𝑐 ≈ 3𝐷𝛺                 [1.2] 
Where Ω is the Keplerian frequency defined as  �𝐺𝑀𝑝𝑙𝑝𝑛 𝑟3⁄ , where 𝑟 the radial position from 
the planet is, 𝑀𝑝𝑙𝑝𝑛 is the mass of the planet, 𝐺 is the gravitational constant and 𝛺 is the 
dynamical optical path (Schmidt et al 2009). Thus for the F ring this is taken as ≈ 1.162x10-5 
collisions per orbital second (taking 𝛺 = 0.033, French et al 2014 and 𝐷 = 1.173 × 10−4 𝑠𝑎𝑠−1 
as the centre of the F ring), compared with approximately 18𝛺 collisions per orbital period for 
the main A and B rings (Schmidt et al 2009). This equates to ~0.63 collisions per orbital 
period (assuming an orbital period of ~15 hours). Although less than the main rings 
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collisional frequencies that are comparable to the orbital period would still be relevant in the 
evolution of the system. In the much denser and moonlet populated central core this would 
raise significantly to a value that would be multitudes per orbital period. However, collisions 
in this sense are however treated quite idealistically where energy loses through surface 
friction is not considered. Saturn’s rings exhibit a shearing flow which is consistent with a 
Keplerian velocity field where a ring particles orbital velocity is dependent on its radial 
position about Saturn. Here, there is an associated gain of kinetic energy given by the 
following 
𝑑𝐶2
𝑑𝑑 𝑔𝑝𝑔𝑛
 ∝  𝑣𝑠2                [1.3] 
Where the kinematic viscosity 𝑣 is 
𝑣 = −3
2
𝐷(𝑟0)𝑥 + 𝑂 ��𝑥 𝑟0� �2�               [1.4] 
And the shear rate 𝑠 is 
    𝑠 ≡ 𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑
= −3
2
𝐷(𝑟0).              [1.5] 
The above changes in kinetic energy during collisions and a viscous shearing assume a 
non-gravitating ring. Naturally, when self-gravity is included into the system ring viscosity is 
strongly enhanced. This comes about due to an elevation in the impact frequencies, 
gravitational stirring of the particle field along with the now very important gravitational 
torques associated with self-gravity wakes. The Hill-radius of a particle is an important 
parameter that can be used to probe the significance of the self-gravity component against 
the destructive tidal forces. The mutual Hill-radius of a pair on particles can be given as  
𝑅𝐻𝑔𝑙𝑙 = {(𝑚1 + 𝑚2)/3𝑀𝑝𝑙𝑝𝑛}1 3⁄               [1.6] 
Thus the ratio of the mutual Hill-radius to the sum of the particles physical radii can be 
shown as 
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   𝑟ℎ = 𝑅𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑅1+𝑅2 = � 𝜌03𝜌𝑝𝐻𝑝𝑝�1 3⁄ � 𝑝𝑟𝑝𝐻𝑝𝑝� (1+𝜇)1 3⁄1+𝜇1 3⁄              [1.7] 
Where 𝑎 is the semi-major axis, 𝜇 = 𝑚1/𝑚2, the mass of particle 𝑖 is 𝑚𝑔 = (4𝜋𝜌0 3⁄ )𝑅𝑔3 with a 
density of 𝜌0. When assuming a ring particle density of ice (900kg m-3) we can use the ratio 
𝑟ℎto scale to different distances. Taking all this into account Saturn’s rings relate to a value 
of 𝑟ℎ = 0.6 − 1.1 (Schmidt et al 2009). According to Toomre (1964) a differentially rotating 
self-gravitating disk can be locally unstable to axisymmetric disruptions when radial velocity 
dispersions fall below a critical value  𝐶𝑐𝑟. For the Keplerian case where 𝜎 is the surface 
density this is shown as, 
𝐶𝑐𝑟 = 3.36𝐺𝐺𝛺                  [1.8] 
The Toomre parameter then denotes how close the system is the instability threshold as a 
ratio of the radial velocity dispersion 𝐶𝑟 to the critical value 
𝑄 = 𝐶𝑟
𝐶𝑐𝑟
= 𝐶𝑟𝛺
3.36𝐺𝐺                [1.9] 
For 𝑄 ≥ 2 − 3 the system would be uniform with no instabilities as the radial velocity 
dispersions in in the system are orders greater than the critical values. However, where this 
parameter falls below the above value self-gravity coupled with the Keplerian shear forms 
wake structures that are angled with respect to radial direction (Fig 1.7). For a Keplerian 
shearing field this represents 10° - 15° with respect to the orbital direction within the ring. 
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Figure 1.7 | A clump initially formed by the mutual gravitation of ring particles in a disk. It evolves into 
an elongated shape as inner ring particles possess a higher angular velocity than the particles further 
out in order to maintain a stable orbit about the larger central mass, in this case Saturn. 
 
Reported by Julian & Toomre (1966) the typical characteristic azimuthal wavelength of self-
gravity wakes is ~2𝜆𝑐𝑟, where 𝜆𝑐𝑟 = 4𝜋2𝐺𝐺/𝜅2. This then related to wake sizes of 6m, 65m 
and 85m for the C, B and A rings (Salo 1992). Figure 1.8 compares and illustrates how the 
rings might look locally when optical depth and radial locations are varied, highlighting where 
different dynamic regimes exist. The wake structures become stronger the further away from 
the planet they are located along with optical depth increase. At distances beyond the Roche 
zone for ice particles this manifests itself in the form of aggregates. 
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Figure 1.8 | A comparison of various simulations using differing optical depths 𝛺 with respect to radial 
locations 𝑎. The relative strength of gravity against tidal forces is also shown by means of 𝑟𝐻 . All 
models assumed the same size particles with an internal density 𝜌 = 900𝑘𝑘𝑚−3  and normal 
coefficient of restitution 𝜀𝑛 = 0.5. This comparison clearly shows the regimes where different dynamics 
dominate by maintaining the highest radial velocity dispersions; this is illustrated by the smaller insert 
to the upper right with the regimes are dominated by physical impacts, pairwise encounters and 
collective gravitation. Schmidt et al (2009). 
 
The upper left of Fig 1.8 shows that axisymmetric overstable oscillations are also present for 
optical depths > 1 and 𝑟𝐻~ 0.6 along with wakes. A planetary ring is overstable when if the 
local viscosity increases acutely enough with its optical depth. This establishes itself as 
axisymmetric waves on a 100m scale. Observations by Cassini RSS (Thomson et al. 2007) 
and UVIS (Colwell et al. 2007) found direct evidence for these axisymmetric waves in 
Saturn’s A and B ring, consistent with the predicted structures for viscous overstability in 
dense planetary rings. Conclusions of the observations of the A-ring showed that self-gravity 
wakes were more tightly packed together in areas of higher normal ring thickness. The ratio 
of vertical thickness to wavelength of the wakes ranged from 0.12 - 0.09 when the 
approximate length of wakes in the A-ring is 60m, thus leading to a wake thickness of ~ 6m. 
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The appearance of the wakes was different in Saturn’s B ring (Colwell et al 2007), most 
notably they appeared flatter and more closely packed. This difference in the wakes for the B 
ring was most probably caused by a monolayer of larger particles as opposed to multiple 
layers of smaller particles. 
Although the inclined wakes and axisymmetric waves were able to coexist (Fig 1.8) the 
overstability oscillations were found to be independent of self-gravity. Instead the oscillations 
were found to be dominated by collisions of particles that had a wide range of physical sizes 
(Salo et al 2001). The viscous state of planetary rings is very responsive to the elasticity of 
the particles they are comprised of. If particles are dissipative the ring itself is flat and 
susceptible to the formation of self-gravity wakes. These have been shown to exist in 
Saturn’s A and B ring consistently with Cassini observations. However, where particle 
collisions are considered elastic viscous instability can occur. This happens when the 
collisions of particles moves them from areas of diminished density to areas of increased 
density. Thus an amplification of the density profile perturbations occurs. 
1.1.3 Propellers 
Propeller shaped structures have been observed in Saturn’s rings by Cassini caused by a 
small embedded moonlet a few hundred meters in size (Tiscareno 2008; Sremˇcevi´c et al 
2007; Tiscareno et al 2006). The embedded moonlets are considerably smaller than the 
previously discussed moons that form gaps. These propeller structures have been found to 
be numerous in their distribution within the rings, suggesting that large particles or moonlets 
are common in Saturn’s rings. The moonlets are effectively on the same orbital trajectory as 
the ring particles around it. For example there is no real discernible difference in eccentricity 
from moonlet to ring particle or radial velocity dispersion. They are also found mainly on the 
outer rings like the A, B and F ring, again likely to be able to form at these larger radial 
distances because of less gravitational tides than smaller radial locations. Here from Cassini 
images we can see that a very distinct structure appears to show areas of increased and 
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decreased density in front and behind the moonlet (assuming a brightening in the ring 
represents an increase in density). 
 
Figure 1.9 | An image captured of a propeller in Saturn’s A ring close to the Encke gap edge. A closer 
view shows a core (Moonlet) with two long structures coming from it in the orbital direction of the 
moonlet. Taken on 11.03.08 by the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera from the sunlit side of the 
rings, the ring plane angle was 81°. (Image number: PIA12790) 
What causes these strange structures can be explained by means of numerical simulations 
for particles in a ring with a small embedded moonlet (Lewis & Stewart et al 2009). It is found 
that the trajectories of particles are gravitationally perturbed by the moonlet, giving them an 
associated eccentricity. Due to gravitational scattering of a close encounter ring particles of a 
certain semi-major axis are removed from the normal flow. Then as particles move away 
from the moonlet due to the effects of Keplerian shear their new eccentricities create a void 
or gap forming the propeller shape. The gap left is centred about two Hill radii from the 
moonlet's orbit. Because of the differential rotation of the ring the gap is in front and behind 
the embedded moonlet with the radial direction reversed as a result. Figure 1.10, taken from 
previous numerical studies (Lewis & Stewart et al 2009), shows the trajectories of particles 
as they approach the moonlet and clearly show how the propeller shaped structures come to 
exist. Propeller structures are therefore a good indicator of embedded moonlets even if the 
moonlets themselves are too small to resolve. 
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Figure 1.10 | The paths of particles moving near a moonlet, perturbations from the moonlet causes 
particles to move on eccentric orbit. The region of open space created as particles move under their 
new eccentric orbits can be clearly seen either side of the central moonlet (Lewis & Stewart et al 
2009). 
 
It was also found the role of self-gravitating particles was important when modelling propeller 
structures. Non-interacting models would show a repeating pattern of the particles 
trajectories with a periodicity of 3𝜋∆𝑎 where ∆𝑎 is orbit separation. However when collisions 
and self-gravity were taken into account a dampening effect was seen where eccentricities 
are reduced and orbits randomised beyond the initial structure. 
1.1.4 The Dynamic F ring 
Situated approximately 3000km from the outer edge of the A ring lies Saturn’s F ring, it is of 
particular interest not only to planetary scientists but also astronomers studying much larger 
star systems. What makes it so interesting is that it is apparently shepherded by two nearby 
moons, Prometheus and Pandora with semi-majors axes of 139,380km and 141 720km 
respectively. This satellite – ring relationship is then thought to be responsible for the 
asymmetrically narrow width of 30km – 500km. Both of these moons are close enough to 
gravitationally perturb particles in the ring. However, it is the larger of the two (136 x 79 x 
59 km compared with 104 x 81 x 64 km for Pandora), Prometheus, which dominates the 
evolution of particles in the F ring. As a result it is probably the most actively dynamic place 
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in the Solar System with features evolving over a matter of hours as the shepherd moons 
destructively engage in close combat with the F ring. 
 
Figure 1.11 | Image taken by the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle camera 13.09.2009. The multi-
stranded F ring can clearly be seen outside the A ring, here the two shepherd moons Prometheus 
(inner) and Pandora (outer) are observed either side of the F ring. Saturn’s shadow is cast on the 
rings to the lower part of the image. The orbital direction in this frame is anti-clockwise with the 
formation of a streamer (Prometheus induce structure) to the bottom of Prometheus in the F ring. 
Prometheus Resides in the Roche Division, a 2600km gap between the main A ring and the narrow F 
ring. (Image number: PIA11621) 
 
Prometheus exhibits characteristics of a chaotic orbit due to its 121:118 orbital resonance 
with Pandora and 53:54 orbital resonance with Atlas a smaller moon located in the Roche 
division closer to the A ring than Prometheus. Every 6.2 years Pandora and Prometheus 
approach to within 1400km of one another. Further details about the chaotic nature of the F 
ring were revealed when Charnoz et al 2005 discovered that the transient (non-core) strands 
were spiral in nature. Murray et al 2008 showed how these spiral strands formed from 
sheared jets produced by physical collisions with small moonlets on trajectories that took 
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them through the core. Thus, it then became clear that the F ring consisted of a long-lasting 
core with transient strands. 
1.1.4.1 Prometheus Induced Structures 
Although the ultimate and overall boundaries of the F ring are defined by the two shepherd 
moons the larger of the two, Prometheus, periodically comes close enough to significantly 
influence the F ring gravitationally. Just like other moons of Saturn that are located in gaps, 
Daphnis and Pan, Prometheus and Pandora create gravitational wave like disturbances in 
the F ring but from both sides. On account of the larger mass and closer approach of 
Prometheus to the F ring most of the structures observed are subsequently dominated by 
Prometheus. The basic mechanism of the streamer-channel formations has been described 
in detail by Murray et al 2008, Murray et al 2005 and Murray & Winter 1996 using three-
strands (core + 2 strands) plus a background population model employing non-interacting 
test particles. In their work they included direct comparisons with Cassini images for similar 
configurations, demonstrating the link of Prometheus to streamer-channels in the F ring. 
However, there exists a precession between Prometheus’ elliptical orbit and the elliptic F 
ring due to the oblateness of Saturn and as a result Prometheus makes its closest 
approaches to the F ring approximately every 19 years. Therefore the configuration of the F 
ring and moon is in a constant state of change with a 19 year period of maximum to 
minimum distances between the two. The maximum approach occurred during the Cassini 
mission in 2009 where the full force of Prometheus on the F ring was witnessed. Although as 
Prometheus makes its closest approaches it never actually enters the narrow central F ring 
core, however it does enter the outer regions of the F ring along with some of the strands 
(dependant on their longitudinal position due to the spiral nature of the strands). This can 
have profound consequences for the F ring during these encounters. Prometheus’ orbital 
period is 14.7 hours and because of the faster orbit of the moon in comparison to the F ring it 
advances 3.27° on the F ring each orbit, giving a periodic spacing to all Prometheus 
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generated structures. As Prometheus radially moves towards and away from the F ring on its 
orbit it pulls ring particles out in the form of a streamer by means of a gravitational scattering. 
Then as Prometheus continues on its orbit the disrupted ring particles move in sync with the 
moon creating a channel while Prometheus is at the apoapsis of its orbit and a streamer 
when at periapsis, Fig 1.12. The relative movement of Prometheus with respect to the F ring 
is shown in Fig 1.13, effectively making a spiral trajectory due to its elliptical orbit and faster 
orbit. 
 
Figure 1.12 | Images taken by the Cassini spacecraft in 2009 when Prometheus made its closest 
approaches to the F ring. a) Image of the F ring showing multiple structures formed by Prometheus. 
Prometheus is out of the frame to the lower left with the structures going from newest to oldest left to 
right. Here Prometheus is close to apoapsis of its orbit and corresponds to an orbital phase where the 
channels are at their most open. Channels can clearly be seen to show signs of Keplerian shear as 
they are elongated with time, covering a larger azimuthal area as they evolve. b) As Prometheus 
moves away from the F ring on one of its approaches a string of particles, known as a “streamer”, is 
pulled out.  c) Here Prometheus is moving away from the F ring towards the periapsis of its orbit, 
current and previous streamers (above Prometheus and in clockwise direction from the moon) can be 
seen to move in sync with Prometheus, again with the effects of Keplerian shear. In all of the images 
Prometheus is advancing on the F ring in an anti-clockwise direction. (Image numbers: a) PIA11535 b) 
PIA12537 c) PIA11631). 
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Figure 1.13 | Prometheus' orbital motion: the elliptical nature of its orbit takes Prometheus towards 
and away from the F ring during the course of one orbital period. Assuming a rotating reference frame 
that matches that of the F ring, the red line represents the trajectory of Prometheus' motion relative to 
the F ring. Prometheus orbits faster than particles in the F ring: in one orbital period advancing a 
distance a, 3.27°. Each approach of Prometheus structures are formed within the F ring, which are 
distorted over time by Keplerian shear. Due to the faintness of the F ring compared to other rings, the 
F ring has been drawn on the image of Saturn to represent its position in the rings. Original images 
from ESA/Hubble and Cassini, image have been altered to show the location of the faint F ring 
outside the main visible rings imaged by Hubble. The close up image of the F ring and the shepherd 
moons, taken by Cassini has been altered to show the relative movement of Prometheus to a 
stationary F ring.  
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1.1.4.2 Moonlet Formation  
Further studies of the F ring and Prometheus uncovered a secret that would lead to the 
shepherd moon being held responsible for moonlet formation in the F ring (Beurle et al 
2010). The F ring lies at 2.32 Saturn radii and corresponds to Saturn’s Roche Zone. This is 
where accretion forces from self-gravity are in direct competition with the strong tidal forces 
of Saturn. Therefore any moonlet formed should be deformed or broken up by the tidal 
forces, however because it is at the limit and not beyond it may exist for longer periods. This 
naturally gives rise to a very chaotic and unpredictable environment with regards to density 
fluctuations. Previous numerical modelling of the F ring used a homogeneous ring (no 
strands) together with analysis of Cassini data, showed that particle number densities 
increased at the channel edges and was a direct result of the Prometheus encounter (Beurle 
et al 2010). Moreover some of these high density clumps were stable, i.e. they were capable 
of surviving long enough for a second pass of Prometheus, 110 orbital periods later. These 
clumps, subjected to a second Prometheus encounter, either benefitted by a further drive to 
collapse or to the demise of the clump by total destruction. Where clumps survived for longer 
periods of time they could cause their own structural signature in the ring. Although the 
moonlets themselves are too small to be resolved directly in Cassini images they do leave 
behind a signature of their existence in the form of fans. Here a small moonlet located in the 
F ring core or very close to the same central core semi-major axis with a small eccentricity 
difference will create fan structures in a similar way to that of Prometheus. However, fans 
are caused by the physical collisions of the moonlet with ring particles instead of a 
gravitational scattering like Prometheus.  
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Figure 1.14 | A mosaic showing 28° along the F ring composed of the images captured by Cassini 
July 2008 (Beurle et al 2010). Prometheus can be seen to the lower right of the image, indicated by 
Pr. Fan structures can be seen at the channel edges (denoted F) caused by embedded moonlets. 
 
As the moonlet moves on a slightly different elliptical orbit to that of the F ring it collides with 
ring particles forming a jet. These are a smaller version of the larger jets that end up forming 
the spiral strands (Murray et al 2008). Over time these jets multiply but all share the same 
common start location in the ring, hence the fan shape. It was discovered that these fan 
structures were appearing at the channel edges and separated by the same 3.27° that 
separates the streamer-channels (Fig 1.14). The numerical modelling that tested this 
showed that the local density at channel edges did indeed increase after experiencing an 
encounter of Prometheus.  
A predator – prey model was proposed by Esposito et al 2012 for the edge of B ring and the 
F ring. Here aggregate size was seen as the prey and the perturbing moons as the predator. 
It was shown that Prometheus has an influence on clump formation in the F ring with Mimas 
displaying a comparable dominant effect on the outer B ring edge. Locations of moonlets or 
clumps were seen to be at resonances in the rings with the predator moons. Large increases 
in velocity dispersion were seen to decrease the local density with disaggregation 
developing from disruptive collisions or tidal shear. However, agitation of ring material at the 
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ring edge through stochastic processes can yield density increases of clumps that become 
more persistent objects within the ring, again forming a link to possible moonlet formation 
and the perturbing moon. Potentially though an additional process is now thought to 
responsible for the formation of the small moonlets in the F ring. There is a discrepancy 
between the numbers of extended bright clumps seen during the voyager flybys than with 
Cassini. Hardly any have been witnessed in the F ring by Cassini whereas the voyager 
probes observed many during their 90 day monitoring. It is thought that it might be seasonal 
and linked with the anti-alignment of Prometheus and the F ring where more clumps are 
formed that then collide with the core (French et al 2014). These clumps would then be 
destroyed through the collisions resulting in a reduced number in the F ring. If this is true 
then it has a delay associated with the anti-alignment in the same way we have a seasonal 
delay in temperatures on our planet. Since Cassini was able to observe the anti-alignment in 
2009 we could expect that the number of bright extended clumps to increase. 
Additionally a mechanism was suggested for both moon and moonlet formation by a viscous 
spreading, this helps to explain the current configuration of Saturn’s moons and moonlets 
(Charnoz et al 2010). Here the main moons and moonlets both showed a linear increase in 
mass with distances from Saturn but with distinctly different gradients. The differences, when 
elaborated established the moonlet group to exhibit a larger mass enhancement with 
increasing distances from Saturn in comparison to the main moons. Moonlets growth at the 
rings edge is attributable to positive induced torque from the rings and the planet driving their 
outward migration. As the torque (𝛤𝑙) increases with the moon mass (𝑚𝑙) 𝛤𝑙 ∝ 𝑚𝑙2 the 
migration rate also increases, driving the faster outward migration of more massive moons. 
Due to the different migration rates, orbital crossings and merging can occur which leads to 
the arrangement of moons radially aligned as a function of their mass. This mechanism can 
therefore explain the existence of dynamically young moons so close to the rings. Direct 
evidence that looks to support this idea was recently discovered when a new moon was 
found to be located at the outer edge of the A ring (Murray et al 2014), Fig 1.15. 
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Figure 1.15 | a) + b) Image taken by Cassini ISS narrow angle camera showing the newly discovered 
object beyond the outer edge of the A ring. Captured on 15th April 2013 with an exposure of 680ms 
this image was primarily targeted towards Prometheus which is centred in the image (a). Image 
N1744738746. c) – f) reprojected images of the outer A ring edge centred on the extended objects. 
Each covers 2° longitudinally (horizontal axis) and 300km radially centred on 136,750km. Image 
details as follows; (c) N1736819769, 14th  January 2013, (d) N1744738746, 15th April 2013, (e) 
N1750407088, 20th June 2013 showing Object 1, (f) N1750407470, 20th June  2013 showing Object 
2. Images courtesy of Murray et al 2014.  
 
The objects themselves have not been resolved in images taken by Cassini. However much 
like many of the other embedded objects already discovered in the rings the propeller 
shaped structures that surround them reveals their presence (Lewis et al. 2009; Tiscareno et 
al. 2008). Seen as far back as early 2013 object one was observed multiple times until June 
2013 when a possible second object was discovered. Orbit analysis of the two suggests that 
these were two individual objects with their own defined orbits. Although further investigation 
showed that it was possible it was just one object that had undergone a dynamic evolution in 
its orbit. The presence of the new moon at the outer edge of the A ring could be direct 
evidence of the outward migration of moons / moonlets through the means of viscous 
spreading and angular momentum exchange thought to be responsible for the formation and 
current population of moons around Saturn (Charnoz et al. 2010). Previously discovered 
moonlets in the rings that have the same propeller structures surrounding them have also 
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been observed to show non-Keplerian changes in their semi-major axis (Pan et al., 2012; 
Tiscareno, 2010). It has been suggested that these were most likely to be caused by 
stochastic encounters by Crida et al (2010). Although in the case of “Peggy” (the newly 
discovered object at the edge of the A ring) numerical modelling has revealed that it is 
unlikely to become a long staying member of Saturn’s large moon and moonlet population. 
The same forces that brought it to life are likely to be responsible for its demise. However, its 
discovery can still give us exceptional clues into many of the processes and mechanisms 
thought to be responsible for moonlet, moon and planetesimal formation in astrophysical 
disks. 
1.1.4.3 Moonlets, Jets and Physical Collisions 
Between 2004 and 2007 a number of small moonlet candidates were observed within the F-
ring itself, these objects were designated as S/2004 S3, S/2004 S4 and S/2004 S6. However 
S/2004 S3 and S/2004 S 4 have not been observed since, even with a full high resolution 
image of the entire F-ring. Thus suggesting that these objects were short lived clumps of 
material that have since broke up (Murray et al 2008). It has also been suggested that the 
two objects might be one object that was on an F ring crossing orbit. S/2004 S 6 has been 
sighted many times both inside and outside the F-ring and is known to have an orbit that 
takes it through the core of the F-ring. However, all objects are unconfirmed as moonlets due 
to the uncertainty surrounding their composition. As a result their future as coherent objects 
is uncertain at best. 
As these objects pass through and collide with the F-ring many different and unusual 
structures are formed. Unlike how Prometheus creates streamer-channels from gravitational 
scattering these smaller moonlets are able to create large jets through physical collisions 
with ring particles (Fig 1.16b). Jets are the result of the moonlet colliding with ring particles 
as it passes through the central F-ring core and as such much smaller moonlets are capable 
of creating equivalent size structures as Prometheus (Fig 1.17). 
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Figure 1.16 | a) Image taken by the Cassini spacecraft on June 2005 showing the moonlet S/2004 S6 
to the left of the F ring, the resolution of the image is about 13km per pixel. The object shows an 
elongated shape possibly with an extended envelope around a denser core if surface brightness is 
assumed to be linked to density.  b) One of a series of images taken by Cassini between 2006 – 
2007, made of a composite of 94 images obtained 18.03.07 from image observation 
ISS_043RF_FMOVIE001_VIMS. Where the small moonlets have passed through the F ring material 
jets are created on the side that they emerge from. Jets are elongated in the same way that streamer 
channels are elongated by Keplerian shear whereby older jets will appear longer and with a much 
smaller angle to edge of F ring. (Image numbers: a) PIA07716 b) Reprojected from observation 
ISS_043RF_FMOVIE001_VIMS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.17 | Illustration demonstrating how small moonlets form jets in the F ring.  As the moonlet 
passes through the F-ring (blue arrow indicates the direction of movement relative to ring particles) it 
collides with the ring material forming a jet (red dotted line) on the trailing side of the ring. These jets 
can join to form a fan structure where there is a common point of intersection, like seen in the F ring 
spaced by 3.27°. 
 
The longitudinal drift of jets due to Keplerian shear from its initial position was found to be 
(Murray et al. 2008): 
Moonlet 
F-ring 
Orbital velocity 
Jet 
a) b) 
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∆𝜆 =  −(3 2⁄  )(𝑛 𝑎⁄ )Δ𝑎Δ𝑡              [1.3] 
Where 𝑎 is the semi-major axis and 𝑛 is the mean motion of material in the core, calculated 
at 581.964° per day (where Prometheus’ and Pandora’s mean motion is 587.28° per day 
and 572.79° per day respectively for comparison). However, because Keplerian shear not 
only elongates the jets in longitude but also changes the gradient relative to the F ring over 
time it is possible to derive the initial time of formation. Where the gradient 𝑘 can be shown 
as: 
𝑘 =  −(2 3⁄  )(𝑎 𝑛⁄ ) Δ𝑡⁄               [1.4] 
In time these jets can evolve into spirals which form the basis of the multi-stranded 
appearance of the F ring (Charnoz et al 2005). 
1.1.4.4 F ring core stability 
Although it was originally thought that Prometheus and Pandora act as stabilising shepherds 
of the F ring, more detailed observations have now led to the realisation that they 
gravitationally attack and stir up the ring material to a near chaotic state. Vast longitudinal 
variations exist in the F ring that is dependent on their proximity to Prometheus and time. 
Such variations are not easily attributed to just the shepherding nature of the two moons and 
are not consistent with the general shepherding theory (Goldreich & Tremaine 1979). The F 
ring core has been found to be very narrow with large populations of denser objects or 
moonlets located within (Attree et al 2014; Attree et al 2012). This then effectively forms a 
radially narrow moonlet belt between Prometheus and Pandora at the location of the true 
core which is thought to be only 100m wide from radio occultations (Marouf et al 2010). 
Numerical modelling to investigate the chaotic F ring core and find signs of stability within 
was done by Cuzzi et al (2014), where they used tens of thousands of individual particles 
integrated over an equal number of orbital periods. What they found was that in amongst the 
chaotic unstable majority of the F ring there existed very narrow radial locations where there 
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was a high degree of stability. Incidentally some of which also correlated to known radial 
locations in the real F ring. The high stability regions were identified as being reliant on 
combinations of the rapid apse precession due to the oblateness of Saturn and a long 
synodic period, allowing stable “antiresonances” very close to Lindblad resonances. The 
“antiresonances” were found to be at their most stable when the first order resonances of 
Prometheus had the minimum presence of Pandora resonances. Ultimately, this gave rise to 
a location much closer to Prometheus than would typically be assumed with stable zones 
found to be comparable to those observed in the real F ring. The end conclusion was not 
that of the F ring being defined by its two shepherd moons but more by Prometheus and its 
respective precession. Fig 1.18 shows the radial locations of distinct stable regions identified 
in the numerical modelling, with one falling at the current location of the central core. This 
matches well but further questions are raised as to why we see a single central core located 
at just one of these stable regions? 
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Figure 1.18 | A plot showing the log of the RMS deviation in a (km), against the mean semimajor axis 
located around the true F ring core (dotted vertical line). Taken from Cuzzi et al 2014 for 12,000 
particles over an integration period of 20,000 Prometheus orbits show the RMS with fine structure in 
low-RMS zones is shown. The triangles and squares represent the radial positions of the first order 
resonances for Prometheus and Pandora respectively. Note that the dotted line for the average 
semimajor axis of the F ring core (taken from Albers et al. (2012) 140221.3±1.8km and Cooper et al. 
(2013) 140220.8±0.8km) matches very well to one of the stable locations identified in the numerical 
model.  
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1.2 Debris Disks – The Fomalhaut System 
Debris disks are composed of dust, gas, asteroids, planetesimals and planets debris discs 
orbiting a host star, sometimes displaying prominent rings. There are a larger variety of 
debris discs from young stars in the beginning phases of planet formation to much more 
mature stars where planet formation has already taken place. One defining feature of debris 
disks is that they have very little gas in them compared with younger circumstellar disks. 
This makes their internal environment more similar to that of Saturn’s rings which is devoid 
of gas and thus will share almost comparable physics. Saturn’s rings role as a local 
laboratory to study processes and evolution of larger scale astrophysical discs is an 
important one and the most dynamic of them all, the F ring, could prove to be very useful in 
the study of narrow shepherded debris discs. For example the Fomalhaut system is a narrow 
debris disk orbiting its host star; reminiscent of Saturn’s F ring it owes its narrow structure to 
two theorised shepherding planets (Boley et al 2012). Figure 1.21 shows a comparison of 
the two systems. The sharply truncated inner edge of the ring and eccentricity are good 
indicators of an internal shepherding planet that could be responsible for shaping it in the 
same way Prometheus dominates the sculpture of Saturn’s F ring. It is still in debate whether 
Fomalhaut b is responsible for the inner shepherding of the disk or a pair of currently unseen 
shepherding planets is the cause of the narrow structure. However, recent work by ALMA 
(350GHz) failed to observe any shepherding planets suggesting a much smaller size for the 
rings creators than previously thought (Chiang et al 2009). Evidence that the possible cause 
of the rings morphology is the existence of two small shepherding planets was still 
supported. Again constraining the idea that it could resemble a similar setup to Saturn’s F 
ring where small moons shepherd but don't completely destroy the F ring.  
Using values taken from numerical studies by Chiang et el 2009 it is possible to make 
assumptions that the inner planet could experience close encounters with the debris disk 
similar to Prometheus. For this we need to assume that both the disk and inner shepherd 
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planet are on elliptical orbits (0.11 and 0.12 eccentricity respectively) and that there is some 
degree of independent precession of their orbits due to a non-spherical host star or inclined 
orbits. If this is the case its appearance can be assumed to be similar to the F ring. With 
semi major axis of 115 AU for the inner planet and 133 – 158 AU for the disk at anti-
alignment and closest approach we would see the inner planet at apoapsis and the disk at 
periapsis. This would be at a radial distance from Fomalhaut of 128.8 AU for the inner planet 
and 118.37 – 140.62 AU for the disk. This would lead to a very big disturbance of the disk 
due to the planet. However, the rate of precession or any more details about the likely 
precession are difficult to calculate due to the uncertainty of the Fomalhaut system.  
Future observations of the Fomalhaut debris disk with the proposed EPICS detector on the 
EELT could help give higher resolution investigations of the disk. The science goals of the 
EPICS detector are a resolution of 0.005” with a field of view 1.37” x 1.37” (Kasper et al 
2008). Assuming these and applying it to the Fomalhaut debris disk in question, we can 
approximate that the field of view would cover roughly 30AU x 30AU. If we make another 
assumption that any structures formed by an inner shepherding planet would be separated 
by the same as Prometheus induced structures in the F ring then there will be a spacing of 
approximately 7AU between areas of high and low density or surface brightness. This is well 
within reach of the EPICS detector, although will not be anywhere near the same resolution 
as Cassini can currently achieve. It should still be able to detect any asymmetry created by 
closely interacting shepherding planets. It is likely that the larger separation and 
eccentricities between disk and planet compared with the F ring and Prometheus would lead 
to a larger difference in orbital periods and thus a larger separation in structures. A 
separation of ~ 10 – 20 times that of streamer-channels in the F ring is possible, which again 
should be within reach of the EPICS resolution. 
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Figure 1.19 | a) An image taken by Cassini of Saturn’s F ring, shepherded by its two moons 
Prometheus (inner) and Pandora (outer), b) image taken by the Hubble Space Telescope showing the 
debris disk around Fomalhaut with the zoomed in section illustrating the movement of the inner 
shepherding planet (Fomalhaut b) over the course of 8 years and c) an visual representation of the 
Fomalhaut system depicting the two shepherding planets that could be responsible for the narrow 
ring, similar to Saturn’s F ring. Image credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)/B. Saxton. All of the images 
are orientated to show an anti-clockwise orbital direction. 
 
1.2.1  Additional Debris Disk Systems 
Saturn’s rings could offer the investigations of other debris disks than just the shepherded F 
ring as an example of the Fomalhaut debris disk. There exists an extensive diversity of 
different rings exhibiting a variety of ring thickness, surface densities, widths and gaps. Many 
of these features can be directly attributed to some of Saturn’s many moons and moonlets, 
either by direct close range perturbations of the ring particles by small moonlets 
(Prometheus and Pandora on the F ring, Murray et al 2005; Murray & Winter 1996; Esposito 
et al 2012), or long range orbital resonance with the larger moons (strong 2:1 orbital 
resonance between the inner edge of the Cassini Division and Mimas, Goldreich & Tremaine 
1978). It could be possible that when further debris disks are discovered and the capabilities 
of our telescopes improve we can use the asymmetrical or stranded features in the disks to 
investigate the planets or planetesimals in such systems. It is likely that features created by 
planets or planetesimals through orbital resonances on rings around other stars will be larger 
than the planets themselves. An example of this can be seen with the debris disk around 
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Vega. Observations with the James Clark Maxwell telescope (Fig 1.22) had shown an 
elongated bright region in the disk (Holland et al 1998) that could be attributed to a large 
planet that has a mean-motion orbital resonance at that point in the disk, creating a clump of 
dust particles (Wilner et al 2002). However, further studies of the Vega debris disk with more 
sensitive telescopes has not found any evidence of a planet (Piétu et al 2011), casting doubt 
on the idea that there planet induced structures in Vegas dusty debris disk. 
 
 
Figure 1.20 | An image taken from Holland et al (1998) showing the relative emission from 850 μm 
dust particles around Vega. The star is centred at [0, 0], marked by the star symbol. It can clearly be 
seen that there is a bright region offset from the centre of the star. 
 
Another notable nearby debris disk thought to be sculptured by shepherd planets is 
HD207129, a G-type pre-main-sequence star in the constellation of Grus of the southern 
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sky. The debris disk is of a similar width to that of Fomalhaut at 30 AU but is located further 
out with a radius of 163 AU (Fig 1.23). Here, unlike Fomalhaut the ring is not offset 
significantly from the central star, suggesting that there is no large planetary perturber. A 
sharply rising excess in emission past 30 μm coupled with an absence of scattered light 
within a radius of 150 AU suggests a sharply truncated inner edge. The culprit responsible 
for this might be a small planet lying just inside the 150AU radius of the ring (Marshall et al 
2011). In this case it is possible that much smaller planets (required to be closer to the ring 
due to their smaller gravitational influence) might create features on the disk that are 
currently out of reach with our resolution capabilities at the moment. If smaller planets are 
closer to the ring then it would be difficult to isolate them and therefore would be better to 
search for azimuthal asymmetries in any disks. 
 
Figure 1.21 | a), b) and c) An image of HD 207129 taken by Herschel in Far-infrared wavelengths of 
70μm, 100μm and 160μm respectively (Marshall et al 2011). 
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Figure 1.22 | A surface brightness plot of the HD202628 debris disk created by using scattered visible 
light observations from the Hubble Space Telescope (Krist et al 2012). The cross represents the 
position of the star which is offset from the debris disk. 
A very similar debris disk in shape to that of Fomalhaut is the debris disk around HD202628 
and is a good candidate for direct imaging of potential shepherding planets. When imaged in 
scattered visible light by the Hubble Space Telescope asymmetries in the width and position 
of the ring were noticed, however these are likely to be the result of noise and not genuine 
azimuthal asymmetries (Fig 1.24). Asymmetries in the inner and outer boundaries of the 
rings are however observed. The inner and outer edges are located at 142 AU and 212 AU 
for the northwest ansa and 162 AU and 254 AU for the southeast ansa of the ring. The ring 
is offset from the central star by 19AU in the non-deprojected image in a similar manner to 
that of the Fomalhaut ring. Except that it is offset along the semi-minor axis and not the 
semi-major axis as with Fomalhaut (Krist et al 2012).  Noteworthy differences between the 
two systems are that the ring of HD202628 has a higher eccentricity than Fomalhaut (0.18 
as opposed to 0.11 for Fomalhaut) and broader ring width (~70AU for HD202628; ~25AU for 
Fomalhaut). 
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1.2.2 Debris Disks – Tidal Environments  
As well as discussing the potential apparent similarities of some elements of Saturn’s rings 
with much larger circumstellar disks, predominately debris disks due to their gas deficient 
environments, we must also consider their tidal environments. For example the main rings of 
Saturn lay within the Roche limit for water ice (the main constitute of the rings). The 
exceptions to this are the outer G and E diffuse rings, while the F ring is very close to this 
limit. This then accounts for some of the chaotic structure and dynamics witnessed. Within 
this Roche limit the gravitational tides from Saturn are large enough to prevent solid objects 
to form and grow through gravity alone. The Roche Limit for a loosely bound object is 
approximated as, 
𝑅𝐿𝑔𝐿𝑔𝑑 = 2.44𝑅�𝜌𝑀 𝜌𝐿� �1 3⁄ .                   [1.5] 
We use Fomalhaut and Vega as comparisons to Saturn’s rings for the tidal environment, 
with corresponding Roche Limits of 1.5x106 km (0.01 AU) and 1.9x106 km (0.013 AU). When 
compared to the positions of their disks it becomes apparent that the tidal environment for 
material within the disks is considerably smaller. Vega has a debris disk from 86 – 330 AU 
and even with Fomalhaut’s inner and outer hot disk 0.08 – 0.11 AU and outer disk 133 – 158 
AU these are still outside the equivalent location of Saturn’s rings. Although Fomalhaut’s 
inner hot disk is at 0.08 – 0.11 AU it would still be located around the orbit of Titan. 
Additionally, the Hill Radii of a 100m sized object in each of these disks suggest that self-
gravity within the disk is unimpeded with regards to form aggregates. The Hill Radii then for 
the 100m size object with a density slightly less than solid rock (2g cm-3) are 1.2 km, 14 km 
and 2086 km for the inner and outer hot disk and main cold debris disk of Fomalhaut, and 
1189 – 4544 km for the inner and out edge of the Vega debris disk. Evidently, this then gives 
rise to very large ratios of the mutual Hill Radii and physics radius of a pair of identical 
particles (𝑟ℎ = 𝑅𝐻𝑔𝑙𝑙 𝑅1 + 𝑅2⁄ ). For Fomalhaut this relates to 6.13, 66 and 9843 for the inner 
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and outer hot disk and the out main cold disk respectively and 5608 – 21400 form inner to 
outer disk around Vega. 
Although gravitational tides from the central mass is much smaller in the debris disk systems 
than those witnessed in Saturn’s rings the interaction between moon / moonlet and ring 
might be useful in understanding planet and debris disk interaction. For example the 
migration of planets in disks and the recent discovery of migrated moonlet at the edge of the 
A ring (Murray et al 2014). Also if it’s found that moon – ring interactions can drive local 
condensations in Saturn’s rings it would be natural to assume if planet – disk interactions 
formed similar condensations they would be more stable to gravitational tides. Thus, 
meaning these perturbations might be of a greater significance to the larger systems in 
accreting additional bodies within the disk. 
 
Currently technology lacks the ability to image such shepherded debris disks in the same 
sort of high resolution as Cassini is able to image Saturn’s rings, especially the F ring. 
However, with the advent of much larger telescopes of 30m + in the coming decades we are 
approaching an era where direct imaging of Exoplanets and the detailed spatial resolution of 
debris disks is possible. Hopefully from the in-depth knowledge gained by spacecraft like 
Cassini of ring – moon interactions we can learn a great detail about possible shepherding 
planets in protoplanetary or debris disks just by the morphology of the disk itself.  This can 
be useful in identifying embedded or perturbing planets in disks as well as refining their 
mass. 
1.3 Planet Formation   
If we are to consider Saturn’s rings as an experimental testing ground for larger 
astrophysical disks and ultimately the formation of planetesimals and planets we should also 
consider where our current understand of planet formation stands. Until the discoveries of 
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exoplanets and the subsequent information about extrasolar planetary systems we were left 
to believe, possibly naively, that our Solar System was a standard representation for all 
planetary systems around Sun like stars. More recently with the dawn of specialised space 
telescopes and detectors we have been able to uncover a wide range of exoplanets with 
many residing in multiple planet systems. Currently the largest known planetary system is 
HD 10180 and has 7 confirmed planets. Although, a possible extra two have yet to be 
directly confirmed would make it the largest know planetary system in existence. Thus 
making it the only other system known to have greater numbers of planets than that our own 
Solar System (Tuomi 2012). The latest wave of exoplanet detections and the majority of 
discoveries have been done so by optical transits in front of the host star with the Kepler 
Telescope. Other methods have contributed much less in the terms of exoplanetary 
detections through radial velocity, microlensing, timing and direct imaging methods. Many of 
these planetary systems have been found to have large gas giants much further in to their 
host star than our own system and with no real orbital resonances between planetary orbits. 
This is in contrast to our own where many of the planets show some form of resonance. All 
of these vastly different properties from our Solar System are intriguing but also incredibly 
frustrating to astronomers as we struggle to find answers to what was once thought to be 
“anomalous” planetary systems. However, it is likely that the exoplanet detection methods 
we use are unduly biased to find a certain type of exoplanet which could be clouding what 
we think is a representative collection of the planets around other stars. For example we will 
always be bias to finding larger radii and short period planets like hot Jupiters. Smaller 
terrestrial planets like our own need multiple years of data and highly sensitive detectors to 
be “discovered”. Nonetheless, we will first examine the original standard model of planet 
formation, which assumed our own system was of a universally common configuration. We 
will then explore possible explanations that might explain deviations away from the standard 
model for planet formation. However, is it likely that our own Solar System has undergone 
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additional processes that made it deviate away from a different “standard model” that could 
explain the rest of the other planetary systems? 
1.3.1 The Standard Model (core-accretion) 
The standard model of planet and planetesimal formation helps to explain how our own 
Solar System came to be in its current configuration with a range of differently composed 
planets. The idea is that the planets formed along with the star from an interstellar gas cloud 
made predominately of hydrogen and helium. This cloud, over time, starts to contract due to 
its own internal self-gravity. As the cloud contracts it starts to exhibit a net rotation which 
later evolves into a disk due to the conservation of angular momentum. This is also the 
reason why we see the planets and the Sun all orbiting or rotating in the same plane and 
direction. The disk then continues to contract until a point where pressures and temperatures 
reach a point that thermonuclear fusion occurs at its core, thus forming the beginnings of a 
protostar at its centre. The light from the newly born protostar now illuminates the once dark 
disk with the heavier elements (non-gaseous) present in the disk beginning to clump through 
self-gravity. Elements closer into the protostar are generally those with high melting points 
like iron and silicates while those further out in the disk create clumps from ice, ammonia 
and methane. This suggests that clumps and subsequent planets forming at varying radial 
distances from the central star are likely to have different compositions i.e terrestrial planets 
closer to the star are composed more of heavier elements while gas giants further out are 
composed of much light elements. These clumps are able to grow in size through collisions 
while clumps towards the outer regions of the disk are able to grow the fastest thanks to the 
additional cohesive properties of ice (Greenberg et al 1978; Goldreich & Ward 1973). Once 
at a suitably large enough size (around ten Earth masses) the planetesimals are able to 
accrete the surround gas, craving out gaps in the disk. This also confines the young planets 
to orbits in the plane of the protoplanetary disk through gas drag or friction. The result is 
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planets orbiting in-situ with nearly circular orbits with the final strong solar wind from the new 
star at the centre clearing the remaining gas from the disk.  
1.3.2 Beyond The Standard Model 
The core-accretion theory explains our own planets configuration in that we have terrestrial 
planets in the inner part of the Solar System and gas giants further out. It takes into account 
that none of the planets show any orbital migration or exchange. Although we do now know 
that the outer planets have experienced some form of resonantly locked outward migration 
(Morbidelli & Crida 2007).  However, we have found planetary systems where the 
configurations and order of planets compositions are reversed from that of our own system 
and thus it is now assumed that not all planets form in-situ. Next we will look at some special 
cases or models that help explain some of the irregularities we observe in other planetary 
systems. 
1.3.2.1    Type I Disk Migration  
Much of the observed deviations from the configuration of exoplanets around their host stars 
from the standard model can be explained by some form of migration post or during the 
formation phase. Type I migration concerns the migration of planets that are embedded in 
the gaseous disks and which remain within through the whole migration. Planets that 
undergo Type I migrations are typically small, less than 10 Earth masses, and do not greatly 
change the basic structure or surface density profiles of the disks. The migration rate in the 
disk is also proportionally linked to the planets mass with radial migration velocities shown to 
be 
𝑣 = 𝑠1𝜇(𝑟𝐷)(𝜎𝑟2 𝑀𝑝)(𝑟𝐷 𝑠)⁄ 3� .          [1.6] 
Where 𝑟 is the radial location of the planet, 𝐷 the angular frequency, 𝑀𝑝 the mass of the 
primary, 𝜇 the mass of the migrating planet (normalised to that of the primary), 𝜎 the surface 
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density of the disk, 𝑠 is the speed of sound in the gas and 𝑠1  the measure of torque 
asymmetries in the disk (Ward 1997). 
Type I migrations occurs when Lindblad resonances arises between the planet and disk. 
Although the most significant of these are located close to the planets in the form of spiral 
densities waves and are not that dissimilar from those seen in Saturn’s rings (Goldreich & 
Tremaine 1980). The external (larger radial disk locations than the planet) disk interactions 
remove angular momentum from the planet whereas angular momentum is added from the 
internal disk interactions (Ida & Lin 2008). In nearly all cases the planet is observed to 
migrate inwards due to the outer wave exerting a greater torque than that of the inner, 
generally over quite short time periods. For example an approximate migration time scale of 
1 million years was found to be true for an Earth mass planet at 5AU. This is considerably 
faster than the formation of the same planet from the core-accretion theory which would 
have formed in-situ (Tanaka et al 2002). The lower masses of the terrestrial planets means 
that they are likely to be minimally affected by Type I migration whereas the gas giants show 
much greater migrations due to their increased mass.  
Planets with much larger masses are unlikely to undergo Type I migration as they will alter 
the structure of the disk as the planet migrates, thus putting in the Type II migration category. 
Although it is possible for a planet to start out with Type I migration only to undergo a 
transfer once they pass the upper mass limit for Type I migration which is thought to be less 
than ten Earth masses.  
1.3.2.2    Type II Disk Migration  
Unlike Type I migration Type II planetary migration does affect the structure of the disk by 
forming a gap at the same radial location as the planet. The disk will show evidence of 
significant alterations to the surface density profile of the disk as a result of gravitational 
planet-disk perturbations. Typically this type of migration occurs for much larger planets than 
those in Type I where the mass of the planet is greater than ten Earth masses  𝑀𝑝 ≥ 10 𝑀𝐸. 
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At these masses and above a gap is formed in the disk and as the system evolves disk 
material falls back into the gap by means of a viscous evolution. The rate of migration is 
defined by the viscous time scale of the disk itself. If the planet creates a tidal flow of 
material across its orbit along with the formation of the gap it becomes locked to angular 
transport processes within the disk. Even when there is no transfer of material across the 
gap angular moment can still be transported across the planets orbit. The planet is then 
pushed along with ring material with the radial migration velocity defined as 𝜈 ~ 𝑂(𝑣 𝑟⁄ ) 
where 𝑣 is the kinematic viscosity of the gas in the disk and 𝑟 the radial location of the planet. 
This results in a radial migration velocity for the planet of, 
𝑣 = 𝑠2𝑎(𝑟𝐷)(𝑠 𝑟𝐷)⁄ 2.                         [1.7] 
Where 𝑠2 is a constant on order unity (Ward 1997). 
Type II migration has also been to be able to exert an outward migration as opposed to just 
an inward migration. This can occur when local disk surface densities are configured such 
that a viscous spreading occurs, this then carries the planet outwards as it is locked to the 
viscous evolution of the disk (Crida & Morbidelli 2007). Although it appears that the inward 
migration case is the most common scenario. 
1.3.2.3    Type III Disk Migration  
Type III planetary migration in a disk is similar to that of Type I in the sense that the main 
underlying structure and surface density of the disk is relatively unchanged by the planet. 
However, there are differences in the the disk-planet interactions. In Type I, migration occurs 
from the planets interaction with spiral density waves created in the disk. With Type III this 
interaction happens with large scale vortices or co-rotational flows within the disk and can 
drastically decrease the time taken to migrate in comparison to Type I. Therefore Type III 
can also be assumed an accelerated version of Type I.  
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Type III migration is typically seen in low viscosity disks (higher Reynolds numbers work 
favourably towards vortex formation) when planets have masses equal to or greater than 
Saturn.  Disks typically have a kinematic viscosity on an order of magnitude lower than the 
traditionally used value of 𝜈 = 10−5𝐷𝑝 𝑟𝑝(𝑂)2 where 𝐷𝑝 is the angular velocity of the planet 
and 𝑟𝑝 the initial orbital radius. When hydrodynamical simulations are run cyclic periods of 
accelerated orbital decay (on the order of a few Hill radii which is given 
as: 𝑟ℎ = [𝑀𝑝 (3𝑀∗)]⁄ 1 3⁄ 𝑟𝑝 ) are observed. The amount of orbital decay per period was also 
found to be independent to the initial mass of the disk (Lin & Papaloizou 2010). The cyclic 
periods of orbital decay were attributed to large-scale vortices present in the disk. Typically it 
is the lower and not the higher viscosity disks that are able to support large scale vortices. 
Thus this is why we generally only see Type III occur in low viscosity disks. Larger planetary 
masses (Jupiter mass planets) were found to experience larger accelerated migration 
periods due to the stronger gravitational perturbations on the circumstellar disk. These 
accelerated periods of migration are caused by the scattering of large scale vorticities. Spiral 
shocks formed in the disk by the planet experience a vortensity across the shock tips 
resulting in thin vortensity rings which ultimately display the characteristics of the local scale 
height (Fig 1.25). These vortensity rings are found to be dynamically unstable with unstable 
modes localised around vortensity minima’s, which were also found to correspond to the 
edges of gaps carved out by the perturbing planet. The reason for this shock is actually from 
the physical barrier the planet creates by being situated in the flow of the material in the disk. 
With regards to the vortex-planet interactions the magnitude of the viscosity was shown to 
affect only the nature of the Type III migration and not the degree of orbital decay. 
Type III migration is a lot more complicated to model as it relies in part by flow near the 
planet and can be suppressed by higher resolution numerical simulations (D’Angelo & Bate 
2005). However, for rapid migration processes due to global planet-vortex interactions this 
was not seen to be an issue (Lin & Papaloizou 2010). Due to the nature of the planet-vortex 
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interactions and the cyclic episodes of rapid migration the migration rates are typically in the 
non-linear regime (Pepliński et al 2008). 
 
Figure 1.23 | Zoomed in snapshot shows a surface rendered visualisation of the vortensity field 
around the planet (centre in the frame). Half horseshoe shapes in increased vortensity are seen 
above and below the planet and is a result of the disk material passing through parts of the shock 
fronts that extend out into the orbital region (Lin & Papaloizou 2010). 
 
 
Figure 1.24 | The three main types of planetary disk migration are illustrated above taken from 
hydrodynamic numerical simulations performed by Masset & Papaloizou (2003). The circumstellar 
disk is surface rendered with a colour scale that represents the current perturbed surface density 
divided by initial unperturbed to visualise density variations better. On all frames the planet can be 
seen at the centre of the spiral density waves. a) Type I planetary migration, here the planets are 
small enough not to sufficiently change the surface density profile of the disk. b) Type II planetary 
migration shows a clear gap carved out by the planet with much more manipulation of the disks 
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surface density. c) Type III planetary migration, the embedded planet does not alter the basic 
structure through large surface density variations, much like Type I migration. The main difference 
here is that Type III migration rates are much faster as they do not rely on the interactions with spiral 
waves but instead on vortices or co-rotational flows within the disk. 
 
1.3.2.4    Tidal Migration  
Disk migrations of young planets cannot explain all of the final radial locations of planets, 
which generally happen over a time scale millions of years, as many planets have been 
found with near circular orbits. This is in contrast to the disk migration theories which 
typically result in higher eccentricities than some of those observed. Tidal migrations occur 
from the tides generated between planet and star, lasting billions of years and are thought to 
be responsible for the small eccentricities observed in many close in exoplanets (Rasio et al 
1996). The equations for the tidal evolution of the eccentricity (𝑎) and semi-major axis (𝑎) for 
close-in extrasolar planets taken from the original second order equations derived by Kuala 
(1964) and Goldreich & Soter (1966) are shown as, 
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Numerical simulations showed that the final small semi-major axes of the close in exoplanets 
were only able to be reached on a time scale of that for the lifetimes of the planets 
themselves (Jackson et al 2008). Tides by their very nature transfer angular momentum to 
heat on the planet by friction of a gravitationally induced bulge on the planet. This is 
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assuming of course planets or satellites are not tidally locked with respect to the primary 
mass, which has been discovered with some close-in giant planets (as in the case of GJ 
876d, a super earth that is tidally locked to its parent star (Seager & Deming 2009)). Angular 
momentum is lost from the planet as the tides cause an equivalent friction on the planets 
rotation, a gravitational resistance to the planets rotation. As the planet loses angular 
moment from its orbit it then migrates inwards and as a direct consequence experiences a 
tidal heating. There will also be an element of additional heating from the change in semi-
major axis (𝑎) as the planet moves closer to the star. It is not normally assumed to be 
important in previous investigations but should be reconsidered after it was found to be 
significant for gas giants (Jackson et al 2008).The tidal heating generated in this process can 
shape the physical properties of the planet by causing a bulging or expansion of the planet. 
This could also help explain why close in exoplanets appear to have larger radii than should 
naturally be assumed. 
Jackson et al (2008) also noted that when considering the eccentricity evolution of the planet 
as a result of the tidal migration that all terms involving stellar tides should be 
considered (𝑄∗). Likewise it was important when monitoring semi-major axis changes in the 
planets orbit to consider the effect of planetary tides (𝑄𝑝). Previously tidal migration was not 
thought to link eccentricity and semi-major axis changes, with semi-major axis changes 
considered to be non-related to eccentricity changes. Although many of the parameters for 
the planets and their respective orbits are known in the observed systems their work gave a 
reasonably good representation that close-in exoplanets with small 𝑎 are likely the results of 
tidal migration and not disk migration. 
1.3.2.5    Gravitational Scattering  
Where tidal migrations can account for close-in giant exoplanets with small eccentricities and 
near circular orbits, many planets have been found at small AU distances with very large 
eccentricities or inclinations, 70 Vir B (Marcy & Butler 1996), HD114762 (Latham et al 1989), 
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HD 147506b (Bakos et al 2007), Kepler-7b (Latham et al 2010) and XO-3b (Johns-Krull et al 
2008) to name just a handful.  In the case of these systems the cause is probably one of the 
more obvious scenarios for altering a planets final or current semi-major axis (𝑎). This is a 
result of direct gravitational interactions between three or more giant planets in the system. If 
in the circumstellar disk more than three giant planets form their orbits could be unstable, 
causing planetary close encounters that can gravitationally scatter the planets. One such 
scenario would result in one planet being ejected from the system entirely while the two 
remain planets are pushed inward and outwards respectively (Weidenschilling & Marzari 
1996). One thing that many of the planets found with high eccentricities is that they also 
possess orbits that are highly inclined to plane of the planetary systems they were found to 
reside in. Thus, pointing the finger at a gravitational scattering event as being the underlying 
cause of their current orbits. Observational evidence to back up the ejection of planets from 
a system has been found where the planets or sub-brown dwarfs have been observed free 
floating in our galaxy. Possible rogue planets Cha 110913-773444 and WISE 0855–0714 
and are thought to be either ejected planets that formed in a circumstellar disk or have 
formed by themselves (Luhman 2014; Luhman et al 2005).  
For a gravitational scattering event to occur in a system two planets must come within their 
given hill radii (defined as the separation in semi-major axis 𝑎), where the hill radii is given by 
𝑅𝐻 = 𝑎�[(𝑚1 + 𝑚2) 3𝑀∗⁄ ]1 3⁄  where 𝑎� = (𝑎1 + 𝑎2) 2⁄  and 𝑀∗ is the stellar mass. However, in 
such systems with multiple planets like the ones discussed orbital stability does not hold true 
and a large degree of instability is present. After one of the planets had been ejected and the 
remaining two scattered to new orbits they became stable following the prior chaotic 
evolutionary phase. Also it is possible that planets post inward scattering could experience 
additional processes, possibly tidal in nature, which could circularise the planets orbit over 
time. Therefore reducing the initial large eccentricities created. Although in these cases 
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some inclination variability would still remain in their orbits which might be tidally dampened 
over time scales shorter than the life time of the system (Correia et al 2013).   
1.3.2.6     Accelerated Planet And Planetesimal Formation  
Along with the radial locations of planets discovered being vastly different from predictions 
by the core-accretion theory there are also some discrepancies in the time scales of 
planetary formation. Particularly involving the time scales for the formation of 1km size 
planetesimals. The smallest dust particles (sub-micro sized) grow over short time scales by 
non-destructive collisions through Brownian motions. However, assuming the core-accretion 
theory, larger macroscopic sized particles (centimetre and above) experience less efficient 
collisions that either result in the fragmentation or a bouncing of the particles. Once at this 
large enough size a drag from gas in the protoplanetary disk removes enough angular 
moment to send them on a death spiral towards the central star. This therefore severely 
hinders the formation of the essential building blocks of planetesimals and ultimately planets. 
A process that seeks to compensate for this effect has been to found to theoretically exist in 
hydro-dynamically turbulent protoplanetary disks. Here, vortices can act as nurseries for 
centimetre – kilometre sized planetesimals (Heng & Kenyon 2010). In their numerical models 
it was found that vortices possessed the ability to segregate mm to cm sized particles from 
the gaseous protoplanetary disk, coalescing particles towards their centres where 
gravitational collapse helped in the rapid growth of particles to km size. The total mass of 
dust collected by a vortex during its lifetime is considered to be quite large, with 
approximations being 𝑀𝑑  ~ 𝐷𝑡𝑙𝑔𝑙𝑒𝐺𝑑𝑅2𝑓2�𝑡𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑝�,  where 𝑓  defines the efficiency of dust 
capture by the vortex and is ~1 when the stopping time (𝑡𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑝) is approximately the same as 
dynamical time (𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑛) and with 𝑅 being the size of the vortex (Chavanis 2000). 
The vortex capture of particles was also seen to transpire at locations appropriate to planet 
formation, again suggesting it to be a relevant process. Figures 1.27 and 1.28 (Barranco & 
Marcus 2000) show the trajectories of particles in the plane of the disk as they approach (Fig 
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1.27 left hand side) and start out in vortices (Fig 1.27 right hand side) and the corresponding 
particle positions (Fig 1.28). Clump formation from particles being drawn towards the centre 
of vortices can clearly be seen to happen on very short time periods, on the order 101 – 102 
orbital periods. The smallest particles are seen to settle towards the centre (the most stable 
points in the vortex) while the larger particles relax into orbits about the vortex edge. The 
stopping times of smaller particles are naturally shorter than that of larger particles due to 
the additional inertia they carry.  The smallest particles ended up following the gas flow 
within the vortex.  
Where the protoplanetary disk is turbulent the very nature of turbulence would result in a 
range of vortices on different scales with differing degrees of lifetimes. Thus the vortices 
could quickly create larger particle size distributions within the disk where asymmetries 
would help form the planets. The study by Barranco & Marcus (2000) considered particle 
trapping in vortices for 100 orbital periods. This seems a reasonable assumption as vortices 
have numerically been seen to stay stable for over 600 orbits in protoplanetary disks 
(Petersen et al 2007). 
 
Figure 1.25 | Visualisation of particle trajectories about a vortex stationary in a rotating reference 
frame. Vortices are centred in each frame with the particle trajectories illustrated by the black lines 
and gas flow streamlines shown in various colour scales. The vortex itself is not shown but is located 
radially 1 AU from the protostar.  Each unit on the plots represents 0.25 AU. The left hand side shows 
the trajectories of particles that started outside the vortex while the right hand side represents the 
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trajectories of those particles that started within the vortex. 𝛺𝑙 is the stopping time for the particles 
normalised to orbital period 𝛺𝑙 =  𝑡𝑙 𝑇𝑙𝑟𝑜⁄ . (Barranco & Marcus 2000) 
 
Figure 1.26 | a) Particle positions for the same configuration as Fig 1.27, again the vortex is not 
shown so as to not cause confusion but is centred at the origin of plot. T is the time given in orbital 
periods.  Here even after only 10 orbital periods particles can be seen to collect towards the centre of 
the vortex with this increasing over time. b) Plot showing the number of particles that was found to be 
trapped by the vortex. A linear growth of particles trapped within the vortex is seen over the first 100 
orbital periods (Barranco & Marcus 2000).  
 
1.3.2.7     Limitations To The Migration Theories 
By investigating each unique planetary system around other stars where we have been able 
to come to some conclusions as to their current configurations. However, we have targeted 
specific processes for each system to explain a particular anomaly from the standard core-
accretion theory. Individual models can explain some systems but the larger picture on 
planet formation is that we do not have a unified theory that can help us understand all the 
extrasolar planetary systems we observe. Many of the theories and models discussed above 
have limitations in their predictions or outcomes, some so problematic that they raise 
questions to whether they are even correct in the main underlying cause of the planets 
current locations.  
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One such model is the inward migrations witnessed in all of the disk migrations (Types I, II 
and III). In all numerical modelling planets that migrate inwards show no evidence of halting 
or coming to a resting radial location. Instead they consistently plunge into the star in 
relatively short time frames, as little as 105 years. The disk migration theories can help us 
understand how planets and specifically gas giants end up with very small semi-major axes 
but they do not work in the sense that planets refuse to stop their inward migration. This is a 
perplexing problem as the systems we have found appear to be in stable orbits with small 
semi-major axes. That is planets are observed with short orbital periods (down to 3 days) 
around stars and disks that have evolved beyond the T Tauri stage.  Here they show little 
orbiting gas and dust in the circumstellar disk that is needed for the disk migration to occur 
and suggest that the planets stopped migrating at some point in the past.  Many of the 
original numerical models used for disk migration made large assumptions about the 
systems whereby stellar magnetic field was ignored, uniform initial disk surface densities 
were used and where disk masses and turbulences are fundamentally unknown parameters.  
Various different halting mechanisms have been investigated for each type of migration but 
can be quite specific to the system. It has been suggested that Type I migration rates need 
to be reduced by a factor of 10 to be more realistic with observations of real systems (Ida & 
Lin 2008; Rice & Armitage 2005). Therefore mechanisms thought responsible for reducing 
and in some cases reversing migration includes large planetary eccentricities pre migration 
(Lubow & Ida 2010), turbulence within the disk (Menou & Goodman 2004), disk density / 
temperature asymmetries, ordered stellar magnetic fields, tidal circularisation, 1:2 resonance 
of the exoplanet and magnetospheric truncation radius and a 1:2 orbital resonance with the 
dust sublimation radius (Kuchner & Lecar 2002).  
Halting by tidal circularisation (Arras et al. 2012; Lai 2012; Lubow & Ida 2010; Ford & Rasio 
2006), occurs when planets with large eccentricities migrate inwards and their eccentricities 
are reduced to a point that migration is halted. When exoplanets migrate to a radial location 
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where they are trapped by a 1:2 interior orbital resonance to the magnetospheric truncation 
radius their migration can also be halted (Eisner et al. 2005). At the magnetospheric 
truncation radius the strong field lines of the T Tauri stars are able to create a truncation by 
locking disk material to the field lines before being accreted to high latitude regions of the 
star. This truncation helps with the halting of the inward migration of exoplanets. As well as 
migration braking due to the magnetospheric truncation radius an ordered magnetic field can 
also brake and at times reverse the inward migration. Investigations done of an order 
magnetic field on the disk-planet interactions showed that magnetic resonances occur in the 
disk (Terquem 2003). These lie nearer to the planet than the classical Lindblad resonances 
and can be stronger. A similar radial asymmetry in the interior and exterior resonances as 
the with Lindblad resonances in the magnetic resonances can drive the migration. Except 
where the magnetic field drops of relatively fast with distance the inner magnetic resonances 
are stronger, this can act as brakes to the inwardly migrating planet and sometimes even 
cause an outward migration. 
However, there are so many uncertainties with regards to these calculations that it is difficult 
to quantify their effect on real systems. The problem is that all of these mechanisms heavily 
depend upon the disk structure which unfortunately as it currently stands we do not know 
enough about. Also additional problems are associated with planetary migration braking in 
that they have to occur during the T Tauri phase of the system and thus the outcome is time 
dependant on when the planets began their migratory journey. Therefore we can only 
broadly probe possible theoretically reasons for halting the migration process.  
Probably our biggest limitation to all of the migration models (be it the migration or braking 
mechanism) is the lack of direct observations of either planets undergoing migration or more 
detailed structural information of circumstellar disks where the planets are located. One 
reason for this is planets that experience disk migrations are typically surrounded by dust 
making direct observations difficult. As it currently stands the migratory investigations of 
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planets remains just a theoretical one. Intriguingly though radial observations shows that 
there appears to be a lower limit to exoplanetary orbital periods.  Close-in Jupiter mass 
exoplanets show an average P~1 day and smaller terrestrial planets P~2.5 days (Ben´ıtez-
Llambay et al 2011). It was found that this was consistent with a P~2 days protoplanetary 
disk inner edge through numerical modelling of various sized planets ranging from 0.01 – 20 
𝑀𝐽 (Fig 1.29). No exoplanets have been found with shorter periods, suggesting that there 
might indeed be a radial cut off where migration slows down and ceases to dominate a 
planets orbital evolution. Or it might be that exoplanets that come within this are destroyed 
by strong tidal forces (Jackson et al 2009). If this is correct an observational study would be 
needed to find exoplanets or material within the boundary that could be indicative of a tidally 
destroyed planet. 
 
Figure 1.27 | Plots showing the distribution of mass-period for known close-in exoplanets (upper 
frame) where the exoplanets are denoted at black circles. The lower frame shows the stellar 
normalised semi-major axes against exoplanetary mass. In both frames the orange line represents 
the mass dependant end positions of exoplanets in a numerical model with varying mass ranging from 
0.01 – 20 𝑀𝐽 (Ben´ıtez-Llambay et al 2011). 
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The only nearby system that might help with some clues is Saturn’s rings. However, caution 
should be taken due to the non-gaseous, cooler and lower magnetic field nature the rings 
local environment. The environment for many of the migration theories is different to that of 
the current rings. Nonetheless, the rings may offer us an opportunity to study later stages of 
the protoplanetary disc, more specifically, debris disks where they contain predominately 
dust and larger particles as opposed to gas. Moonlet migration has been witnessed in the 
rings; although this is likely caused by stochastic torques applied to the moonlet through 
localised density fluctuations within the ring (Crida et al. 2010). Even though the exact 
processes aren’t the same it can still help us constrain our theoretical work of planet 
formation and should not be discounted as a useful laboratory. Higher resolution imaging of 
circumstellar disks by the new era of telescopes like the SKA (Square Kilometre Array) and 
ALMA (Atacama Large Millimetre/submillimetre Array) will hopefully start to yield the 
additional disk structure information that will help in our models (Wilner 2004). ALMA is 
already starting to deliver some fantastic results about young circumstellar disks (Murillo et 
al 2013). Furthermore, advancements in computing capabilities allow us to include more 
physical processes in our numerical codes. The higher resolution models will improve our 
theoretical understanding of planet formation which can ultimately steering us in the right 
direction when it comes to direct observations. 
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Chapter 2 
The Numerical Method 
2.1  Equations Of Motion 
To obtain the results reported in this thesis we employed an n-body simulation of 6.5 x106 
point like particles where they evolved in a system due to gravitational forces taken from 
classical Newtonian mechanics. We utilised the cosmological code GADGET-2 to simulate 
our models (Springel 2005) where we created the initial condition files in the IDL language. 
The GADGET-2 code was then used for the integration and thus evolution of the n-body 
system. Equations of motion for the Saturn, Prometheus and F ring particles of our 
interacting models can respectively be shown as: 
𝒓?̈? = − 𝐺∑ (𝒓𝒔 −  𝒓𝒊) 𝑀𝐻|𝒓𝒔− 𝒓𝒊|3𝑁𝑔=1   −  𝐺�𝒓𝒔 −  𝒓𝒑� 𝑀𝑝�𝒓𝒔− 𝒓𝒑�3                                    [2.1]              
 𝒓?̈? = − 𝐺∑ �𝒓𝒑 −  𝒓𝒊� 𝑀𝐻
�𝒓𝒑− 𝒓𝒊�3𝑁𝑖=1 −  𝐺�𝒓𝒑 −  𝒓𝒔� 𝑀𝑠� 𝒓𝒔−𝒓𝒑�3                                                 [2.2] 
𝒓?̈? =  𝐺 ∑ �𝒓𝒊 −  𝒓𝒋� 𝑀𝑗
�𝒓𝒋− 𝒓𝒊�3𝑁𝑗≠𝑔 −  𝐺�𝒓𝒑 −  𝒓𝒊� 𝑀𝑝�𝒓𝒑− 𝒓𝒊�3 − 𝐺(𝒓𝒔 −  𝒓𝒊) 𝑀𝑠|𝒓𝒔− 𝒓𝒊|3                [2.3] 
Here the mass of ring particles was assumed to be 10kg throughout all numerical 
simulations that employed fully interacting particles. While a variety of different models were 
created to simulate various aspects of the F-ring / Prometheus system the equations of 
motion for all particles remained the same throughout. In the cases where we have 
compared models of interacting and non-interacting F-ring particles, as a test of previous 
work and observational Cassini data, we reduced the mass of particles in the F ring to zero. 
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This then effectively eliminated the first term in all three of the equations of motion removing 
gravitational interactions between ring particles and thus reducing down to: 
𝒓?̈? = − 𝐺�𝒓𝒔 − 𝒓𝒑 � 𝑀𝑝
�𝒓𝒔−𝒓𝒑 �3                                                         [2.4]              
𝒓?̈? = − 𝐺�𝒓𝒑 − 𝒓𝒔 � 𝑀𝑠
� 𝒓𝒑−𝒓𝒔�3                                                             [2.5] 
𝒓?̈? =  − 𝐺�𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒑� 𝑀𝑝
�𝒓𝒊−𝒓𝒑 �3 − 𝐺(𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒔 ) 𝑀𝑠|𝒓𝒊− 𝒓𝒔|3                     [2.6] 
In the case of our non-interacting model where ring particles had no gravitational interaction 
with other ring particles their trajectories were only influenced by the Saturn and Prometheus 
particles. Therefore the only forces acting on all particles will be from the Saturn and 
Prometheus particle. Previous work carried out investigating the effect of Prometheus on the 
F ring had used this simpler non-interacting assumption in their models to link structures and 
the possibility of moonlet formation in the F ring to Prometheus (Murray et al 2008; Murray et 
al 2005; Chavez 2009). This worked well at establishing the link but left open an opportunity 
to for further studies by investigating the effect of a gravitationally interacting F ring on 
moonlet formation. The use of non-interacting and interacting models in our investigation of 
the F ring set about using the non-interacting model as a verification of the suitability of our 
model for further study the turbulent dynamics of Saturn’s F ring. 
Additional to the two original models discussed above we also created an F ring where the 
particle sizes and masses were considerably larger. This is to test that by increasing the 
mass and thus gravitational forces between particles the effects seen in the other interacting 
model are true gravitational effects. The F ring was then given an average surface density of 
100kg m-2 with a total mass of 6.5x1016 kg, just less than half the mass of Prometheus. Due 
the short time frames being considered we were able to use a ring patch which reduced the 
overall computational cost down significantly. By only modelling 20° of the total F ring we 
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were able to reduce from 6.5x106 particles to 3.9x105 we only modelled a short section of the 
F ring but keep the particle density the same. However, this method is only applicable if the 
time frame being considered is less than what would be needed to observe a lack of 
particles within the area of interest due to the shearing flow. For longer time frames a larger 
ring patch would be needed to compensate for this effect. 
No hydro-dynamical forces were included within the calculations, only the gravitational 
forces. We also did not include physical collisions between particles instead two particles 
interacting have a reduced (or smoothing) gravitational force once the distance between 
them becomes smaller than some characteristic smoothing length common for all ring 
particles. Saturn and Prometheus have different, larger smoothing lengths, associated with 
their masses. The smoothing lengths employed in the Gadget-2 software were on the same 
order as their Hill radii’s and approximate physical sizes. For the physical sizes of particles 
we assumed a density of ice, 0.934g/cm-3 and came to physical radii’s of each particles of 
0.136m for the smallest gravitationally interacting particles (Mass = 10kg) and 136.5m for the 
largest particles (Mass = 1x1010 kg). Using the approximation for Hill radius for ring particles 
(only assuming ring particles and Saturn), 
𝑅𝐻𝑔𝑙𝑙~ 𝑎�𝐿3𝑀3                 [2.7] 
Thus our gravitationally interacting particles had Hill radii’s of 0.25m and 2.53km for the 
smallest (Mass = 10kg) and largest particles (Mass = 1x1010 kg) respectively. The smoothing 
lengths then used in Gadget-2 took these parameters into account and resulted in us using 
1m and 0.5km for each particle size. 
To gauge the relevance of the velocity dispersions we have also considered the escape 
velocities of the ring particles we have employed  𝑣 = �2𝐺𝑀0/𝑅0 . These are then the 
velocities which particles need in order to remove themselves from the gravitational 
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influence of one another, assuming that they are within their mutual Hill radii. For particles 
with mass 10kg and 1010kg the escape velocities are then 0.0031cm s-1 and 0.1cm s-1 
respectively. Thus, intuitively it would suggest that velocity dispersions should below these 
values for gravitational interactions to have a significant role in the formation of clumps. For 
a Keplerian system the Toomre critical velocity dispersion this can be expressed as, 
𝑠𝑐𝑟 = 3.36𝐺𝐺𝛺                 [2.8] 
Where the average surface densities 𝜎 or each model with mass (10kg, 1x1010kg) is 1x10-9 
kg m2 and 100 kg m2. Thus the Toomre critical radial velocity dispersion is 2x10-13 cm s-1 and 
0.02 cm s-1. With such small critical radial velocity dispersions it is unlikely in the real F ring 
that receives significant satellite perturbations for self-gravity wakes to exist. However, the 
radial location of the ring has been shown to be able to form wake formations along with 
aggregates at much lower optical depths due to the reduced tidal forces (Schmidt et al 
2009). 
Additionally, according to Toomre (1964), a critical wavelength or spacing between 
gravitational wakes exists. This is the critical wavelength at which instability occurs and for 
particles of equal size (Schmidt et al 2009) and can be expressed as, 
𝜆𝑐𝑟 = 48𝜋𝛺𝑟𝐻3𝑅0.               [2.9] 
For our models that employed F ring particles with a mass, 𝑅0 is the particle radius, taken as 
0.136m, and 136m, 𝑟ℎ = 1.17, 1.165 for the particles with mass 10kg and 1010kg respectively,  
and the optical depth as 𝛺 = 0.033, as reported by French et al (2014). Thus, the critical 
wavelengths are 1.084x10-3 km and 1.074km for each of the particles sizes. These scales 
are not observable in our models. When the optical depth is generously increased 
(increasing to 𝛺 = 0.5) the critical wavelength is still only 16.5km for the largest particles 
sizes. It is possible we might be able to see some wake structures with these assumptions in 
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our models within the central core (where surface densities are at their highest). Although 
with structures on the order of 10km might be at the limit of our particle densities. In the real 
F ring it is unlikely any wake structures will be observed due to the fact most of the F ring 
has little mass and small particles sizes associated with it. In this case a more realistic 
approach (more difficult to accurately model) would be to have most of the F ring mass 
residing in a belt of embedded moonlets within the central core and smaller particles 
everywhere else. Plus, the additional dynamics and asymmetry associated with the F ring 
would make it difficult to observe such features. Here, the effects of embedded moonlets in 
the central core during the Prometheus encounters might be of interest. 
2.2  Numerical Integration 
GAGDET-2 has a variety of different options within to allow the modelling of a large range of 
systems (Springel 2005). These options can be turned on or off during the compilation of the 
code within the Makefile. Thus, the method used for the integration can be altered to suit. 
For our models an integration method was used that reduced the overall computation time 
down significantly by employing a TreePM code parallelised across multiple processing 
cores utilising a Peano-Hilbert domain decomposition. To reduce the overall number of force 
calculations close range forces were computed using a Barnes–Hut Tree code whilst long 
range forces used a PM (particle mesh) method. Particles involved in long range force 
calculations were grouped together with other nearby particles in a clouds-in-cells (CIC) 
approach with the forces calculated using a FFTW technique (Springel 2005). In the TreePM 
method a discretised particle system is mapped into continuous model with the peculiar 
potential defined as: 
∅(𝑥) =  ∑𝑚𝑔𝜑(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑔)                                                [2.10] 
Where 𝜑(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑔) a single particle gravitational potential is used to get gravitational forces 
from the equation of motion above, in eqs (2.1 - 2.3). Then this potential, eq. (2.7), is split in 
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Fourier space into a long-range and short-range part according to  ∅𝑘 =  ∅𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑔 +  ∅𝑘𝑙ℎ𝑙𝑟𝑑 , 
where: 
∅𝑘
𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑔 =  ∅𝑘exp (−𝑘2𝑟2)                                         [2.11] 
    ∅𝑘𝑙ℎ𝑙𝑟𝑑 =  −𝐺∑𝐿𝐻𝑟𝐻 𝑎𝑟𝑓𝑠 � 𝑟𝐻2𝑟𝑠�                                                      [2.12] 
And 𝑟𝑙 is the spatial scale of the force split, 
Adaptive time stepping was also used for all particles where time steps of particles were all 
integer values of one another. This reduced down the overall forces computed, with particles 
time steps derived based upon their acceleration and assigned smoothing length (Springel 
2005). The time step of each particle can then be shown as: 
 ∆𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑝𝑑 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 �∆𝑡𝐿𝑝𝑑,  �2ƞ𝜀|𝜶|�1 2� �              [2.13] 
Where ∆𝑡𝐿𝑝𝑑 is the maximum allowed time step (user defined), 𝛼 is the acceleration of the 
particle, Ƞ is the accuracy parameter and 𝜀 is the smoothing length of the particle. 
The system boundaries have not been defined and so the system was open with particles 
allowed to escape the ring (referred to as vacuum boundary conditions).  Therefore periodic 
boundary conditions used in previous ring modelling have not been used here in our models. 
This is was decided with the aim to reduce any errors that could be introduced as a result of 
using a shearing box approximation on the F ring and the periodic structures formed by 
Prometheus. Particles where then allowed to evolve in 3-dimensional space in relation to 
their initial conditions and the appropriate equations of motion.  
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2.3  Initial Conditions - Saturn’s F ring 
All variations of our numerical models retained the same initial conditions for particles in the 
F ring itself. The starting positions of particles were derived from parameters previously used 
for numerical modelling of the F ring, strands and the central core (Meinke et al 2011; 
Murray et al 2008; Murray et al 2005). All cases of our model assumed to be two-
dimensional initial conditions with no z component; however particles were free to evolve in 
three-dimensional space. To create a more realistic F ring structure all ring particles were 
arranged randomly into four groups or rings around Saturn, with the first being a background 
sheet of particles and the subsequent three groups being the inner strand, central core and 
outer strand respectively. The central core contained 2 x 106 particles to account for the 
suspected higher particle densities that are present in the core. The inner strand, outer 
strand and background population group all contained 1.5 x 106 particles each, distributed 
randomly with equal probability around the whole ring. The strands and core were all 
assumed not to be spiral in nature for the sake of our modelling where the true trajectories of 
particles within these strands can be difficult to model. It also allowed for direct comparisons 
to be made during the analysis of our results where varying stages of evolution after an 
encounter can be seen in longitude of the F ring away from Prometheus. The distribution of 
particles within these four groups automatically gives rise to higher particle number densities 
in the inner and outer strand and higher again in the central core. This choice was based on 
observations made by Cassini, which suggested a higher density in the central core and 
strands (assuming a higher surface brightness). The reference frame has been chosen with 
Saturn placed at the origin of our system of coordinates, where its initial conditions were 
associated with a zero magnitude velocity vector. Therefore the equations for initial positions 
of Saturn, Prometheus and F ring particles can respectively be shown as: 
                              𝑹𝒔 = [0, 0, 0]                [2.14] 
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                              𝑹𝒑 = [𝑎(1 − 𝑎), 0, 0]               [2.15] 
                              𝑹𝒋 = [𝑟 cos𝜃 , 𝑟 sin𝜃 , 0]               [2.16] 
Where 𝑟  represents the radial position of ring particles from Saturn and 𝜃  the angular 
position of ring particles around Saturn. For the Prometheus particle 𝑎 = 139671𝑘𝑚 and 
𝑎 = 0.0022. All ring particles are assumed to have circular-like trajectories located within the 
F-ring; this has been done to help with creating figures that have multiple stages of evolution 
with respect to orbital periods since the beginning of the numerical model. Their semi-major 
axes remain the same as their eccentric counterparts which means that the whole ring lies at 
the same average radial location as an elliptical ring would do. Therefore the same tidal 
environment is kept for ring particles. However, to replicate the closest approach of 
Prometheus to the F ring we slightly alter the semi-major axis of the Prometheus particle. 
The Prometheus particle is moved outwards by ~300km. It should also be noted that by so 
the orbital period of Prometheus is slower by ~ 166s or 0.3% longer orbital period. This 
difference is significantly small enough to have negligible effect on the evolution of ring 
particles. The initial positions for the radial distances of particles from Saturn are split into 
four groups or rings to represent the background sheet of particles, inner strand, central core 
and outer strand and are shown respectively. 
                               𝑟(0: 1,499,998) = 𝑟1 +  𝑤1 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑚(𝑛1)                                 [2.17] 
                               𝑟(1,499,999: 3,499,998) = 𝑟2 +  𝑤2 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑚(𝑛2)                     [2.18] 
                               𝑟(3,499,999: 4,999,998) = 𝑟3 +  𝑤3 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑚(𝑛1)                              [2.19] 
                    𝑟(4,499,998: 6,499,999) = 𝑟4 + 𝑤4 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑚(𝑛1)                     [2.20] 
Where the number inside the brackets represents the particle ID belonging to each of the 
four groups. The values 𝑟1, 𝑟2, 𝑟3, 𝑟4 are the radial distances from Saturn to the inner ring 
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boundary for each of the four ring groups, 𝑤1,𝑤2,𝑤3,𝑤4 are the widths of each ring and the 
function. 
Each ring inner boundary and width can be shown as: 
𝑟1 = 139,876 𝑘𝑚         𝑤1 = 700 𝑘𝑚 
𝑟2 = 140,049 𝑘𝑚           𝑤2 = 70 𝑘𝑚 
𝑟3 = 140,214 𝑘𝑚           𝑤3 = 20 𝑘𝑚 
𝑟4 = 140,299 𝑘𝑚           𝑤4 = 30 𝑘𝑚 
An angular position 𝜃 for all ring particles has been taken as: 
𝜃 = 2𝜋 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑚(𝑁 − 2)                                                      [2.21] 
Velocities of all particles in the initial conditions of our numerical modelling have been 
derived from equations for circular orbits, and given by the following equations: 
𝑹𝒔̇ = [0, 0, 0]                           [2.22] 
𝑹?̇? = �0, 𝑣𝑝, 0�               [2.23] 
𝑹𝒋̇ = [𝑣 cos𝜃𝑑 , 𝑣 sin𝜃𝑑 , 0]              [2.24] 
Where:  𝑣𝑝 =  �(𝐺�𝑀𝑠+𝑀𝑝�)(1+𝑒)(1−𝑒)𝑝                                  [2.25] 
Prometheus is assumed to start at the periapsis of its orbit. This condition is assumed to be 
the case throughout the manuscript, with the parameters of its orbit are taken from Spitale et 
al (2006).  
The magnitude and angle of the initial velocity vectors of all ring particles can be expressed 
through the generated random numbers (see, eqs (8-12)) with the use of the formulae: 
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          𝑣 = �𝐺(𝑀𝑠+𝑀𝑗)
𝑟
              [2.26]
                     𝜃𝑑 =  𝜃 +  𝜋2                                                                              [2.27] 
 
2.4 Numerical Analysis Tools 
2.4.1 Rendered Density Plots 
Data files were setup to output every 500 seconds in the model and contained information 
about the position, velocity, mass, time, ID and particle type of all particles. In order to create 
a visual density map of the F ring at various snapshots during the evolution of the numerical 
models we first had to assign all ring particles a fake smoothing length. This smoothing 
length effectively produced a sphere around each particle that would encompass other 
particles and generate a particle number density for each particle in the F ring. The 
commonly used cubic kernel is implemented for the surface rendered density plots of our 
appropriate smoothing length from our snapshot files:  
𝑊(𝑟,ℎ) = 𝐺
ℎ𝑣
�
1 − 3
2
𝑞2 + 3
4
𝑞3, 0 ≤ 𝑞 < 1;
1
4
(2 − 𝑞)3,                       1 ≤ 𝑞 < 2;  0,                                𝑞 ≥ 2          [2.28] 
Where ℎ is the smoothing length assigned, 𝑞 =  |𝒓𝑝  −  𝒓𝑜|/ ℎ, 𝑣 is the number of spatial 
dimensions with normalisation constant 𝜎𝑑 given as 𝜎1  =  2/3, 𝜎2  =  10/(7𝜋) and 𝜎3 =  1/𝜋 
(Price 2007). The particles density could then be visualised as a surface rendered plot where 
the density of all ring particles could be observed in three-dimensional space. The spatial 
relationship between Prometheus encounters and any local increases in density was then 
studied as the system evolved. It should be noted that only ring particles with the same mass 
were used in the creation of any density plots, where we were only concerned with the effect 
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Prometheus had on any local density variations in the F ring. Thus using particle number 
densities was a suitable method to study local spatial density variations. 
2.4.2 Quantitative Density Analysis Tools 
In addition to creating visual density maps to investigate the importance of spatial density 
variations supplementary programs were written to generate a more thorough investigation 
of areas showing a localised increase in density. In the first instance a program written in IDL 
was used to place a 1000km square box around the channel edges of structures created by 
Prometheus on the F ring. All particles within this box had their number density calculated by 
counting the number closest neighbours within a set radius, in this case 20km. A quantitative 
density profile was then produced for each channel edge as the system evolved, producing a 
maximum number density and overall distribution of density in the enclosed area of interest. 
This tool allowed the analysis of the density at channel edges to be monitored and compared 
with those previously reported to show increases at channel edges, it however did not offer a 
high resolution of any possible individual clumps present in the channel edge.  
It was noted that in the high resolution density maps of the channel edges created variations 
in density at channel edges was highly localised and required further tools to investigate 
individual clumps. The existing program written in IDL was modified to enclose a smaller 
area; this time 200km squared, centred on local regions of increased density and tracked 
them as they evolved. The regions of enhanced density selected for further in-depth density 
analysis were chosen because they were the most prominent and showed the highest Max 
No. density at that channel edge. This additional density analysis included a value for the 
average number density of particles located within the area of interest, see Fig 2.1. With the 
Max No. density, average number density and profile of the density distribution centred on 
the largest regions of enhanced density, a clearer picture of any processes or mechanisms 
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responsible  for the growth of clumps and moonlets as a direct consequence of Prometheus 
was investigated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 2.1 | An illustration depicting the method of nearest neighbour search for each ring particle. 
The red particle has the nearest neighbours (blue particles) counted within a set radius 𝑟.  
 
This is done for all particles in the ring, or within the set boundary depending on the system 
or analysis in question. Note that this method does not make any account for asymmetry in 
the distribution of particles within the given radius and merely just counts the number of 
particles present. 
2.4.3 The Turbulent F ring – Velocity Vector Field Analysis Tool 
To help understand and link Prometheus to the formation of moonlets and clump formation 
velocity vector fields of particles in the F ring were created. In order to produce velocity 
𝑟 
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vector fields that could be plotted to show the relative movement of particles in the F ring we 
had to assume deviations away from a background Keplerian flow. Here, the vector of the 
Keplerian flow at that radial location was subtracted from that of each particle. To carry out 
this manipulation of the particles velocity vectors the following equations were used where 
𝜃𝐴𝑙𝑙  and 𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑙  finds the angular direction of the Keplerian flow (perpendicular to the radial 
vector) and radial position of all particles around Saturn, and 𝑣  is the Keplerian velocity 
vector at the particles radial position 𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑙; 
𝜃𝐴𝑙𝑙 =  𝜋2 +tan−1�𝑹𝒚 𝑹𝒙⁄ �             [2.29] 
𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑙 = ��𝑹𝒚𝟐 + 𝑹𝒙𝟐�                         [2.30] 
𝑣 = �𝐺𝑀𝑆𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑝
𝑟𝑝𝐻𝐻
                [2.31] 
Therefore the new velocity vectors of all particles to be used in the velocity vector field plots 
can now be shown as:                            
?̇? = [ 𝑹?̇? − 𝑣 sin 𝜃𝐴𝑙𝑙 ,   ?̇?𝒚 − 𝑣 cos𝜃𝐴𝑙𝑙 ,   0 ]             [2.32] 
Plots showing the particle velocity vectors minus the Keplerian flow illustrate any differences 
in the movement of individual particles predominantly to demonstrate how particles in the 
ring are altered by the close passage of Prometheus. These plots were then generated using 
the same program, SPLASH (Price 2007).  
2.4.4 Velocity and Acceleration Plots 
To further investigate the nature of turbulence in the F ring attributed to Prometheus 
encounters additional analysis was done of the outputted snapshot files. Here the outputted 
velocity vectors were used to find a value for the differential in velocity compared with the 
expected known unperturbed velocity of each particle. Essentially the unperturbed velocity 
expected at a radius 𝑟 is subtracted from the velocity recorded in the snapshot file. This then 
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gave rise to a value of velocity change for all particles and could be plotted as a function of 𝑟 
or  𝜑 against radial (𝑉𝑟) or longitudinal (𝑉𝜑) velocity variations.  
Along with creating plots depicting velocity as a function of radial or longitudinal position 
surface rendered plots are also produced using the magnitude of the velocity change. This is 
done in the same way the density plots are created and spatially resolve where the highest 
and lowest changes occur. Asymmetrical spatial variations in the density and velocity are 
then compared. 
Acceleration plots are produced in the same manner as the velocity variations ones with 
radial (𝑎𝑟) and longitudinal (𝑎𝜑) accelerations plotted against their respective radial (𝑟) and 
longitudinal positions (𝜑 ). The velocity and acceleration plots are then compared with 
respect to asymmetrical density variations to help understand more what happens during the 
Prometheus encounters of the F ring.  
2.4.5 Rendered Velocity And Acceleration Variation Maps 
We created surface rendered maps depicting acceleration changes of particles during the 
encounter of Prometheus. Here, we subtracted the magnitude of Keplerian acceleration 
associated with F ring particles assuming 𝑎 = 𝑑2
𝑟
 from their outputted accelerations. The 
result of this was to form a magnitude for the change in acceleration of particles as 
Prometheus encounters them. This was done in the same way that velocity changes of 
particles was performed and was used as a tool to probe the spatial distribution of 
acceleration changes as a direct result of Prometheus. 
2.4.6 F ring Vorticity Maps 
To better probe the dynamical F ring system and study the idea that turbulence might play a 
role the evolutionary dynamics of F ring particles post Prometheus encounter we created a 
method to find the curl of the velocity vector field, or vorticity in the F ring. Vorticity is the 
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tendency of a fluid to rotate and where it is non-zero we might expect to find turbulence. Two 
dimensionally we can therefore show that the curl of velocity for F ring particles is: 
∇  ×  ?̇? =  𝜕?̇?𝑥
𝜕𝜕
−  𝜕?̇?𝜕
𝜕𝑥
              [2.33] 
Where, 
𝜕?̇?𝑥
𝜕𝑑
=  ?̇?𝑥(𝑥,𝑦)− ?̇?𝑥(𝑥,𝑦+∆)
∆𝑦
           [2.34] 
𝜕?̇?𝑦
𝜕𝑑
= ?̇?𝑦(𝑥,𝑦)− ?̇?𝑦(𝑥+∆,𝑦)
∆𝑥
              [2.35] 
And ∆𝑑 , ∆𝑑 represent the distance in x and y direction respectively of the nearest 
neighbouring particle. 
In order to effectively calculate the curl of the velocity field we workout the distances 
between all particles using the following equation and assuming a one dimensional array; 
𝐷 =  ��?̇?𝑥𝑖 −  ?̇?𝑥𝑥�2 + �?̇?𝜕𝑖 −  ?̇?𝜕𝑥�2              [2.36] 
From this we can find the nearest neighbour and ∆𝑑, ∆𝑑 and the scalar value of the two-
dimensional curl parallel to the z-axis can then be given as: 
                                               𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑐 =  ?̇?𝑥(𝑥,𝜕)− ?̇?𝑥(𝑥,𝜕+∆)∆𝜕 −  ?̇?𝜕(𝑥,𝜕)− ?̇?𝜕(𝑥+∆,𝜕)∆𝑥        [2.37]   
However, to drastically decrease the overall computational cost we opted to only calculate 
vorticity for a localised area around the Prometheus encounter and previously created 
streamer-channels as the system evolves. Where the number of calculations done is ∝ 𝑁2 a 
significant improvement in the vorticity calculations was achieved.  
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2.4.7 Kinetic Energy Analysis 
Much like with the velocity maps created we remove any predicted Keplerian velocity 
associated with ring particles. Therefore, when we talk about velocity changes of particles 
we are referring to deviations in the particles velocity magnitude away from the background 
F ring. Thus we normalise the changes in velocity with respect to the F ring core, where the 
velocity profile of particles in the ring is shown in a rendered plot, Fig 2.2. From this the 
change in kinetic energy is calculated using 𝐸𝑘𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑐 =  12𝑚𝑣2. The kinetic energy profiles 
should show a dependency to the square of the velocity changes measured previously. Each 
ring particle has an associated change in kinetic energy calculated for it that can be used to 
create a surface rendered map that probes the spatial distribution within the ring. In 
compliment to these rendered maps we also create additional plots that show the kinetic 
energy distribution with respect to the particles radial positions, and the total kinetic energy 
at a given radial location (where all particles within a set radial boundary have their kinetic 
energies added together). It should also be noted that we only perform the analysis within a 
box of interest centred on the streamer- channel formations and so the plots that show 
kinetic energy with respect to radial position take this into account. 
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Figure 2.2 | Rendered representation of the velocity magnitudes of particles which is effectively used 
to be removed to create the velocity change maps. 
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Chapter 3 
Gravitational Vortices  
3.1  Gravitational Vortices and Clump Formation in Saturn’s F ring 
The interactions of Prometheus on Saturn’s dynamic F ring are thought to be well 
understood, as discussed in Chapter 1. With the clearly identifiable streamer-channels and 
subsequent density variations thought to be responsible for moonlet formation being 
attributed to Prometheus’ dance with the F ring. However, the evolution of the F ring system 
could be governed by more than just the original gravitational scattering and perturbations of 
Prometheus. For which particles are sent on trajectories that evolve only under the influence 
of Prometheus and Saturn. In our numerical models we have sought to investigate more 
than just the individual evolution of particle trajectories in the F ring, instead exploring the 
idea that the F ring should be treated more like a compressible fluid when considering 
density variations. Here, we begin to probe the idea that a more fluid like motion of the F ring 
particles could be responsible for a more complicated evolution. Dynamics in the F ring 
cannot solely be explained by the interaction of Prometheus, Pandora or even the effects of 
Saturn’s magnetic field on some of the charged particles residing in the ring. Thus, it 
appears evident that a greater understanding of the system is needed to explain some of the 
current unknowns like the large variation of bright extended clumps over the last few 
decades (French et al 2014) or total ring brightness (French et al 2012). 
By the term "gravitational vortex” referred to throughout the text we have in mind a new 
phenomenon which can exist in Saturn’s rings. This is an anti-cyclonic rotational vortex flow 
of particles created by Prometheus during its close encounters. We found this flow through 
numerical analysis of our data obtained in extensive numerical simulations, where 6.5 million 
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interacting particles were considered. Here we have generated plots for the velocity vector 
field and associated rendered change velocity from the background Keplerian flow. All plots 
were generated by subtracting the velocity vectors of the Keplerian flow at the radial location 
of each particle, the specifics of which are shown in section 2.5.3. In both models we did not 
see the creation of any cyclonic vortices only anti-cyclonic ones at the resolution of our 
analysis. Therefore we only consider large scale rotational flows with an aim to examine 
smaller scales with a higher resolution investigation of velocity field curvature in subsequent 
chapters.  For a comparative analysis we created two models that considered the F ring 
interacting particles (with mass) and one that assumed massless test particles, similar to 
previous F ring modelling (Chavez 2009; Murray et al 2008; Murray et al 2005; Murray & 
Winter 1996). From this we hoped to establish any differences that might be evident from the 
simple non-interacting case and gravitationally interacting F ring. 
Initially we investigate the effect of Prometheus on the F ring particles velocity vectors during 
the first encounter. We do this when Prometheus and the F ring are at minimum separation 
and the most extreme forms of the stream-channels are formed. This anti-alignment of the F 
ring and Prometheus’ elliptical orbit occurs once every 17 years due to perihelion precession 
and coincided with the midpoint of Cassini’s Saturnian mission during 2009, but prior to the 
Voyager flybys. A comparison of snapshots taken during the ignition of the rotational particle 
flows calculated in the framework of our models (Fig. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively). We find 
no discernible difference in the initial vector field between models during this first encounter 
and as such only show one model in figures (massless ring particles). 
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Figure 3.1 | Particle positions (a) are shown at a time T=0.47 Prometheus orbital periods. The 
residual velocity vectors of ring particles after the background Keplerian flow is subtracted are shown 
(b, c and d), along with the rendered relevant magnitude of this residual velocity (b and d). 
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Figure 3.2 | Particle positions (a) are shown at a time T=0.75 Prometheus orbital periods. The 
residual velocity vectors of ring particles after the background Keplerian flow is subtracted are shown 
(b, c and d), along with the rendered relevant magnitude of this residual velocity (b and d). 
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Figure 3.3 | Particle positions (a) are shown at a time T=1.5 Prometheus orbital periods. The residual 
velocity vectors of ring particles after the background Keplerian flow is subtracted are shown (b, c and 
d), along with the rendered relevant magnitude of this residual velocity (b and d). 
 
What we find when we remove the background Keplerian flow is that the initial close 
passage of Prometheus creates a rotation of particles due to the gravitational scattering. 
Deviations in the particles velocity vectors appear to greatest where the highest densities are 
also seen and are also observed to be moving in a radial direction. 
 
Also noted in the analysis of the observations by Beurle et al 2010 of Cassini data is that the 
formation of moonlets by Prometheus would favour one channel edge over the other. In this 
case the edge facing towards Prometheus. This is consistent with our results where we 
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found that there are rotations of the vector field at channel edges. Fig 3.3 shows that this is 
most significant on the channel edge facing Prometheus. Therefore, we believe that the 
asymmetry observed in our models and the location of rotations on channel edges could 
indeed be responsible for the asymmetry or “bias” observed in the position of moonlets on 
channel edges within Cassini data (Beurle et al 2010). Density enhancements at channel 
edges may lead to an increase probability in the formation of a moonlet; again it has already 
been shown that density enhancements on channel edges can be 2.5 times greater than the 
non-perturbed ring (Beurle et al 2010). This then is reminiscent of planetesimal formations 
seen in a proto-planetary system (Chang & Oishi 2010; Barranco et al 2001) or a spiral 
micro-galaxy.  
3.2  Density Distribution In The F ring During An Encounter With 
Prometheus 
3.2.1  Density Enhancement During The Initial Prometheus Encounter 
Here we investigate the local density in the F ring during the first orbital period of a 
Prometheus encounter on the F ring. The surface rendered plots shown in this section are 
created by using the calculated number densities of each ring particle thus giving a spatial 
sense of density distribution during the encounter. Particle number densities were calculated 
by measuring the number of nearest neighbours within a set radius of each particle. These 
plots created assume a high resolution with regards to the density distribution than previous 
work where a grid / pixel method was used to visualise density distribution (Beurle et al 
2010). 
Figure 3.4 shows the evolution of the density during just over one Prometheus orbital period 
(T=0 to T=1.06) as it encounters a multi-stranded F ring starting at the periapsis of its orbit. 
During the first stage of the encounter, as Prometheus moves towards the ring and radially 
outwards, density variations are not seen to be significant (Fig 3.4 a and b). However, as 
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Prometheus begins to retreat from the ring (after approaching apoapsis), a disturbance in 
the form of a perpendicular gravitational force to the flow of F ring particles occurs. During 
the next part of the encounter local density changes drastically over the course of just a few 
hours. The first happens due to the inner strand of the F-ring being bent to form a kink close 
to Prometheus. The kink begins to form at a time T=0.567 as Prometheus starts moving 
away from the F ring (see, Fig 3.4c). The precise cause of this density clump is the caustic 
motion of particle trajectories due to the gravitational drag from Prometheus: under the 
gravity of Prometheus particles and their trajectories begin to bunch up forming an area of 
enhanced density at the edge closest to Prometheus.  This region of the first strand has a 
moderate increase in density compared to the rest of the ring. The final stage of encounter 
the streamer is pulled out along with Prometheus through gravitational scattering. The 
density in the streamer naturally reduces as a finite number of particles are stretched along 
an increasing distance, thus resulting in the streamer having relatively low density compared 
to the rest of the ring and strands (Fig 3.4 d and e). At the same time on the opposite side of 
the streamer formation than Prometheus a splitting occurs of the inner strand. The opposing 
edge moves radially outwards until it comes in contact with the central core which 
incidentally happens to be moving radially inwards. This process is illustrated by Figs 3.4f 
and 3.4e whereby a clear sudden increase in density is witnessed in the central core. 
Where Prometheus is at minimum separation and when the longitudinal position of the inner 
spiral strand is such that an overlap of them can occur with the central core, we see an 
increase in density comparable to those reported at channel edges by Cassini. Over the 
whole period of one orbit it is this area that shows the greatest enhancement in the heart of 
the F ring central core. Maximum number densities jump from 16 prior to an encounter to 32 
after one orbital period in the central core at times of ~T=1.0 (Fig 3.4e and f), representing a 
localised increase in density of 100% in just over 15 hours since the original encounter. The 
actual increase takes a fraction of this time at only a couple hours to reach its maximum 
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value. In contrast to homogenous ring models used (no strands) this shows that the inclusion 
of strands can have dramatic effect on the initial evolution of density in the F ring.  
 
Figure 3.4 | Density plot representing one orbital period of Prometheus obtained with the interacting 
model. Particle number densities are represented in a surface rendered plot, where Prometheus is 
shown as the bold orange circle. Both axis scales are in 105 km. Due to the nature of our initial 
conditions where particles are positioned randomly within their set boundaries an original non-
homogeneous distribution can be seen. a) Prometheus at periapsis, starting point for initial conditions. 
b) – c) As Prometheus moves towards apoapsis the density in the ring remains unchanged. This 
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continues until Prometheus begins to move back out again on its return to the periapsis. At this point 
particles close to where Prometheus passed begin to show an enhanced density. As Prometheus 
continues to move away from the F ring the edge closest to Prometheus on the inner strand shows a 
higher density as particles bunch up at the edge. The area directly behind this strip shows slightly 
lower density than the rest of the strand, suggesting that particles from the centre have moved 
forwards towards the edge. d) The streamer is stretched with the bottom half of it moving outwards 
towards the central core. e) – f) As a streamer is formed by the retreat of Prometheus the density in 
the streamer particles decreases, however a section of the inner strand has moved into the central 
core at the point where Prometheus has appeared to bend it, thus increasing the density. 
 
3.2.2  Density Comparison Of Non-interacting and Interacting Models 
Along with surface rendered plots that help illustrate spatially density distributions in the F 
ring – Prometheus system we also carried out an in depth analysis of density distributions in 
the F ring. This was done by calculating number densities in a square box with sides 
1000km surrounding each of the areas identified in Fig 3.5, as these areas were effectively 
shown to host the highest enhancements in density. Thus, generating plots showing the 
populations of particles with any given number density assigned to it. The particle number 
density is defined as the number of nearest neighbours of the host particle within a certain 
distance from this particle. In our calculations we have chosen this distance to be 2 km.  
Then we define the density distribution of particles as the number of particles having a 
particular number density. Following these definitions then the number of nearest neighbours 
within a 2 km radius of each particle in the box boundary (1000 km x 1000 km) was 
calculated. We paid particular interest to the maximum number density and the density 
distribution in each of the clumps identified in the Fig 3.5.  Below we provide also 
comparative quantitative values for the density distributions obtained within the two models 
studied of non- and interacting particles, respectively (Table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.5 | Comparison of density distributions for the non-interacting (a) and interacting models (b). 
Both snapshots are taken at the same time, T=4.5, after the initial Prometheus encounter where T is 
the number of Prometheus orbital periods since the beginning of the numerical simulation. 
Comparisons were made of these two models by selecting six regions of the F ring noted as i) - vi), 
where the density distribution has a strong variation due to the formation of channels. Channels are 
orientated from youngest, at the top of the figure to oldest at the bottom of the figure while 
Prometheus is out of the frame to the upper left. In the rotating reference frame Prometheus 
effectively moves from the bottom upwards in relation to the F ring as it orbits faster than f ring 
particles. a) – The snapshot of the density plot obtained for the non-interacting model, where density 
has a maximal enhancement at the channel edges in the central core. b) - Snapshot of the density 
plot obtained with the interacting model. Here we see a much faster increase in local density, which is 
more enhanced at the channel edges in the central core. By the fourth channel, shown by the zoomed 
section we can see that the local density increases on both edges show noticeable differences than 
those at the same time and position obtained within the non-interacting particles model.  
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Region Max No. Density (Non-interacting) Max No. Density (Interacting) 
T=0 16 16 
i) 27 32 
ii) 19 20 
iii) 17 21 
iv) 19 22 
v) 17 23 
vi) 19 23 
 
Table 3.1 | Here we show the maximum value of the density measured in each of the regions 
identified in Fig 3.5. Where, the value T=0 corresponds to the initial density of the same region at the 
start of the simulation prior to any perturbation of Prometheus. 
We note that the highest value for number density is seen in region i) for both models. This 
region is on the channel edge facing towards Prometheus on the inner strand formed after 
one orbit after its initial encounter. In Fig 3.4f (after ~  0.5 orbital periods later this becomes 
the area identified in Fig 3.5 i) we see that the highest density is on the central core where 
there is an overlapping of strands and core, which occurs just after 0.5 orbital periods since 
the closest approach of Prometheus. As the system evolves this area of enhanced density 
moves back into the inner strand on the channel edge, and exhibits the same maximum 
number densities as reported for Fig 3.4f (now seen in Fig 3.5 i). For gravitationally 
interacting particles during subsequent orbits the maximum density at the channel edge in 
the central core first drops by 37.5% compared with that seen on the inner strand previously. 
However, we see approximately 5% density increase in each orbit thereafter. In all cases we 
observe a general trend showing an upwards growth in the maximum number density for 
each region as the system evolves after the initial encounter by Prometheus. Here the 
density profile of each region obtained within the interacting particles model (Fig 3.7) shows 
that although the maximum number density does not change by a large amount after each 
orbit the profile of the density shifts upwards. When compared to the non-interacting model 
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(Fig 3.6) we do not see the density populations of particles shift upwards by as much. 
Therewith we demonstrate that with time more particles exhibit a higher number density in 
the same region (an increase in average number densities). Therefore, it is showing that the 
local density in the clumps increases as the system evolves. It is clear from the observations 
at the channel edges that the self-gravity associated with the interacting model has a 
positive effect on the growth of density or clumps post Prometheus encounter. We found that 
in the model describing non-interacting particles the maximum number density in the region 
identified as a clump in Fig. 3.5a does not show evidence of any increase. In fact, even a 
decrease is seen in some of the locations, (Fig 3.5a). This is consistent with the numerical 
results obtained by Beurle et al 2010 for a model of non-interacting particles on non-
stranded ring. There, an increase in the maximum number density for the first 5 orbits was 
also not observed, instead showing large fluctuations related to orbital phase.  Also clump 
density profiles (Fig 3.6) show that the majority of particles have on average a much lower 
number density than those in the interacting model (Fig 3.7). 
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Figure 3.6 | Density profiles for the regions identified in Fig 3.5a i) – vi), the model that assumed non-
interacting particles. The number of particles (or the local density is on the vertical axis, Y) against the 
number density, which the number of nearest neighbours counted within a certain radius (here it is 2 
km). We see here that for each next region from ii) to vi) there is some evidence suggesting a 
flattening of the distribution. The evolution in the density profiles is minor between each orbital period, 
showing a lack of change in the overall density of the clumps in contrast to the interacting model. 
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Figure 3.7 | Density profiles for the regions i) – vi) identified in the Fig 3.5b from the interacting model. 
The number of particles (or the local density is on the vertical axis, Y) against the number density, 
which the number of nearest neighbours counted within a certain radius (here it is 2 km). We see here 
that for each next region from ii) to vi) there is a flattening of the distribution. That is from ii) to vi) the 
average number density in the clumps is increasing. This is indicating that more particles have more 
nearest neighbours that take part in the clump formation. Thus average number densities are higher 
resulting in an increase in clump density. This fact is more prominent than the maximum of the 
number density calculated at each point.  It is also the defining feature which we noted between the 
results obtained in the framework of the two types of numerical models we have investigated. 
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On the other hand the results obtained with the use of the model assuming interacting 
particles are very different; see the second column in the Table 3.1.  The difference in the 
results obtained with the use of these two models (associated with two columns in the Table 
1) is clearly seen for the maximum number density taken after the first 5 orbits.  It develops 
into a value of 20% – 35% for comparable regions after only the short period of time. Again 
this strong difference between the densities calculated with the use of non- and interacting 
particles models further supports the argument for an accelerated growth rate of moonlets 
driven by gravitational interaction between particles.  When comparing results obtained with 
the use of these two models the most notable feature seen is the change in the density 
distribution profile in each of the regions. Although in the case of interacting particles the 
maximum clump density shows relatively small increases after each Prometheus orbit we 
note that the biggest transformation arises in its density profile. We see that more particles in 
the clump have on average a higher number density. This suggests that the clumps grow 
faster and to larger sizes when self-gravity is taken into account. Therefore, it is plausible to 
suggest that self-gravity between particles counteracts the dispersion in the same regions 
during orbital fluctuations.  
Looking in greater detail at the streamer formation during the initial encounter we see some 
striking differences between the two numerical models, Fig 3.8. Here the non-interacting 
model shows an area of higher density at the tip of the streamer being pulled out towards 
Prometheus as it moves away from the ring (white box, Fig 3.8). Along with this higher 
density at the tip of the streamer there also appears to be an overall high enhancement at 
the right hand upper edge of the streamer for the non-interacting model.  
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Figure 3.8 | Comparison of spatial density distributions during the streamer formation for the non-
interacting (a) and interacting models (b). Both snapshots are taken at the same time, T=0.8 after the 
initial Prometheus encounter where T is the number of orbital periods since the beginning of the 
numerical simulation when Prometheus was at the periapsis of its orbit. Prometheus is shown as an 
orange circle in both plots. The two models show clear differences in the initial density distribution 
during the streamer formation, with the key disparities illustrated with the white and red box.  
 
The second most notable variation that can be seen from the comparison of both models 
during the initial encounter is observed in the red box of Fig 3.8. As particles begin to bunch 
up on the edge facing towards Prometheus, seen on both the inner strand and central core, 
we see that the interacting model shows a more coherent structure than the non-interacting 
model. The highest densities seen in Fig 3.8a are actually just outside of this red box 
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whereas in Fig 3.8b they are in the central core almost directly above the area of the inner 
strand displaying an increase in density. The non-interacting model, Fig 3.8a, shows a much 
more elongated and irregular structure on the inner strand that results in a reduction in 
density at the same location than the interacting model. 
One reason for this difference in the two models, especially that seen at the tip of the 
streamer, is likely due to additional gravitational force acting on streamer particles from the F 
ring itself. In the non-interacting model there is no opposing gravitational force acting on 
streamer particles as they move away from the F ring, this results in an asymmetrical 
streamer not being smoothed out. Thus a higher density is able to exist at the tip. In Cassini 
images we see no evidence of a brightening towards the end of streamer like that seen in 
our non-interacting. Instead what see is a match to the results obtained in the interacting 
model. In Fig 3.9a there is no evidence of the brightening at the end of tip, this is true for all 
Cassini images observed. 
It should also be noted that when looking at the number densities considered for both 
models the maximum values could be influenced by statistical fluctuations. However, this is 
less likely when comparing the number density profiles in the same areas of each model. 
Here, there are more particles in one model that have higher number densities. So, average 
densities are higher and not just the maximum values observed. 
3.2.3 Comparison with Cassini images 
 A comparison between Cassini images and our data is shown in Fig 3.9. An image captured 
by Cassini in July 2009 when Prometheus and the F ring were close to their minimum 
separation due to precession in their respective elliptical orbits is shown in Fig 3.9a. Fig 3.9b 
shows how the particles are distributed in the F ring in our numerical model after 
Prometheus makes a close encounter, inducing the formation of a streamer. Distribution of 
density at the same snapshot in time is shown in Fig 3.9c. An area in the centre of the ring at 
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the opposite end of the streamer pointing to Prometheus is the high density clump created 
due to the movement of inner strand particles into the central F ring core.  
 
Figure 3.9 | Comparison between Cassini observations and our numerical model. For this 
configuration Prometheus has a mean anomaly of 312°. The difference in position of Prometheus in 
our models is down to a slightly different viewing angle than those taken with Cassini which was not 
taken directly above. Prometheus is shown as the bold white/black circle in our models. a) Image 
taken by Cassini, image ID: 1_N1627542144.118 and date and time of mid exposure of 2009-07-29, 
06:20:22.5, this is near when Prometheus' orbit is aligned so that it makes its closest approaches to 
the F ring. The red square identifies the area in the Cassini image that corresponds to an increase in 
density seen in our model. b) A snapshot taken of our model showing the same position in 
Prometheus' orbit. The frame is rotated to match observations made by Cassini at the time. c) A plot 
of particle number density is done for the same frame as (b). 
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To analyse the Cassini image we normalised the brightness to the nearby unperturbed 
central core and measured any change in brightness as a scalar of the normalised core. The 
same again was done to our model for number densities to make changes in the brightness 
and density comparable. When analysed, the Cassini image (Fig 3.9a) shows an average 
brightening in the central core (marked by red box) compared to the overall brightness to the 
rest of the core of ~ 26%.  We see equivalent increases in the average number density of 
the same area in the order of 25% for our models. It should be noted that this is the same 
formation as mentioned previously in Fig 3.4e, but at a slightly earlier time of its evolution. 
So along with our models and observations made by Cassini it is plausible to suggest that 
the highest densities occur initially during the very first encounter when Prometheus and the 
F ring are at minimum separation. During the first encounter both models and the 
observations show that gravitational interactions can force the inner strand radially outwards 
into the central core. However, care should be taken with this assumption as strands are not 
uniform in their semi-major axis with regards to their longitudinal position. Their spiral nature 
means that smaller or larger semi-major axis positions of the inner strand might not yield the 
same results. It does nonetheless show that very large increases in surface brightness or 
local density are possible in time frames of just a couple of hours, something that is likely to 
be unique to the F ring in our Solar System. 
3.3 Radial Velocities 
Previously it has been shown that there was a relationship between radial velocities and 
densities (Beurle et al 2010). The typical analysis concerns radial velocity dispersions, where 
a particles radial velocity differs from the RMS (Root Mean Squared) of the radial velocity 
field in question. This is important with regards to self-gravity structures where radial 
velocities below a critical value can be unstable to the growth of axisymmetric disturbances. 
As shown in Beurle et al (2010) maximum number densities measured in the F ring post 
Prometheus encounter were seen to mirror the times when the lowest minimum radial 
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velocity dispersions were also witnessed. These times also coincided with when the 
channels were at their most open position. Here, we have changed the coordinate systems 
used for the analysis of our numerical model from Cartesian to Cylindrical with Saturn at the 
origin. This has then allowed us to spatially probe in detail the connection between radial 
velocities and density in the F ring during an encounter with Prometheus. It should be noted 
at this point that we only consider radial velocities of individual particles and not their 
dispersion with regards to the RMS velocity field. However, seeing as the RMS of the 
velocity field is sufficiently low, on the order of cm, our plots can still yield useful information 
about some of the largest radial velocities found in the F ring. Figure 3.10 shows the position 
of particles (a) in the F ring which has been rotated about Saturn so as to centre the 
streamer-channel formation at an angular position of zero and (b) the radial velocities of 
particles at the same angular position. This is taken for an orbital phase just after apoapsis 
for Prometheus and where the moon begins to move radially back away from the F ring. 
Here, it can be seen that the particles showing the highest radial velocities are in the 
background sheet of particles, followed by the inner strand (the individual components of the 
F ring are labelled, Fig 3.10b). The background particles also show an equivalent positive 
radial velocity, with particles moving away from Saturn outwards while all other ring 
components show only a negative radial velocity, moving towards Prometheus and Saturn. 
Naturally we see ring components that are closest to Prometheus with the largest changes in 
radial velocities as they receive the largest gravitational scatter effect to their trajectories.  
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Figure 3.10 | Using cylindrical coordinates we show the positions of particles (a) and the radial 
velocity of particles at the same angular position (b). The y axis on both a) and b) represents the 
angular position around Saturn in radians while the x axis in a) is the radial position in 105 km and in 
b) is the radial velocity in m/s. These are taken at a time T=0.54 Prometheus orbital periods since the 
start of the simulation and is rotated to keep the streamer–channel centred an angular position of 
zero. Prometheus is represented by the black or white cross in both frames.  At this phase of the 
encounter there is little change in the density (shown in the red box) except a slight increase in the 
outer sheet of particle Prometheus passed through. 
 
Interestingly the highest density that occurs at this time frame in the simulation (although 
only marginally greater than the unperturbed density) is located at a position where all of the 
various components of the F ring show an overlap of radial velocities. Therefore, it is at a 
location where the central core is showing a peak in radial velocities and the inner strand is 
not. This offset between the two peak radial velocities of the core and inner strand 
corresponds to an angular distance of 0.0007 radians or 0.04°, a similar offset between the 
radial velocity peak of the outer strand is also witnessed and is a direct result of Keplerian 
shear on each component during the encounter. 
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Figure 3.11 | The axis scales are changed slightly to accommodate a) are larger area for the 
streamer-channel formation and b) the increase in radial velocities for Prometheus and the ring 
particles. Taken at a time T=0.72 Prometheus orbital periods since the beginning of the simulation 
where Prometheus is represented by the black cross in both frames. Density in the inner strand 
begins to show an enhancement around this point in the encounter and is also located at an angular 
position where the maximum and minimum radial velocities occur. 
 
As we allow the system to evolve (Fig 3.11) the density at the opposite edge to the streamer 
closest to Prometheus increases as the structure is compressed and Prometheus moves 
back away from the ring. Radial velocities of particles closest to Prometheus in the inner 
strand and the background sheet of particles are accelerated as Prometheus accelerates 
away from the apoapsis. At the location displaying the highest density radial velocities of the 
inner strand particles predominately show a positive outward movement. However, the peak 
of this is not centred on the area with the highest density but is in fact closer to the angular 
position of the peak in radial velocity for the central core.   
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Figure 3.12 | Taken at a time T=1.04 Prometheus orbital periods since the beginning of the simulation 
where Prometheus is represented by the black cross in both frames. Density shows a large localised 
increase as particles from the inner strand move radially outwards into central core. The positive 
radial velocity of these particles matches that of Prometheus while those in the central core show a 
negative radial velocity resulting in the sudden increase in density at this location (red box). 
 
As Prometheus moves back to periapsis, one orbital period after the start of the simulation, 
the streamer reaches maximum radial distance from the ring. Figure 3.12 shows particle 
positions (a) and radial velocities (b) at a time of 1.04 orbital periods after the start of the 
simulation, just after Prometheus reaches periapsis and begins moving back outwards 
towards the F ring. At this time particles in the streamer and all of the other constituents of 
the ring show a positive outward radial movement along with Prometheus. The only particles 
showing a negative inward radial movement are those located in the half formed channel 
that will in another 0.5 an orbital period become an open channel, Fig 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13 | Taken at a time T=1.497 Prometheus orbital periods since the beginning of the 
simulation where Prometheus is represented by the black cross in both frames. At this time 
Prometheus is close to apoapsis of its orbit the same time when channels are at their most open and 
density is at its highest on the channel edges. Density has already been noted as being the highest 
on the channel edge facing Prometheus but particles within this area have the highest negative radial 
velocities, moving inwards towards Saturn (green box). Particle in both channel edges show the 
highest negative radial velocities (blue and green boxes) at just over -1.2 m/s. 
 
When channels are at their most open position, one full orbital period after Prometheus first 
came to apoapsis on its last approach, the densities are at their highest on the channel 
edges. However, at the same time and location as these high density regions there are 
particles with the highest inward radial velocities (Fig 3.13 a, blue and green boxes). This is 
actually more than what is generated by the initial gravitational scattering of Prometheus 
(see Fig 3.13 where Prometheus starts to make a second streamer). The highest density of 
particles exhibited at the channel edges is seen on the edge facing Prometheus on the inner 
strand, this also corresponds to the highest radial velocities witnessed. Many of these 
particles with the high radial velocities can be attributed to the same particles seen in Fig 
3.12 that were in the channel but moving outwards towards the edges. In our models that 
assume self-gravitating ring particles we do not see a completely empty channel at any time 
during the phase of the streamer-channel formations. Instead we see particles inside the 
channels when they are at their most open displaying the highest radial velocities. This 
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confirms previous numerical modelling of the F ring that that noted islands of particles were 
seen in the channels when fully open (Chavez 2009) and the F ring and Prometheus were at 
anti-alignment (the same as we are assuming here). We do not see such well-structured 
islands; instead there are particles within the channel but not in any coherent configuration. 
This is most likely the product of the gravitationally interacting nature of our model.  
 
Figure 3.14 | A plot showing the azimuthal velocity (x axis) as a function of radius (y axis) for the 
same snapshots as Fig 3.10 – 3.13. All ring particles are plotted in each frame with the Keplerian 
shearing velocity clearly seen in the negative gradient. As Prometheus encounters the F ring the 
largest changes in azimuthal velocity as a function of radius occurs when the channels are at their 
most open. Prometheus is shown where it is in the frame as a black cross. 
 
If we consider more than just the radial velocities we can see that the azimuthal velocity 
about Saturn also changes during the encounter with Prometheus. Under normal 
circumstances where ring particles are unperturbed and traveling on almost circular orbits 
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we would expect to see a clear shearing velocity as a function of increasing radial position. 
The velocity would then follow a 1
√𝑟
�   law, although with the effective same radial location 
we are observing this appears to be a linear response (only a small radial sample). During 
the initial encounter, as shown in Fig 3.10 – 3.13, the particles in the half of the F ring closest 
to Saturn exhibit varying degrees of dispersion in their radial velocities. The same can be 
seen when considering the azimuthal velocity during the encounter. Fig 3.14 shows 
snapshots at the same time as Fig 3.10 – 3.13 but shows the azimuthal velocity as a 
function of radius. As Prometheus encounters the F ring particles show a larger distribution 
of velocities at the same radial distances. Therefore, particles in the inner part of the ring 
display velocities that are higher and lower than the expected Keplerian velocity at that 
radius. When coupled with the negative and positive radial velocities also associated at the 
same time and location this can indicate a rotation of particles in the F ring. Another 
interesting feature is the clear secondary gradient of particles velocity as a function of radius 
seen at a time T=1.04. This second velocity gradient is from the streamer that is being 
formed where particles show an increase and decrease in their radial positions which is 
slightly offset from the Keplerian velocity gradient. The point of intersect of the two gradients 
for the streamer and the unperturbed F ring is located at a radial position on the centre of the 
inner strand. At a time T=1.04 this also places the point of intersect at the same location as 
the highest density, see Fig 3.11a. However, as the system evolves and more streamer 
channels are formed the defined gradient in the azimuthal velocity disperses, Fig 3.15. This 
could be a sign that the streamer formation is relaxing back to the dominant Keplerian 
velocity. 
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Figure 3.15 | A plot comparing the azimuthal velocity (x axis) as a function of radius (y axis) for 
T=1.04 and T=6.04 when the streamers are at their longest radially separated by 5 Prometheus orbital 
periods. The second gradient in the particles velocities can be seen in both snapshots, however after 
another 5 orbital periods and 5 more streamer-channel formations particles show a more dispersed 
relationship of velocity to radius, suggesting that as the system evolves the streamer-channels are 
forced back into Keplerian velocities. 
 
Radial velocities of particles taken at times T=5.19 and 5.51 show five streamer-channel 
formations at various stages of evolution, Fig 3.16 and 3.17. On both figures areas of highest 
densities witnessed are illustrated by the red squares in the central core. The maximum 
radial velocities are approximately unchanged after 5 orbits however particles displaying 
non-zero radial movement for each structure has progressively spread in angular position 
about Saturn. 
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Figure 3.16 | Plot depicting the particle positions (a) radial velocities as a function of angular position 
(b) for the F ring  at a time T=5.19 Prometheus orbital periods assuming cylindrical coordinates. The 
streamer-channel formations start with the youngest at the top of both figures descending down into 
the oldest formed by an encounter with Prometheus. The areas where the highest densities are seen 
at this moment in the phase of the encounters are noted with the red boxes. Radial velocities after 5 
orbital periods do not show any notable decrease in their maximum values; however their azimuthal 
spread due to Keplerian shear can be seen. 
 
 
Figure 3.17 | Plot depicting the particle positions (a) radial velocities as a function of angular position 
(b) for the F ring  at a time T=5.51 Prometheus orbital periods assuming cylindrical coordinates. The 
streamer-channel formations start with the youngest at the top of both figures descending down into 
the oldest formed by an encounter with Prometheus. Again the areas showing the highest densities 
are in the same locations as noted in Fig 3.16 on the channel edges of the central core except for the 
first channel formed which shows the highest density on the inner strand (red boxes). Close to when 
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Prometheus is at apoapsis (zero radial velocity) particles in the ring show relatively high radial 
velocities. With the radial movement of particles in the central core being considerable lower than 
those witnessed in the inner strand and background sheet of particles closest to Saturn. Keplerian 
shear can also be seen to elongate the angular position of particles in each streamer-channel 
formation. 
 
Figure 3.18 | A plot showing the azimuthal velocity (x axis) as a function of radius (y axis) for the 
same snapshots as Fig 3.16 and 3.17. Here, we see that the shape of the disturbance in the particles 
azimuthal velocity as a function of their radius remains almost identical to that of the first encounter. 
The only difference is that more particles exhibit disrupted azimuthal velocity away from the general 
Keplerian movement. 
 
One thing noted is that as the system evolves it is the edges of the channels that show 
populations of particles with relatively high radial velocities up to 1m/s (seen as a negative 
radial velocities), Figure 3.17. Here, when channels are at their most open and density is at 
the highest there is an asymmetry between the two edges in their radial velocity 
distributions. The channel edges facing towards Prometheus show much higher radial 
velocities than those of the opposing edge. Therefore it can be assumed that opposing 
channel edges are at differing phases in their altered trajectories but it could be some 
relevance to the density enhancement witnessed and the subsequent location of embedded 
moonlets. When channels are at their most open radial velocity dispersions are seen to be at 
their lowest (Beurle et al 2010), corresponding to highest densities seen. However, it is then 
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natural to assume that asymmetries in radial velocities in the streamer-channel formations 
can also be directly responsible for asymmetries witnessed in density at the same locations. 
Further detailed numerical investigations into this should then be examined by spatially 
comparing velocity changes and density maps. 
3.4 Angular Momentum 
To further investigate the turbulent nature of the Prometheus encounter onto the F ring we 
calculated the total angular moment for the system being modelled for both the non-
interacting and interacting models. If vortices or some derivative of rotational turbulence was 
evident in the ring we would expect there to be a change in the angular momentum of the 
system. The total angular momentum is a conserved quantity so we don't expect to see any 
change in this outside of any integration errors. Therefore, the easiest method to probe 
whether there is any angular momentum exchange between Prometheus and F ring we 
calculate the angular momentum of Prometheus only. We calculate the angular momentum 
of Prometheus in three models (F ring particles with; no mass, 10kg mass and 1010kg mass) 
for the first 10 orbital periods. Where angular momentum of a single body is shown as 
𝐿 = 𝑟𝑚𝑣⊥, (𝑟, is the radial distance from the centre of Saturn, 𝑚 is the mass of Prometheus 
and 𝑣⊥ is the velocity perpendicular to the radius vector). We find that there is no detectable 
change in the angular moment of the inner shepherd moon with the degree of accuracy for 
our calculations. 
Detailed investigations have already shown that Prometheus and Pandora are involved in an 
exchange of angular momentum (Poulet & Sicardy 2000). In the case of Prometheus the 
exchange transpires through an increase in ring particle angular momentum and a decrease 
in the moon. Left as an isolated system this would cause the moon to migrate inwards and 
the ring outwards. However, this occurs over times frames of Myrs where one year 
represents ~ 570 orbital periods of the central F ring core. Therefore as we consider only the 
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first ten orbital periods even if there is an exchange of angular momentum it is unlikely to be 
observed in our current results. 
3.5  Discussion 
Our simulations have indicated that density clumps formed on the channel edges are in part 
transient in nature; their growth rate and life time dependant on the self-gravity of particles 
and are associated with a large scale rotational flow post encounter. After the initial 
gravitational scattering the faster orbit of Prometheus rapidly removes the perturbing moon 
away from the area of localised disruption. Thus, we find that the initial rotation of particles 
continue to play a vital role in density fluctuations when Prometheus is no longer the primary 
cause of disruption within the F ring.  This also assumes that ring particles post encounter do 
not evolve on their own trajectories but instead more collectively, in some aspects like a 
compressible fluid. As a result of a combination of gravitational collapse, rotational flow and 
a caustic effect of particle trajectories from the initial gravitational scattering event an area of 
enhanced density forms in the central F ring core.  As particles from the inner strand and 
central core come together an area of increased density ~ 100km by 20km (see, Fig 3.4e) is 
created. This clump exists for a longer time than just one Prometheus orbital period and 
manifests itself in the form of density enhancements in the central core in line with the 
channel edges. The density of clumps regularly and periodically fluctuates on the strands, 
through their internal movement within the gravitational vortex. Ultimately though, clumps 
tend to stay located in the central core after a number of orbital periods. Thus, we see that 
the advances and retreats of Prometheus from the F ring stimulate rotational vortex motion 
of ring particles, including visible well known streamer-channels (Beurle 2010; Murray et al 
2008; Murray et al 2005). Our modelling provides new details about the encounters of 
Prometheus and the F ring when at minimum separation. At this anti-alignment configuration 
it is a formation of the gravitational vortex flow covering an area of 1600km by 150km. No 
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real measurable difference is seen between the models in the initial large scale rotation 
within the F ring. 
The moon’s clashes with the F-ring have been recorded by Cassini in December 2009 where 
the F ring and Prometheus orbits were aligned for their most extreme interaction. It is likely 
that during that time the described gravitational vortex can be created. Again, we note that 
density fluctuations within the core are also dependant on the longitudinal position of the 
transient strands at the time of encountering (assuming an overlapping occurs). But it is only 
at minimum separation that a splitting of the inner strand and subsequent overlapping of the 
core is likely to occur. At alignments away from the anti-alignment phase Prometheus does 
not create a large enough gravitational perturbation to split the inner strand and send it 
outwards into the central core. Regardless of the longitudinal position of spiral strands, the 
gravitational vortices behaviour and creation are dependent on separation between the F 
ring and Prometheus. We believe that the probability of their occurrences is greatly reduced 
at any larger separations and alignments. Angular moment calculations of both our non-
interacting and interacting models show no difference for the first 10 orbital periods. 
However this does not rule out the possibility of some significant angular momentum 
exchange over long time frames. Along with radial and longitudinal velocity changes a 
rotation in the F ring particles during and post Prometheus encounters occurs.  Although, 
radial velocities induced into the ring particles does show a spreading in longitudinal 
positions, most likely due to Keplerian shear, their ultimate maximum and minimum values 
show hardly any degeneration or relaxing back unperturbed values over the times scales we 
investigate.   
         With the inclusion of gravitational forces between particles clumps would be able to 
successfully win against competing tidal forces should they exceed the local Roche density 
for the F ring, shown to be 0.15 g cm-3 by Beurle et al 2010. The resultant self-gravity has 
the potential to increase the life time of any clumps in general as we have seen in our 
simulations. Experimentally Cassini has already provided evidence that localised 
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condensations, directly attributed to Prometheus, can create embedded objects (Attree et al 
2014; Attree et al 2012; Meinke et al 2011; Beurle et al 2010; Chavez 2009; Murray et al 
2008; Esposito et al 2008), which also go on to live long enough to create various structures 
in the F ring. Among these various structures formed by the embedded objects are fans, 
spirals and jet which form the bulk of known secondary distortion of the F ring by 
Prometheus. Thus, the many-body dynamics of a narrow ring of particles being perturbed by 
a moon studied here may also be applicable to planetesimal formation in a Protoplanetary or 
debris disk (Barranco & Marcus 2001). However, it is most suited to a debris disk where both 
systems are predominately composed of larger dust particles and are devoid of gas which 
shares similar physics to Saturn’s rings. Here, the one main defining difference between the 
two systems would be scale. The less destructive tidal environments of the debris disks 
might be of more significance as any rotational flows induced into the disk are not dominated 
by large gravitational tides. Thus, density enhancements at these locations might be able to 
grow faster and survive longer, instead of chaotic like state witnessed in the F ring.   
         Density enhancement obtained in our simulations of the F-ring generally agrees well with 
those seen in observations by Beurle et al (2010) when looking at the time evolution of 
density seen at the channel edges. However, in the obtained density distributions there is a 
striking difference with all previous work which was based on studies of non-self-gravitating 
particles (Beurle et al 2010; Chavez 2009; Murray et al 2005). As previously mentioned the 
stranded structure we include appears to be very important when considering self-gravitating 
particles and density variations. By these additional quantities in our model, we found that 
the density variation, which originated due to the first Prometheus encounter of the F-ring, 
reaches a maximal value faster compared to those seen at the channel edges over multiple 
orbital periods of Prometheus estimated within simpler models. The close encounter of 
Prometheus causes an overlap of the inner strand and central core which resulted in a large 
increase in the local density over a very short time period. This is comparable to those 
shown in Fig 3.5 at channel edges. For example density in the central core during this initial 
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part of the encounter (Fig 3.4e + f) can increase by over 100% in under 2 hours or 13% of 
one complete orbit of an unperturbed particle in the central core. These increases during the 
very initial encounter were seen in both the non-interacting model and interacting, with the 
latter showing slightly higher maximum number densities. This could be the result of self-
gravity in the interacting model preventing as much dispersion in the particles net movement 
during the most extreme part of the encounter.  
Comparison of both the non-interacting and interacting particles found that it is very 
important to consider F ring particles with an appropriate mass as self-gravity plays a very 
important role in the density enhancement. It appears to show some evidence of 
accelerating the growth rate of large clumps. This can be shown with a 20% - 35% increase 
maximum number density in clumps seen at channel edges for our interacting model 
compared with the non-interacting model. Also when considering together the time 
dependant radial / azimuthal velocities that the treatment of particles on their own 
trajectories post encounter does not completely hold true. There are areas that show a net 
rotation about a centre which are not uniform in shape displaying large asymmetries in the 
movement of particles within them. These areas of net rotation are quickly overcome by 
Keplerian shear at these radial distances but still they show signs that self-gravity plays an 
important role in the evolution of a strongly disrupted planetary ring. 
Direct comparisons of our model with Cassini images at the same orbital phase (Fig 3.4e 
and f) have shown that surface brightness increases by a similar fraction as we see how 
density increase at the same locations (Fig 3.9). This shows that if we assume surface 
brightness to be, at least in some way, proportional to number densities of particles that our 
models match observations. The same is true for later stages of the streamer-channel 
formations where observations have shown increases in brightness, along with embedded 
moonlets, at the channel edges. Here, we have seen comparable enhancements of density 
in our model. It also shows that maximum densities can occur during the initial encounter 
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when the inner strand is disrupted enough to move into the central core. Although we should 
be cautious when making such assumptions as in the real F ring system the strands are 
spiral in nature (Charnoz et al 2005) most likely caused by collisions with core crossing 
moonlets (Murray et al 2008). Although, in the comparisons made with our model and 
Cassini (Fig 3.9) the longitudinal orientation of the inner strand and core are such that an 
overlapping can occur, thus it is safe to make these assumes for this case. The dusty diffuse 
strands also show much lower optical depths than the main central core (Scharringhausen & 
Nicholson 2013) which would possibly display lower density increases than our current 
model. However, the chaotic and randomly distributed variations in longitudinal structure 
(Beurle et al 2010; Murray et al 2008) of the strands and core could result in areas of 
significantly higher and lower bulk densities being gravitationally compacted. Thus, there is 
also a potential for greater local densities. This may help to explain in part why embedded 
moonlet formations witnessed in the F rings central core are also chaotically scattered. 
Additionally, we also believe that in cases where vortices are long lived they can be 
responsible for the brightening seen in the F ring (French et al 2012), which occurs when 
Prometheus’ orbit was anti-aligned with the F ring, therefore at maximum separation. Also 
could rotational flows within the F ring be responsible for the increase in extended bright 
clumps witnessed in the following years after anti-alignment (French et al 2014)? The on-
going observations of Cassini continue to offer great insight into of one of the most dynamic 
and interesting systems in the Solar System where self-gravitating ring particles are in a 
constant battle creating gravitational vortex flows, high density clumps and their collapses. It 
is hoped that further studies of our closest astrophysical laboratory can help us answer some 
of our most fundamental questions with regards to planet formation we currently still have. 
An additional model was created to investigate whether some of the effects we have 
reported within this thesis are genuine gravitational effects. The motivation for this is that for 
particles to move towards each other under the influence of gravity alone would in the order 
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of 100 – 1000 of orbital periods. Thus, in 10 orbital periods we would not naturally expect to 
see gravity as having a significant effect on the evolution of the system. The average surface 
density of the F ring was increased to ~ 100kg m-2 which allows for total F ring mass around 
40% that of Prometheus. This is unlikely due to the fact that most the mass in the F ring 
resides in embedded moonlets within the central core with little mass in the remaining diffuse 
parts. 
 
Figure 3.19 | A comparison of a particle number densities (three models, one with considerably larger 
particles, 1010kg) on both channel edges 10.5 Prometheus orbital periods since the start of the 
simulation. Here, each particle had an associated number density calculated due to its nearest 
neighbours; we then counted the number of particles located within each channel edge that had a 
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particular number density associated with it. In this figure we have concentrated on particles with the 
highest number densities (25+) as these are the particles of interest. Irrespective of the differences 
between the two channel edges ( i) edge facing Prometheus, ii) edge facing away) by including self-
gravity into our models the density is effective in a positive way. For comparison maximum number 
densities for the channel edge i) 30, 32, 32 and ii) 28, 29, 30 for the model with no mass, small mass 
and large mass respectively. 
 
By increasing the size of particles and thus the strength of gravity in the F ring we are 
looking to check whether the previously reported effects in density enhancements are 
gravitational in nature. When the particles with the highest number densities are plotted on 
the same graph a trend is seen (Fig 3.18). This sees the maximum number densities and 
population of particles with the largest number densities increase at the same time and 
location as gravity is included and then significantly increased. This effect is seen on both 
channel edges but most obviously on the channel edge facing away (Fig 3.18 i) at this time, 
T=10.5. The number of particles in these regions (number densities > 25) is small, ~ 50 in 
comparison to the total number of particles located at each edge which is of the order ~2000 
– 4000. This accounts for approximately 1 – 2% of the total particles located at channel 
edges within our models. However, this does also mean that ~ 1 – 2% of particles positioned 
along the channel edges see a +100% change in their number densities (starting number 
densities saw maximum values ~ 12 – 16) over what can be considered a very short time 
frame. 
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Chapter 4 
Extended Investigation Into The Velocity 
Changes And Density Relationship In 
The F Ring 
4.1 A Velocity Variation And Density Relationship 
We continued on from previous work done (Sutton & Kusmartsev 2013) that investigated 
density enhancements in the F ring during an encounter with Prometheus (concentrating on 
a minimum separation configuration). However, this time we sought to expand our current 
model, allowing it to run for longer whilst also spatially probing how particles velocity evolves 
alongside density enhancements. Again, like in previous work we have run two models 
simultaneously to make direct comparisons with non-interacting test particles and ring 
particles that gravitationally interact with one another. The numerical frame work did not 
change but instead was allowed to run for longer. The main differences came about due to 
the analysis of the numerical data and not from the model itself. Here, changes in velocity 
were calculated for every ring particle by removing expected unperturbed velocity from its 
current velocity. The magnitude of this velocity could then easily be plotted in a two-
dimensional surface rendering in the same way previous density plots of the F ring have 
been created (Chapter 3). These plots could then be used to investigate where the 
maximum and minimum velocities were occurring making spatial links to any density 
features already observed in the F ring. 
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4.2 Simulation Results 
4.2.1 Density Analysis 
We ran two simultaneous models with and without ring mass (non-interacting and 
interacting, respectively) and analysed in greater detail the density enhancements previously 
reported (Beurle et al. 2010; Sutton & Kusmartsev 2013) at the channel edges caused by the 
interactions of Prometheus on the F ring. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the max. no. density and 
average particle density for each clump or where there was an extended area of density 
enhancement centred over the maximum density. Here, unlike previously where we 
monitored the entire channel edge, looking for maximum and average particle densities we 
altered the parameters used. Using the high resolution rendered density plots we were able 
to spatially find clumps that had the highest density on a particular channel edge. A box was 
placed around this clump or area of enhanced density (more localised than previous whole 
channel analysis) with a numerical analysis used to find the maximum and average number 
density. This was done for all channel edges in both models at a phase when channels were 
at their most open, the result of this analysis can be seen in Tables 4.1 + 4.2 below. 
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Table 4.1 | The max. no. density of particles and the average particle density within the clumps 
identified at the channel edge facing away from Prometheus are shown for both the interacting and 
non-interacting models.  
 
 
 
 
 
Orbital 
Period (T) 
 Non-interacting Interacting 
Max No. 
Density 
Average particle 
density 
Max No. 
Density 
Average 
particle density 
0 13 5.47 13 5.47 
1.5 27 8.61 32 9.41 
2.5 17 6.30 19 6.34 
3.5 26 8.72 22 8.63 
4.5 21 8.11 27 8.85 
5.5 26 10.15 26 8.59 
6.5 27 10.16 29 10.35 
7.5 23 8.95 26 10.14 
8.5 30 9.80 31 10.09 
9.5 27 9.22 29 9.93 
10.5 27 9.45 26 10.05 
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Table 4.2 | The max. no. density of particles and the average particle density within the clumps 
identified at the edge facing towards Prometheus are shown for both the interacting and non-
interacting models.  
As well as calculating the maximum and average number densities of particles in the clumps 
density profiles have been created showing population distribution of particles with a given 
number density. Density profiles of clumps seen at both channel edges (those that have 
been identified with the highest number densities within them) are shown below in Fig 4.1 – 
4.10 where a) represents the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) the channel edge 
facing away from Prometheus. Both the non-interacting and interacting model is shown on 
the same plot to illustrate the differences between them. It should be noted that density 
enhancements at the channel edges are not uniform and show a large degree of 
Orbital 
Period (T) 
 Non-interacting Interacting 
Max No. 
Density 
Average particle 
density 
Max No. 
Density 
Average particle 
density 
0 13 5.47 13 5.47 
1.5 20 7.22 15 5.66 
2.5 16 6.30 19 6.05 
3.5 23 7.51 22 7.74 
4.5 25 8.44 24 8.61 
5.5 27 8.21 23 8.35 
6.5 24 8.69 29 11.48 
7.5 28 9.41 25 9.17 
8.5 23 9.20 37 10.75 
9.5 26 8.57 29 9.18 
10.5 27 10.54 28 10.14 
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inhomogeneous distribution within. Hence the reason why we choose clumps with largest 
maximum number density to follow in figures 4.1 – 4.10. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 | Comparison of density at the channel edges for non-interacting and interacting models 
where a) is the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) is the channel edge facing away and T is in 
Prometheus orbital periods. Here we notice that both channel edges differ between the two models. 
The highest densities occur on the channel edge facing Prometheus (a) at this time, with noticeably 
higher densities for the interacting model. In contrast number densities are lower for the opposite 
channel edge (b), with the interacting model showing the lowest densities. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 | Comparison of density at the channel edges for non-interacting and interacting models 
where a) is the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) is the channel edge facing away and T is in 
Prometheus orbital periods. Here we notice that both channel edges differ between the two models. 
The large asymmetry between the two channel edges in both models has decreased with the 
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difference in maximum densities becoming smaller. In this case the interacting model now shows the 
highest densities at both channel edges. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 | Comparison of density at the channel edges for non-interacting and interacting models 
where a) is the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) is the channel edge facing away and T is in 
Prometheus orbital periods. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 | Comparison of density at the channel edges for non-interacting and interacting models 
where a) is the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) is the channel edge facing away and T is in 
Prometheus orbital periods. 
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Figure 4.5 | Comparison of density at the channel edges for non-interacting and interacting models 
where a) is the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) is the channel edge facing away and T is in 
Prometheus orbital periods. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 | Comparison of density at the channel edges for non-interacting and interacting models 
where a) is the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) is the channel edge facing away and T is in 
Prometheus orbital periods. Here a very noticeable difference is seen between the two channel edges 
and the two models. Something has happened in the interacting model that has resulted in an 
absence of particles with lower number densities and an increase in particles with higher number 
density. 
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Figure 4.7 | Comparison of density at the channel edges for non-interacting and interacting models 
where a) is the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) is the channel edge facing away and T is in 
Prometheus orbital periods. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 | Comparison of density at the channel edges for non-interacting and interacting models 
where a) is the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) is the channel edge facing away and T is in 
Prometheus orbital periods. Density profiles for the channel edge facing Prometheus for both models 
show similar shapes at T=6.5 and T=8.5 where there appears to be an absence of particles at lower 
number densities and considerably more particles at higher densities in the interacting model. This is 
in huge contrast to the interacting model which appears to not be sharing the same profile at the 
same time and location.  
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Figure 4.9 | Comparison of density at the channel edges for non-interacting and interacting models 
where a) is the channel edge facing Prometheus and b) is the channel edge facing away and T is in 
Prometheus orbital periods. 
 
The most notable observation made between the two models comes from a striking 
difference between opposing channel edges and can be clearly seen in Fig 4.6 and 4.8. 
Here, like most of the clumps in the non-interacting model and regardless of the channel 
edge they were located in, the density profile of the particles does not show large changes 
during the course of an orbital period. However, for the interacting model at orbital periods of 
T=6.5 & 8.5 (Fig 4.6a and 4.8a) very large changes in the profiles of the particles number 
density exist. We see significant increases in the maximum number density over one orbital 
period in these clumps of 26% and 48% from the same clumps at 6.5 and 8.5 Prometheus 
orbital periods respectively. Interestingly we observe a decrease in the maximum number 
density at the same time and locations for the non-interacting model of 11.1% and 17.5% 
respectively (Fig 4.6a and 4.8a). Something is happening in the interacting model that is not 
present in the non-interacting model that accounts for the ability of the local density to 
increase by around 50% in just one orbital period. In an environment that is so dynamic and 
constantly destroying clumps formed by strong tidal forces it could be this ability to increases 
in density over such short time frames that allows formation of longer lived moonlets. Once 
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density has exceeded the local Roche density (calculated as 0.15 g cm−3 for the F ring, 
Beurle et al 2010) clumps can survive much longer and grow into coherent objects. 
It should also be noted though that this does not include the previously observed density 
fluctuations (2.5 times greater maximum number density when channels are at their most 
open) witnessed over one orbital period as channels form and distort (Beurle et al 2010).  In 
fact we do not see such a huge drop in maximum number densities when channels are 0.5 
phase out from their most open (should show the lowest number densities). For example at 
8 and 9 Prometheus orbital periods after the start of the simulation we see the maximum 
number density drop to 20, this is a decrease in 20% and 54% respectively. Even taking into 
account the large spike for the interacting model at 8.5 orbital periods the lowest maximum 
number density during one orbital period is just over 50% less. 
4.2.2 Model Comparison With The Real F Ring 
In our simulations, the total mass of the F ring modelled is 4.075 × 10−10 Mp. This is much 
less than the predicted mass of the clumps in the F ring. If clumps are considered in the 
central core, their inhomogeneous distribution in the initial conditions makes investigating 
density variations after the Prometheus encounter become difficult to model. Therefore, we 
have chosen to neglect the randomly distributed moonlets known to exist in the central core 
which make up the majority of the mass in the F ring. Instead, we focus on asymmetry first 
produced during the initial encounter. Surface densities are then 0.000 68 kg m2, 0.0068 kg 
m2, 0.032 kg m2 and 0.0159 kg m2 for the background sheet of particles, inner strand, central 
core and outer strand, respectively. These are much lower surface densities than those used 
and assumed for the main rings. There it is assumed that the dusty F, G and H rings have 
considerably lower surface densities than the A, B and C rings system. The number of 
particles in each of the components is what then affects the surface density of individual 
strands/core (in our models). Also recent developments into the physical properties of the 
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dusty F ring show particles sizes to be considerably smaller than the major Saturnian 
rings, ∼0.5 μm (Scharringhausen & Nicholson 2013), compared with characteristic particle 
size distribution in the A and B rings of 30 cm αmin  to 20 m αmax  (French & Nicholson 2000). 
Discounting the mass of the moonlets located in the central core, the mass of the remaining 
F ring is almost negligible (Scharringhausen & Nicholson 2013).  
Our model also assumes a monolayer where in reality the F ring and other rings have some 
vertical component to them, which also effectively defines the optical depth and subsequent 
surface density. The F ring actually has one of the largest vertical components to it, with an 
equivalent depth of 10 ± 4 km (Scharringhausen & Nicholson 2013) compared with at least 
an order of magnitude smaller for the main rings. It should be natural then to assume that 
future numerical studies of the F ring should include a multilayer/stratified structure, as the 
vertical component to particles dispersions should play an important role in the chaotic and 
turbulent environment of the F ring.  
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Figure 4.10 | (a) An image taken by Cassini on 2010, June 1 in the narrow angle camera. During the 
time of the image, Cassini was 808 000 miles from Saturn relating to a 5 miles per pixel resolution. 
Here, assumptions are made that surface brightness seen in the Cassini images is proportional to 
surface density (calculated with our model). Surface brightness is normalised to the inner strand due 
to the central core being over exposed. (b) A rendered plot depicting the density calculated with our 
model at the same orbital phase as seen in the image by Cassini. This density is normalised so that it 
has a value equal to 1 on the unperturbed inner strand, i.e. the same as in the Cassini image, making 
density changes in the theory (model) and observations more comparable (Table 3, below). Areas A, 
C and E represent locations on the channel edge facing away from Prometheus, while areas B, D and 
F represent locations on the channel edge of the inner strand facing towards Prometheus post-
encounter. An orbital phase of 0.57 was assumed to match the observations in our model where the 
apoapsis of the orbit was at 0.5 and periapsis at 0.0 and 1.0. It is also noted that channels appear at 
their most open during the apoapsis of Prometheus’ orbit, and thus channel edges will show their 
highest densities at this point.  
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Region 
CASSINI (% change in surface 
brightness) 
Model (% change in 
particle density) 
A +10% +64% 
B +75% +83% 
C +9.6% +62% 
D +58% +70% 
E +9.7% +58% 
F +56% +60% 
 
Table 4.3 | The locations (A, …,F) identified in Fig. 4.10 are listed with their derived change in 
brightness (Cassini) and density (modelled). Here, for comparison, we have presented the maximum 
values at these locations.  
Due to resolution limitations in images taken by Cassini, comparable quantitative data of the 
change in density were difficult to obtain. However, it can be easily seen that there is a clear 
asymmetry in structures formed by Prometheus noticed in both our simulations and the real 
F ring, Fig. 4.10. There is a high discrepancy between the model results and the real F ring 
(Table 4.3). It arises on the channel edge facing away from Prometheus at this moment of 
time. It is because areas of enhanced density on this channel edge obtained in our model 
are highly localised. It is likely that the resolution in Cassini images effectively smooth’s out 
highly localised density increases. On the other hand, in our simulations, we have 
significantly higher capabilities to resolve genuine maximum increases. In our models, the 
channel edge that faces Prometheus, (B, D, F) a larger area of enhanced density, is seen; 
after 5 orbital periods, there arise large chaotic-like fluctuations in the maximum density.  
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4.3 Localised Density Enhancements 
The largest clumps seen at the channel edges were then tracked over multiple orbital 
periods and compared in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Previously, the channel edges were shown as 
increasing in density over time, but our results demonstrate that these increases are more 
localised. This local increase in density within the channel edges is markedly different 
between the two models, as can be illustrated in Fig. 4.11.  
 
Figure 4.11 | A comparison between the two models is shown at a time of T = 9.5, where T is given in 
Prometheus orbital periods since the start of the simulation, and (a) is for the non-interacting model, 
(b) for the interacting model and (c) is for a visual representation using the interacting model to show 
the position on the channel where the snapshots (a) and (b) are taken from. Here, the reference 
frame is zoomed in to show the clump with the highest density on the channel edge facing away from 
Prometheus, while the non-interacting model shows a larger single clump associated with much more 
coherent and defined area of increased density. Although the average density and max. no. density 
for both areas is only slightly higher for the interacting model it does clearly show a well-defined and 
larger area than that obtained in the framework of the non-interacting model.  
 
Fig. 4.11 illustrates the distinct composition of the localised increase in density witnessed at 
one of the channel edges 9.5 orbital periods after the initial encounter. What we see is that 
the non-interacting model shows multiple detached areas of enhanced density whereas the 
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interacting model displays a single well-defined area of increased density. Individual clumps 
identified in both models do not differ drastically in the max. no. density and average number 
density. However, it is their shape and ultimate distribution within the channel edge that is in 
contrast between the models, at 9.5 orbital periods. Although here we only use the channel 
edge facing away from Prometheus after 9.5 orbital periods, it must be noted that a similar 
trend was seen at the same channel edge throughout their evolution. This difference 
between the two models became more apparent as the two models were allowed to evolve 
over a longer time.  
Density profiles of clumps seen in Fig. 4.11 show that at the channel edge facing away from 
Prometheus, the average particle number density and the max. no. density for both models 
is different (Fig. 4.9b). The interacting model at this point in the evolution of the system 
exhibits a max. no. density approximately 7.4% higher than the non-interacting model, while 
the average particle number density is 7.7% higher than the non-interacting model. In the 
interacting model, a higher proportion of particles with a number density greater than 20 can 
be seen causing the noticeable difference in average density in the clump. It should be 
noted here that both models show a similar difference in their maximum and average 
number densities with very little fluctuations throughout their evolution, thus suggesting a 
higher degree of stability at this location.  
When we consider the same process for the opposite channel edge, it is noted that evolution 
of the density enhancements does not completely mirror the other edge. Fig. 4.12 shows the 
same visual representation of the density distribution within the channel edge facing 
Prometheus. At these locations, density enhancements for both models are generally over a 
larger area with an inhomogeneous distribution of clumps within. Here, we see a difference 
in the most prominent clumps, a difference of 7.1% for the average number density and 
11.5% for the max. no. density between the two models, Fig. 4.9(a).  
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Figure 4.12 | A comparison between the two models is shown at a time of T = 9.5, where T is given in 
Prometheus orbital periods since the start of the simulation and (a) is the non-interacting model, (b) is 
the interacting model (c) is a visual representation using the interacting model to show the position on 
the channel that the snapshots (a) and (b) were taken from. Here, the reference frame is zoomed in to 
show where the clump with the highest density is chosen on the channel edge facing Prometheus. 
The most notable thing here is that unlike in Fig. 4.11, the structure of the opposite channel edge in 
the framework of the interacting model does not show a single coherent area of enhanced density. 
Instead, like in the non-interacting model, the local regions of enhanced density are sprawled here 
over a larger area with multiple clumps.  
 
Overall, the area showing an enhanced density is larger at this channel edge, but when 
investigated further individual clumps within the enhanced region display increases much 
greater than the previous edge. This spatial distribution of a larger number of clumps seen 
over a larger area could account for the reason why we seen an overall higher average 
surface brightness on the channel edge facing Prometheus in images by Cassini. Ultimately, 
these self-gravitating clumps could be dependent on local conditions growing rapidly from 
one another and might explain why fan structures and moonlets are witnessed 
predominantly at this channel edge. Additionally, the most striking feature witnessed at this 
channel edge is that the fluctuations in maximum and average density of clumps in the 
interacting model are chaotic. Here, the local density is capable of drastic increases over just 
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a few hours, but also the same is true for the rapid dispersion of clumps, thus suggesting a 
more unstable environment than the opposing channel edge.  
Fig 4.13 shows the evolution of a channel from 2.5 to 8.5 orbital periods of the interacting 
model. The most notable thing is the change in locations of highest densities and growth of 
density, predominantly on the top channel edge (facing Prometheus). This same edge facing 
Prometheus shows a drifting of the area displaying a density enhancement along with the 
overall increase in the area. When we consider the density in the largest of the clumps seen 
at these channel edges, Figs 4.2 and 4.9, we see that both channel edges have shown a 
substantial increase in their average and maximum densities. However, at 8.5 orbital periods 
the clump seen at channel edge facing Prometheus (Fig. 4.8a) shows a large spike in 
density compared with the non-interacting model at the same time. This spike is not seen on 
the opposing channel edge (Fig. 4.8b) for either of the two models. The exact location of this 
clump and dramatic local increase is circled in Fig. 4.13(b), it should be noted that even the 
rendering of our model is not able to visualize the extent of this localised increase. This 
sudden increase in density obtained with the interacting model is short lived, decreasing 
sharply after another orbital period, Fig. 4.10(a). The nature of the chaotic fluctuations can 
easily be seen when comparing the density profiles seen in Figs 4.8(a) and 4.9(a). The 
overall area where clumps are distributed on the opposing channel edge, bottom Fig. 4.13, 
does not increase drastically in the same way as the above channel. Moreover, there does 
not appear to be any particle drift as a result of elastic collisions. Here, we would expect a 
diffusion of particles from high-density regions to lower density high-density areas. From 
results obtained from our model, Fig. 4.13, we can conclude that low-density regions at 2.5 
orbital periods continue to decrease while high-density regions increase, and in some cases 
quite dramatically. The low particle density in our model, 0.17 per km2, means that very few 
collisions would actually take place anyway.  
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Figure 4.13 | Shown here are the density maps of two channels in the central core (left) obtained 
from our results, differing in evolution from (a) 2.5 orbital periods and (b) 8.5 orbital periods from start 
of simulation for the interacting model only. Both channels are rotated about the origin so that they are 
centred on the Y-axis at zero. The clump circled in (b) on the bottom channel edge shows 
considerably higher maximum and average densities than the oppose channel edge and the non-
interacting model, see Fig. 4.8a.  
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4.4  Accelerated growth 
Additional analysis of the results obtained with our numerical models was done in the form of 
mapping, in high resolution, velocity variations during an encounter of Prometheus with the F 
ring. Here, two-dimensional rendered plots were created to spatially resolve the variations in 
the velocity magnitude of ring particles from their initial unperturbed velocity, referred to as 
∆𝑣 velocity variation:  
∆𝑣  (𝑑1−𝑑2,   𝑑,   𝑑 ) = �?⃗?(𝑑1,   𝑑,   𝑑)� −  �?⃗?𝑢𝑝  (𝑑2,   𝑑,   𝑑)�                     [4.1] 
Where 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 represent a time pre and post encounter of Prometheus on the ring 
respectively and ∆𝑣, ?⃗? and ?⃗?𝑢𝑝 is the magnitude of the velocity variation, the velocity vector 
post Prometheus encounter and the unperturbed velocity vector, respectively, at any given 
time. ?⃗?𝑢𝑝 is calculated by assuming that a particle is on a circular orbit at that radial location, 
it does not taken into account the phase of a particles orbit should it be on an elliptical orbit. 
It should be noted that with this method particles that have higher or lower velocity changes 
(∆𝑣) could be associated with particle on varying phases of an elliptical orbit. The calculated 
quantity ∆𝑣 is not a vector, instead a change in the magnitude of the velocity. 
Maps were created for the results of both models in the same way that density maps. So 
each particle has an associated calculated quantity assigned to it, in this case velocity 
variations (∆𝑣). This can then be two-dimensionally rendered using the same method as for 
the density renderings. Although here a different colour scheme scale is used to show 
values higher (red) and lower (blue) in the variation of particles velocity. Creating maps like 
these allowed us to form a link between maximum and minimum velocity variations and their 
locations within the streamer-channel structures. It should be noted that this is different from 
the velocity vectors previously investigated in a rotating reference frame as by removing the 
“Keplerian” velocity we are looking at velocity changes introduced into the particles directly 
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by Prometheus. A quick glance of these new maps shows there to be little difference 
between the results of the two models. However, when certain features are zoomed into, it 
starts to become clear that the localised density variations correspond to the same 
difference and local variations in velocity variations. Fig. 4.14 compares the results of the 
two models at time T = 6.91(Prometheus orbital periods) after the start of the simulation. 
Here, we can see that areas of the first two channels (top zoomed into section, Figs 4.14a 
and b) show a complete opposite distribution to one another internally. Maximum velocity 
changes calculated in both models at this location is at opposite ends of the feature. The 
zoomed areas at this time period represent the centre of the channel when Prometheus is at 
periapsis and where particles rush back in to fill the gap. However, when we consider the 
two models, there is an asymmetry in the locations of maximum velocity change; the non-
interacting model (Fig. 4.14a) shows the highest towards the channel edge facing away (top 
of zoomed section), while the interacting model displays the most extreme near the edge 
facing towards Prometheus (bottom of zoomed sections). Another intriguing difference 
between the two models is that in the framework of the non-interacting model, multiple 
locations of high velocity changes are observed chaotically positioned within the channel. In 
contrast, the interacting model at the same time period always shows one quite defined area 
on one channel edge facing towards Prometheus. Density maps of the same area have 
revealed that there is an asymmetry between the distributions on the channel edges. Again, 
we see a similar asymmetry for the velocity variation maps and that this could be an 
underlying clue to this mystery.  
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Figure 4.14 | Velocity variation maps are shown for both the (a) non-interacting model and (b) 
interacting model at a time of T = 6.91, where T is given in Prometheus orbital periods and (c) shows 
the positions of particles at the same time. Both the X and Y-axes scales are in 2 × 105 km. The 
zoomed in section is rescaled to represent the positions of the maximum localised velocity changes.  
 
As previously suspected, channel edges facing Prometheus saw local density distributions to 
be scattered over a larger area with larger fluctuations for the interacting model than the 
non-interacting model. The possible culprit of this was suggested to be additional turbulence 
in the movement of particles at this location. The non-interacting model repeatedly produces 
a more chaotic distribution of particles exhibiting the maximum velocity changes consistent 
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with the more dispersed distribution of localised density enhancements on both channel 
edges.  
If the numerical simulations are allowed to evolve further, say another two orbital periods, we 
see deterioration in the asymmetry in the local distribution of velocity variation between the 
models (Fig. 4.15). Although, there does still exist some asymmetry between the areas 
showing maximum values, it has somewhat diminished. The interacting model still shows a 
bias towards the channel edge facing Prometheus and the non-interacting model on the 
edge facing away.  
 
Figure 4.15 | Velocity variation maps are shown, obtained in the framework of both the (a) non-
interacting model and (b) interacting model, and (c) shows the positions of particles at a time of T = 9, 
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where T is given in Prometheus orbital periods. Both the X- and Y-axes scales are in 2 × 105 km. The 
zoomed in section is rescaled to represent the positions of the maximum localised velocity changes, 
where (i) and (ii) are the centre of the channel's position when Prometheus is at periapsis of its orbit, 
7.5 and 8.5 orbital periods after the initial encounter, respectively.  
However, it is the area around the centre of the channel that now shows the divergence 
between the results obtained with the two models. Here, on the channel edge after 7.5 
orbital periods after the initial encounter (Fig. 4.15a-i) there are individual particles that show 
negative velocity changes amongst the area that has overall increased velocity dispersion. 
This shows the main differences associated with the gravitational interactions taken into 
account in one of the models. Particles that move on their own trajectories are free to evolve 
through Keplerian shear with no additional forces outside those of Saturn and Prometheus; it 
is these particles that are starting to bleed into the streamer-channel structures creating an 
inhomogeneous distribution of velocity changes.  
If we now look at the younger structures created by the encounter, 0.5 orbital phases 
different than those presented in Figs 4.14 and 4.15, there appear to be little differences 
between the results of the two models. The most notable difference is shown in Fig. 4.16 
where the channels are at an orbital phase corresponding to when the channels are close to 
their most open position. Here, on the channel created after two orbital periods from the 
initial Prometheus encounter (zoomed section, Fig. 4.16), we see a difference only in the 
particles displaying an increase in their velocity magnitude compared (orange) with the 
normal Keplerian velocity. The distribution of particles with a lower velocity shows no 
difference between the two models close to the encounter. What we find is that the non-
interacting model provides a more dispersed velocity distribution and a much larger spike in 
local velocity than the interacting model for the same chosen area. We obtain that these 
younger areas in the channels (inner strand) quickly become less important to the evolution 
of the system and the ultimate distribution of localised density enhancements because 
Keplerian shear promptly distorts and mixes particles in this area.  
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Figure 4.16 | Here, we show velocity variation maps obtained with the (a) non-interacting model and 
(b) interacting model at a time of T = 4.43, where T is given in Prometheus orbital periods, and (c) 
shows the positions of particles at the same time. Both the X- and Y-axes scales are in 2 × 105 km. 
The zoomed in sections show areas obtained with the two models that display differences in the 
distribution in the local velocity variations, at the time when the channels are near to their most open 
position. The zoomed in section showing the difference between the results of the two models is on a 
channel created two orbital periods after initial encounter towards the edge facing Prometheus.  
 
To further investigate the idea of a spatial link between maximum densities and velocity 
changes, direct comparisons were made in Fig. 4.17. Here, we have identified the locations 
of maximum density and changes in the particles velocities and found generally that there is 
a spatial link between the highest density and the largest variations obtained with the 
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interacting model. In contrast, the non-interacting model does not explicitly show the same 
link with a disparity in the locations of maximum density and velocity variations.  
 
Figure 4.17 | Velocity variation and density maps are shown for both the (a), (b) non-interacting 
model and (c), (d) interacting model at a time of T = 5.63, where T is given in Prometheus orbital 
periods and Both the X- and Y-axes scales are in 2 × 105 km. The zoomed in sections represent a 
complete channel showing the asymmetry in velocity variations and density between the opposing 
edges. The locations of the maximum and minimum values for the velocity changes and number 
density are indicated in each zoomed section as V or D, respectively. The linear scales used to 
display both the velocity and the density in the zoomed sections are rescaled to show the distribution 
of the maximum values; however, both zoomed areas use the same scale and are therefore 
comparable.  
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4.5 Acceleration Plots 
4.5.1 Radial And Longitudinal Acceleration  
Here, we have created plots of the accelerations for particles in our models in the same way 
that we produced radial and longitudinal velocity plots for the particles velocities (Section 
3.3). We compare accelerations of particles in both the radial (𝑎𝑟) and longitudinal (𝑎𝜑) 
directions with their respective radial (𝑟) and longitudinal positions (𝜑) to the velocity vectors 
at the same time. Again these can help us understand more about what is happening at 
locations of high and low density throughout the orbital phase of the Prometheus interaction. 
Initially we see that the particle positions (Fig 4.18a – 4.20a) plotted in cylindrical coordinates 
look very similar the plots of the angular position (𝜑) against radial accelerations (Fig 4.18b – 
4.20b). This is because there is a Keplerian relationship between the radial position of 
particles and the magnitude of their accelerations (assuming unperturbed initial particles the 
main direction of the acceleration vectors are perpendicular to the velocity vectors). As their 
accelerations are proportional to radius we initially see a similar structure for the F ring with 
strands and core. Particles with smaller radial positions will have a higher acceleration 
magnitude whose vector is directed towards Saturn, assuming 𝑎 = 𝑑2
𝑟
. In this section we 
apply no filters or corrections to the accelerations or velocities to compensate for the orbital 
velocity of ring particles around Saturn. During the initial movement of Prometheus radially 
outwards towards the F ring (Fig 4.18) we see particles radial accelerations increase in the 
direction towards Saturn and Prometheus (for particles beyond Prometheus radially) and 
decrease for particles that are between Prometheus and Saturn (or an applied outward 
acceleration from Prometheus). Ring particles from the inner strand outwards show an 
almost Gaussian distribution in the longitudinal position to a change in radial accelerations of 
particles. The shape of the plot for particles acceleration radially out from Prometheus 
follows same distance dependency on the gravitational force exerted by Prometheus to ring 
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particles. Thus, particles closest are accelerated towards Prometheus considerably more 
than those further out in the ring at the same angular locations. Again this is why see a much 
less defined altered radial accelerations of particles in the central core at this time. This is 
simply the gravitational influence of Prometheus on ring particles and is inversely 
proportional to the square of the distance separating the ring particles and Prometheus. 
Compared with the radial velocities of particles at the same longitudinal position we see that 
the inner strand particles show the largest change in velocities of ± 1 m/s with much less 
effect seen for particle at larger radial locations. However, even particles in the outer strand 
still saw their velocities distorted by approximately 0.1 m/s. The negative and positive 
change in radial velocities shows that there is some degree of rotation initiated as 
Prometheus approaches apoapsis of its orbit close to the F ring. 
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Figure 4.18 | Using cylindrical coordinates we show the positions of particles (a) and the radial 
accelerations of particles at the same angular position (b). The y axis on both a) and b) represents the 
angular position around Saturn in radians while the x axis in a) is the radial position in 105 km and in 
b) is the radial acceleration in m/s2. Taken at a time T=0.54 Prometheus orbital periods since the start 
of the simulation and is rotated to keep the streamer–channel centred an angular position of zero. 
Prometheus is represented by the orange circle in both frames.  The red box zooms in on the section 
displaying the highest density and distortion. Also at this time particles in the inner strand at the same 
angular position show an almost Gaussian change in ring particles acceleration centred at the angular 
position of Prometheus. c)  Radial velocities (m/s) as a comparison to the acceleration in the same 
direction. 
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Figure 4.19 | The positions of particles (a) and the radial accelerations of particles at the same 
angular position (b). The y axis on both a) and b) represents the angular position around Saturn in 
radians while the x axis in a) is the radial position in 105 km and in b) is the radial acceleration in m/s2. 
Taken at a time T=0.72 Prometheus orbital periods since the start of the simulation and is rotated to 
keep the streamer–channel centred at an angular position of zero. Prometheus is represented by the 
orange circle in both frames.  The red box zooms in on the section displaying the highest density and 
distortion. The highest density is also seen at the same angular position as where the natural 
Keplerian accelerations of the inner strand are compressed in a similar manner as the inner strand 
itself. c)  Radial velocities (m/s) as a comparison to the acceleration in the same direction. 
. 
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Figure 4.20 | The same comparison of a) particle positions b) radial accelerations and c) radial 
velocities (m/s) are made as in Fig 4.18 but at a time T=1.04 Prometheus orbital periods since the 
start of the simulation. This represents a time just after Prometheus reaches periapsis and begins to 
move outward again, hence note the positive radial velocity of Prometheus. Again all frames are 
rotated to keep the streamer–channel centred at an angular position of zero. The highest density 
(zoomed) is where there is an overlap of particles in the inner strand moving outwards and particles in 
the central moving inwards or radially stationary. Radial velocities at this time have changed mainly to 
show a positive or outward radial velocity (mainly inner strand particles). However, accelerations of 
particles show a similar distribution to the particle positions except in the area highlighted by the blue 
box. Here particles show a slight change in radial acceleration in line with the angular position of 
Prometheus at this time. 
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Interestingly for orbital phases where Prometheus is moving away from apoapsis and back 
to the periapsis of its orbit (Fig 4.19 + 4.20) there are very few differences between the 
distribution of radial positions (Fig 4.19a + 4.20a) and radial accelerations (Fig 4.19b + 4.20b) 
when plotted against angular position. The only small difference seen is a slightly more 
curved inner, outer strand and central core where particles show marginal distortion to their 
radial accelerations above the main gravitational scattering event. This is seen when 
Prometheus starts to move away from periapsis and back outwards radially there is a 
secondary distortion that appears in the ring particles radial accelerations (Fig 4.20b, 
highlighted with the blue box). Here, particles at the same angular position show a change in 
their radial accelerations. The change in radial accelerations of ring particles is due to 
Prometheus moving back towards the ring as it lines up longitudinally with this new distortion 
in particles accelerations.  
When we consider the same streamer-channel formation 1.5 orbital periods since the start of 
the simulation (Fig 4.21) we notice something in both the radial accelerations and velocities. 
At a time when Prometheus is close to apoapsis the first streamer-channel formation is at a 
phase were the channel is at its most open, and thus where the highest densities are also 
seen on the channel edges. It has already been reported that at this time minimum radial 
velocity dispersions were at their lowest at around 0.02 m/s (Beurle et al 2010). However, at 
the same locations on the channel edges we see values of over 1.2 m/s. The fact that we 
are getting some of the lowest radial velocities and reasonable high radial velocities in the 
same locations as the highest density increases could have potential implications clump 
formation. Again this typically suggests a chaotic and hostile environment for the formation 
of moonlets. Secondly, the accelerations at this point show a clear period or spacing 
between the two streamer-channel formations created by Prometheus in the form of kinks in 
central and outer strands (Fig 4.21 b)). Here the kinks witnessed in the radial acceleration 
(top and bottom Fig 4.21 b)) are about the same separation as the streamer-channel 
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formation. However there is secondary kink in the central core and outer strand located 
directly behind the channel edge facing away from Prometheus. This hints as a possible 
additional mechanism underway than just the simple perturbation of individual particles. 
Mostly because the kinks in the core and strand are longitudinally aligned that is non-
Keplerian in nature. 
 
Figure 4.21 | The same comparison of a) particle positions b) radial accelerations (m/s2) and c) radial 
velocities (m/s) are made as previous figures but at a time T=1.497 Prometheus orbital periods since 
the start of the simulation. This represents a time just before Prometheus reaches apoapsis and 
begins to move inward again, hence note the slightly positive radial velocity of Prometheus. Again all 
frames are rotated to keep the streamer–channel centred at an angular position of zero. The highest 
density (zoomed) occurs after one orbital period since the original encounter asymmetrically at the 
channel edges. Radial accelerations show a much more distorted shape than the equivalent particle 
positions at the same angular locations. The distortion of their accelerations clearly shows a period 
that matches that of Prometheus’ encounter angular separation.   
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Additional to the radial accelerations seen in particles during the encounter of Prometheus 
we also consider the azimuthal accelerations as a function of radius (Fig 4.22). Here 
longitudinal accelerations are generally very small or zero but during the encounter of 
Prometheus we do see a scattering of particles azimuthal accelerations in both directions. At 
a time just after Prometheus reaches apoapsis, when the moon is at its closest distance to 
the F ring, we see azimuthal accelerations in both directions around Prometheus of 0.0015 
m/s2. These changes in the longitudinal accelerations only happen when Prometheus is at its 
closest approaches. At all other times there is minimal or no change in the accelerations. 
This can be better seen by observing the accelerations of particles in the streamers (Fig 4.20 
b) and c)). Here particles have their radial positions decreased as they are pulled back 
outward from the ring with Prometheus. The changes in longitudinal accelerations along with 
the radial show that ring particles are gravitationally scattered in multiple directions during 
the encounter. This then is consistent with an excitation of a local rotation of particles within 
the ring. 
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Figure 4.22 | Plots are shown here for the same time frames as Figures 4.18 (a), 4.19 (b), 4.20 (c) 
and 4.21 (d) but depict the longitudinal acceleration with respect to radial position. The y axis uses 105 
km and the x axis uses m/s2. When Prometheus is at apoapsis (a, d) we see the largest changes in 
longitudinal acceleration. During periapsis we don't see any longitudinal changes in acceleration; 
instead particles have moved inwards radially as Prometheus travels to its closest point to Saturn. 
The main difference seen between a) and d), which are almost at the same orbital phase of the 
encounter is illustrated with the red box. Here the particles that are part of the streamer and have 
moved inwards from the main ring display a higher longitudinal acceleration that the previous orbit. 
 
4.5.2 Surfaced Rendered Acceleration Plots 
To further understand the effect Prometheus has during an encounter of the F ring we have 
created surface rendered two-dimensional plots of the change in acceleration magnitude of 
ring particles in comparison to their predicted Keplerian accelerations. Here we have 
subtracted the Keplerian acceleration vectors associated with each ring particle from their 
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acceleration vectors calculated by our simulation. What is left is the residue acceleration 
vector directly induced by Prometheus. From this we created surfaced rendered plots of the 
acceleration magnitudes (Figs 4.23 – 4.29 c) and d)) and the direction of their vectors (Figs 
4.23 – 4.29 b)). Again once the effective acceleration change for each particle was 
calculated the new quantity was rendered in the same way as density and velocity variation 
surface plots were prepared.  Some of the more interesting things to note came from 
comparisons with the velocity vector magnitudes renderings that were created (Figs 4.23 – 
4.29 e)). Here, for most cases, there was a correlation in the locations of the highest 
changes in accelerations with either the highest (positive) or lowest (negative) velocity 
changes of particles. As Prometheus moves radially outward in its elliptical orbit towards the 
F ring (Fig 4.23) we start to see two distinct areas that show a change in direction of the 
acceleration vectors (Fig 4.23 b) and d)). This can clearly be seen in the rendered plot that 
uses a log scale. The boundaries of these areas are distinguished by the green lines. Within 
these areas particles show accelerations outwards instead of their usual Keplerian inward 
vectors we normally associate with them. The most obvious observation is that the highest 
accelerations (0.0025 m/s2 with the Keplerian accelerations removed) are seen just behind 
Prometheus as it enters the diffuse background sheet of particles. These particles are 
accelerated in the same direction that Prometheus moves into the diffuse ring. At this same 
location we see the highest changes of particles velocities of approximately 4 m/s; however 
slightly above Prometheus we see negative velocity changes around the same magnitude of 
approximately – 4 m/s. This can simply be explained by the slower orbital velocities of the 
ring particles compared with Prometheus. All particles orbit anti-clockwise in our simulations 
and thus move bottom to top if no reference frame was applied. Prometheus, with its higher 
orbital velocity than ring particles, gravitationally pulls on particles ahead of it (seen above 
Prometheus, negative velocities Fig 4.23 e)) and behind it (seen below Prometheus with 
positive velocities Fig 4.23 e)). Something similar is witnessed with the locations of 
accelerations, except these are perpendicular to the velocity distributions. Here, the highest 
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accelerations are seen inwards (the larger area located at larger radial distance from Saturn, 
Fig 4.23 c)) and outwards (smaller area located between Prometheus and Saturn, Fig 4.23 
c)). 
As Prometheus reaches apoapsis at an orbital phase 0.51 after the start of the simulation we 
no longer see the highest accelerations and velocities occurring at the same locations 
(0.0025 m/s2 and 7 m/s), Fig 4.24. The highest accelerations are still seen directly behind 
Prometheus (located between the moon and Saturn Fig 4.24 c)). There are still two distinct 
areas of increased acceleration magnitudes, one directly behind Prometheus and the other 
in front stretching over following the same line seen in the particle positions (precursor to the 
streamer formation). These two areas of increased accelerations have opposing vector 
directions which are accelerating particles almost rotationally around Prometheus, Fig 4.24 
b). The particles between Prometheus and Saturn are being gravitationally scattered 
outwards as expected. Maximum velocities are associated with the area displaying outward 
accelerations and negative velocities with the area in front and above Prometheus that has 
acceleration vectors in the opposite direction. 
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Figure 4.23 | Here we show the results of subtracting particles Keplerian acceleration from their 
acceleration vectors at a time T=0.38 Prometheus orbital periods after the start of the simulation. At 
this time Prometheus is moving outwards towards the central F ring core as it approaches apoapsis 
where Prometheus is shown as either a black or white circle with a cross through it. a) Represents the 
particle positions, b) the directions of the resultant acceleration vectors where particles with a change 
in direction (i.e. outwards accelerations) are highlighted in the two red boxes, c) a rendered plot 
(linear) for the change in magnitude of the acceleration vectors where |a| is measured in m/s2 and d) a 
rendered plot assuming a log scale of magnitudinal changes of the acceleration vectors. This is 
scaled differently than the linear density rendering (c) by using different min and max limits to 
emphasize and small variations in magnitudinal changes in acceleration. e) A comparison to velocity 
variations is also shown which has the Keplerian velocity vectors removed from each ring particle with 
the magnitude of this then rendered in two-dimensional space. The scale for the velocity map is in m/s. 
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Figure 4.24 | Taken at a time T=0.51 Prometheus orbital periods after the start of the simulation. This 
is at a time just after Prometheus reaches Apoapsis and closets approach to the F ring where 
Prometheus is shown as either a black or white circle with a cross through it. a) Represents the 
particle positions, b) the directions of the resultant acceleration vectors (highlighted in red where they 
are outwards), c) a rendered plot (linear) for the change in magnitude of the acceleration vectors  
where |a| is measured in m/s2 and d) a rendered plot assuming a log scale of magnitudinal changes of 
the acceleration vectors. e) A comparison to velocity variations is also shown which has the Keplerian 
velocity vectors removed from each ring particle with the magnitude of this then rendered in two-
dimensional space. The scale for the velocity map is in m/s. 
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As Prometheus moves radially away (inwards) from the F ring and back towards periapsis 
we see the beginnings of the very familiar streamer formation as particles are pulled radially 
inwards towards Saturn (Fig 4.25.) At this point Prometheus is almost at the midpoint 
between apoapsis and periapsis and clear distortions are seen in the positions of particles in 
the F ring. Most strikingly at this time multiple areas exist where the acceleration vectors are 
outwards as opposed to normal Keplerian inwards direction (Fig 4.25 b). Also clearer 
boundaries can be seen in the log rendering of acceleration magnitudes, Fig 4.25d. The 
largest of these areas has the highest acceleration magnitudes and the highest velocities. In 
fact at this time the two are located at the same position. Velocities and accelerations show 
that there is a rotation of particles in line with the angular position of Prometheus and that 
the negative velocities correspond to the boundary where the acceleration vectors change 
direction.  
Just one full orbital period after the start of the simulation the streamer is at its maximum 
radial distance from the main F ring, Fig 4.26. As the streamer formation is pulled towards 
Prometheus the top half (area that is above the splitting of the inner strand Fig 4.26 a + b) 
begins to move outwards (illustrated by the change in direction of the acceleration vectors 
Fig 4.26 b). Along the streamer we see an increase in acceleration magnitudes of particles 
that peaks at the closest point to Prometheus (Fig 4.26 c), with the exception of a small 
“island” of particles that is just outside the central core. Here the accelerations are inwards 
and higher than the surround area. Interestingly, this area is also the same location as the 
highest densities and where the lowest velocities (negative) are seen, suggesting that 
velocities at this point are slower than the normal Keplerian flow. Towards the back of the 
streamer formation (around the central core) we see that both the accelerations and 
velocities are more localised and show signs of chaotic distribution. The overall structure of 
the streamer distortion to the ring suggests in some part a local rotation of particles that is 
centred on the inner strand. 
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Figure 4.25 | Taken at a time T=0.71 Prometheus orbital periods after the start of the simulation. At 
this is time Prometheus is almost at a mid-point between apoapsis and periapsis travelling towards 
Saturn radially as it reaches periapsis. Here Prometheus is shown as either a black or white circle 
with a cross through it. a) Represents the particle positions, b) the directions of the resultant 
acceleration vectors (highlighted in red where they are outwards), c) a rendered plot (linear) for the 
change in magnitude of the acceleration vectors  where |a| is measured in m/s2 and d) a rendered plot 
assuming a log scale of magnitudinal changes of the acceleration vectors. e) A comparison to velocity 
variations is also shown which has the Keplerian velocity vectors removed from each ring particle with 
the magnitude of this then rendered in two-dimensional space. The scale for the velocity map is in m/s 
and set so that the min and max velocities correspond to the min and max limits. 
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Figure 4.26 | Taken at a time T=1.01 Prometheus orbital periods after the start of the simulation. At 
this is time Prometheus is just beyond periapsis and starts to radially move back outwards again. 
Here, Prometheus is shown as either a black or white circle with a cross through it. a) Represents the 
particle positions, b) the directions of the resultant acceleration vectors (highlighted in red where they 
are outwards), c) a rendered plot (linear) for the change in magnitude of the acceleration vectors  
where |a| is measured in m/s2 and d) a rendered plot assuming a log scale of magnitudinal changes of 
the acceleration vectors. e) A comparison to velocity variations is also shown which has the Keplerian 
velocity vectors removed from each ring particle with the magnitude of this then rendered in two-
dimensional space. The scale for the velocity map is in m/s and set so that the min and max velocities 
correspond to the min and max limits. 
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Figure 4.27 | Taken at a time T=1.50 Prometheus orbital periods after the start of the simulation. At 
this is time Prometheus is apoapsis and is radially stationary. Here the channel created after the initial 
encounter is at its most open with Prometheus just located outside the reference frame to the upper 
left. a) Represents the particle positions with their relative number densities rendered and overlaid, 
showing the highest densities on the channel edges but at this time frame mainly on the channel edge 
facing Prometheus.  b) The directions of the resultant acceleration vectors (Highlighted in red where 
they are outwards). c) Rendered plot (linear) for the change in magnitude of the acceleration vectors 
where |a| is measured in m/s2 and d) a rendered plot assuming a log scale of magnitudinal changes of 
the acceleration vectors. The red box pin points the location of the highest density, here is also seen 
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that there are clumps of particles with higher than average accelerations than the rest of the channel 
edge. e) A comparison to velocity variation is also shown which has the Keplerian velocity vectors 
removed from each ring particle with the magnitude of this then rendered in two-dimensional space. 
The highest densities and velocities are located in the same area at this time (red box). 
 
The first occasion where channels are at their most open occurs at a time of T=1.5 orbital 
periods since the start of the simulation, one orbital period after the closest approach of 
Prometheus to the F ring, Fig 4.27. Here, the density is at its highest on the channel edges, 
but most significantly on the edge facing Prometheus in the inner strand (Fig 4.27 a). On first 
glance this density is seen to be located at an area that shows relatively low accelerations. 
However, a more detailed investigation shows that at this same location on the channel edge 
acceleration vectors are outwards and there are small but significant localised increases in 
acceleration magnitudes (Fig 4.27 c) coupled with a very localised area of particles with the 
highest velocities (Fig 4.27 e). Although it is likely that the number of particles with such a 
higher velocity and acceleration variation is very small, it does still suggest that this channel 
edge is not completely calm when channel edges are fully open. This environment naturally 
does not point towards a stable home for clumps to be formed with high velocity changes 
and accelerations but instead something more chaotic. At best it hints at a more quasi-stable 
region for clump formation as a whole with pockets of high particle relative movements. In 
contrast, accelerations and velocities for the whole of the channel edge facing away from 
Prometheus is not very localised and covers most of the channel edge. The changes in 
accelerations are highest on this channel edge along with the lowest velocities in the region 
of – 5 m/s. However, the largest changes in both the accelerations and velocities are 
witnessed to be quite a distance away from the channel edge itself. 
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Figure 4.28 | Taken at a time T=2.50 Prometheus orbital periods after the start of the simulation. This 
puts Prometheus at the same orbital phase as Fig 4.27 but concentrates on the area that was 
encountered over two orbital periods ago. a) Represents the particle positions with their relative 
number densities rendered and overlaid, showing the highest densities on the channel edges but this 
time located on the channel edges seen in the central core. b) The directions of the resultant 
acceleration vectors (highlighted in red where they are outwards). c) Rendered plot (linear) for the 
change in magnitude of the acceleration vectors, the red box highlights an area on the channel edge 
facing Prometheus that shows the highest magnitudinal changes in acceleration. These increases are 
very localised and chaotically distributed on the edge facing Prometheus. Also, areas on the opposite 
channel edge show a moderate increase in accelerations with one located on the upper edge of the 
inner strand and the other on the upper edge of the central core. d) Rendered plot assuming a log 
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scale of magnitudinal changes of the acceleration vectors. The boxes pin point’s locations where the 
accelerations are lower than the surround F ring. Coincidentally these locations also correspond to 
the highest densities seen on both the 1.5 and 2.5 orbital period channel edges. e) A comparison to 
velocity variations is also shown which has the Keplerian velocity vectors removed from each ring 
particle with the magnitude of this then rendered in two-dimensional space. The highest velocities are 
located in the same area as the highest accelerations at this time (red box), their distribution also 
shows very localised increases compared with all other particles in the F ring that have a negative 
velocities at this time. 
 
 We now consider the area in the F ring that was initially encounter by Prometheus but 2.5 
(Fig 4.28) and 3.0 (Fig 4.29) orbital periods since the start of the simulation. Here, we begin 
to see some interesting features appear. Two orbital periods since the original closet 
approach of Prometheus (T=2.5) the channels are at their most open (an orbital period after 
Fig 4.26) and we can clearly see the channel formation. At this phase density is again seen 
to be the highest at the channel edges but most prominently on the edges in the central core, 
Fig 4.28. Much like the previous channel formed at a time T=1.5 (Fig 4.27) we see there is 
an area on the channel edge facing away from Prometheus that has increased accelerations, 
Fig 4.28c. Except this time we see two areas that are located on the inner strand and central 
core. These areas show a broad area of acceleration increase that does not mirror the 
channel edge facing Prometheus. Again we see much more localised and high changes in 
the magnitudes of accelerations of particles on the opposing channel edge (facing towards 
Prometheus). This chaotic distribution of particles with higher accelerations is matched by 
the same distribution in maximum velocities for the same locations. Another interesting 
feature that has started to become apparent is shown in Fig 4.28d, highlighted by blue boxes. 
In these two distinct locations we see the smallest changes in accelerations located on the 
central core where the highest densities are now observed.  
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Figure 4.29 | Taken at a time T=3.0 with three streamer – channels shown in one reference frame. a) 
Represents the particle positions, b) the directions of the resultant acceleration vectors (highlighted in 
red where they are outwards), c) rendered plot (linear) for the change in magnitude of the acceleration 
vectors. The blue box highlights areas that are detached from the streamer formation which shows on 
average an increase in acceleration magnitudes away from increase seen along the streamer towards 
Prometheus. d) Rendered plot assuming a log scale of magnitudinal changes for the acceleration 
vectors. Again the boxes show the same areas that have higher accelerations than they should have 
at the end of the streamer channel formation. Interestingly these are all located on the central core, 
the same areas where the highest densities are now witnessed. e) A comparison to velocity variations 
is also shown which has the Keplerian velocity vectors removed from each ring particle with the 
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magnitude of this then rendered in two-dimensional space. The lowest velocities (negative) are 
located in the same area as the areas illustrated in both c) and d) suggesting that particles here are 
moving away from Prometheus or are at least slower than the Keplerian velocities associated with 
them. 
 
When Prometheus is at periapsis the streamers are at their closest distance to Saturn 
radially. Figure 4.26 illustrated this in detail during the first encounter, while Fig 4.29 shows, 
at the same orbital phase, how each successive streamer has evolved. There is an obvious 
overall distortion from Keplerian shear which has elongated the structures. Yet intriguingly 
when looking at the surface rendered plots of the change in acceleration magnitudes (Fig 
4.29 c + d), we see the detachment of an “island” of particles exhibiting much higher 
accelerations than the general decreasing trend along the length of the streamer. From Fig 
4.26 we saw that accelerations along the streamer decreased to a point just outside the 
central core but a small localised area further in then saw an increase in accelerations. This 
same area was shared with particles that had the lowest (negative) velocities. As the 
streamers evolved on each successive orbital period the “island” of particles does not 
appear to show any signs of spatially dispersion as would be expect with Keplerian shear. 
This is confirmed with both the linear and log scale acceleration renderings along with the 
velocity dispersion rendering and is seen to be positioned in the central core. However a 
reduction in the magnitude of the acceleration variation is witnessed. Interestingly, this 
“island” of particles migrates to the same location in the central core where the channels 
form at 0.5 orbital phases (apoapsis of Prometheus’ orbit). More specifically though it is 
located towards the top end of the channels in our figures which is the channel edge facing 
away from Prometheus. This then suggests the separated “island” of particles that detaches 
from the back of the streamer contributes to the asymmetry witnessed in the edges of the 
channels. 
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4.6  DISCUSSION 
A spatial investigation of density enhancements in Prometheus-induced structures revealed 
that asymmetry between the two channel edges matches that in the real F ring. Additionally, 
previous images taken by Cassini (Fig. 4.30; Beurle et al. 2010) appear to show fan 
structures predominately on the channel edges facing towards Prometheus. Many of the 
fans also show a linear growth (number of individual “spokes” within the fans) which was 
proportional to the orbital period after initial encounter. There are two possibilities for the 
formation of these fans where they are found. 1) They already exist as coherent objects and 
are perturbed by the close encounter of Prometheus creating localised fan structures, 2) the 
sudden increase in local density is sufficient to rapidly form a coherent object that takes on a 
larger eccentricity than the surround ring material post encounter. It is then natural to 
assume that the asymmetries between the channel edges in density, variations in velocity 
and acceleration observed in our models could be responsible for the changes in local 
density and locations of embedded moonlets in the real F ring. In our models, we see on the 
same channel edge that fan structures are observed, the greatest sudden increases in local 
density occur after 5 orbital periods in the interacting model. Where local density increases 
beyond the Roche density for F ring (calculated as 0.15 g cm−3 for the F ring, Beurle et al 
2010), clumps could become coherent objects capable of forming fans over many 
subsequent orbits. Observations made by Cassini clearly show that this is possible in some 
cases. The spatial agreement in our models and the real F ring suggest that the large 
fluctuations seen at this channel edge could be responsible for the embedded objects that 
create fans. So far our models assume an undisturbed homogeneously distributed core pre-
encounter. However, density increases on an already chaotically distributed core (as seen in 
real F ring) by Prometheus would lead to a larger variation in local density at the channel 
edges. Thus we would likely see the collapse of clumps on a random selection of channel 
edges. Again a random distribution of fans is seen on channel edges with many not showing 
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any evidence of embedded moonlets which could support the idea that chaotic or stochastic 
forces play an important role in their formation. 
 
Figure 4.30 | Taken from Beurle et al. (2010), the figure shows three 28° sections of the F ring 
created by mosaics of multiple images where the x-axis represents a corotating longitude system and 
the y-axis as a relative radial position from Saturn. In all frames, ‘F’ indicates the longitudinal position 
of an embedded object in the central core and where appropriate ‘Pr’ denotes the position of 
Prometheus. Dates of image capture are (a) 2008 July 5, (b) 2008 December 8 and (c) 2009 April 16.  
 
A surprising outcome from our simulations was the discovery of a spatial link to the highest 
changes in velocity and the highest density enhancements, found only in the framework of 
the interacting model. The general consensus is that high radial velocity dispersions are 
associated with a reduction in the local density amounting to a fragmentation of the area. 
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This has been shown to be consistent across many different models of Saturn's rings 
(Beurle et al. 2010; Esposito et al. 2012; Torres, Madhusudhanan & Esposito 2013). In our 
simulations at times the highest deviations of particles velocity from the Keplerian flow and 
densities occurred at the same time and location. However, this result could also give light to 
the reason why we see large chaotic fluctuations in density at the channel edge facing 
Prometheus. The high changes in velocity, located on one channel edge, give rise to a more 
turbulent and unstable environment that the clumps reside in. Furthermore, it could also help 
in the rapid collapse to form coherent objects or moonlets and the apparent random 
positioning of fans on some channel edges. From analysis of our numerical modelling we 
find that densities and velocity changes are highly localised with variations in their exact 
positions changing from each encounter to another. Again this is a likely contributing factor 
to large discrepancies between embedded objects and their locations at channel edges. We 
note that this alone could account for the some of the large fluctuations witnessed on this 
particular channel edge. Due to the fact that we only observed large density fluctuations in 
our interacting model we assume this maybe down to a stochastic phenomenon already 
known to influence moonlet formation in other rings (Murray et al 2014; Crida et al, 2010; 
Tiscareno et al 2010). 
During the evolution of the streamer-channels an interesting feature was seen to develop 
with the accelerations of particles. Figure 4.29 c, d + e all show a detachment of the main 
streamer when Prometheus is at periapsis. This island of particles with a higher than normal 
acceleration than the rest of the streamer becomes more detached from the main structure 
and ends up located within the central core. Maps of the variation in velocities of particles 
also back this up. Furthermore, we do not see a Keplerian distortion of this island nor do we 
see decreases in the magnitudes of accelerations or velocities within this area. These 
islands appear to be located at the same positions as the highest densities, confirming the F 
ring as very dynamic and destructive place to be for clumps or moonlets. The understanding 
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of the local environment where the highest densities are found is now emerging and shows 
that they mutual co-exist with the most disruptive regions of the F ring. 
When we consider accelerations not as magnitudes but as vectors and change the 
coordinate system we use in our models we discovered greater detail about the nature of 
Prometheus’ encounter. We found that the largest radial and longitudinal accelerations 
occurred when Prometheus was at apoapsis and at its closest approach to the F ring. 
Naturally at this point, assuming there is a diffuse sheet of particles extending out from the 
main F ring, particles surround the radially stationary moon. The accelerations of particles 
around Prometheus show a rotation with negative and positive accelerations centred on 
Prometheus. This also seems to be true for the velocity in both the radial and longitudinal 
directions. At this point the gravitational scattering of ring particles by Prometheus initiates a 
local rotation when considering the changes in particles velocities. This can quite clearly be 
seen by the velocity and acceleration plots where they are dispersed significantly away from 
their Keplerian motions.  
4.6.1 Radial Velocity Dispersions 
To make comparisons to the way we performed our changes in velocity (deviations away 
from the expect velocity magnitudes of ring particles) we created a new analysis tool to 
probe radial velocity dispersion as is generally assumed for ring / disk dynamics. Here, we 
first convert our Cartesian vectors into Polar vectors where position vectors change to 𝜑 and 
𝑟 and the velocity vectors to 𝑉(𝜑) and 𝑉(𝑟). With each particle now having a radial velocity 
associated with it we take the RMS (Root Mean Squared) of the F ring radial velocity 
component. Variations away from this RMS value of individual particles are then described 
as the radial velocity dispersion.  This is then spatially rendered to create a map in same 
manner as our velocity magnitude deviation maps and then compared (Fig 4.31). This new 
analysis of the radial velocity dispersions shows two distinct elements worth noting. First the 
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highest radial dispersions are seen in the channel itself in two main groups. One group, 
which is situated at a smaller radial position (left hand side of the figure), corresponds to the 
previously reported island of particles formed inside the channel (Chavez 2009). When the 
alignment of Prometheus’ elliptical orbit and that of the eccentric F ring are at anti-alignment 
Prometheus makes its closest approach to the F ring. At this configuration an island of 
particles of was created inside the channel when they were at their most open phase. Our 
radial velocity dispersions show that particles in this island are moving radially very fast out 
of the channel (+8m/s). This is also true for a similar group of particles at the opposite end of 
the channel (larger radial locations around the inner strand). The difference in radial velocity 
dispersions here can be explained by a difference in orbital phase of the perturbed F ring 
particles. In its simplest terms ring particles at the channel edges are on different phases of 
their orbits than those inside the channels.  
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Figure 4.31 | Taken at a time when the first channel is at its most open phase we compare the 
rendered maps of our original velocity deviations (b) with the more commonly used radial velocity 
dispersion (c). Both the X and Y axis are scaled to 105km. 
 
However, this isn’t true for all and brings us to the second point of interest in the radial 
velocity dispersion maps. In Fig 4.31 we have highlighted a region on the channel edge 
facing towards Prometheus by a red line. Above this is an area of particles that have high 
deviations away from expected velocity magnitudes of >5m/s (Fig 4.31 b) and high radial 
velocity dispersions of >5m/s (Fig 4.31 c). These particles are likely to be traveling in the 
radial direction where the majority of the same channel edge has relatively low velocity 
deviations and radial velocity dispersions of <1m/s. As previously discussed this area is of 
interest due to the fact that some of the highest densities of particles are also seen in the 
same area and time. These regions of locally high radial velocity dispersions and velocity 
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deviations would have an impact on the self-gravity of any enhanced density formed. High 
radial velocity dispersions are not beneficial in the growth of clumps and can ultimately 
hinder further density enhancements. It could help explain some of the more chaotically 
spaced moonlets in the central core, or the exact location of the formation of a moonlet on a 
channel edge through the direct influence of Prometheus. Looking at the rest of the channel 
edge there is very little dispersion or low deviations away from the particles individual 
velocity magnitudes which suggests, despite the few localised areas of high dispersions, this 
channel edge is the most favourable for density enhancements.  
Additionally one thing our velocity magnitude deviations of particles shows is possible 
different phases of particles eccentric orbits. Thus, if particles have positive velocity they are 
traveling faster than they would ne normally and are most likely on the phase of their orbit 
moving from pericentre to apocentre. Equally, particles displaying a negative velocity 
deviation are on moving from apocentre to pericentre in their orbital phase. 
4.6.2  Considerations when employing our models 
Where particles do not evolve on their own individual trajectories but gravitationally interact 
with one another we must consider any likely viscosity. If we consider that the viscosity 
component may originate from collisions and gravitational interaction between particles, we 
can make some assumptions and estimate the magnitude and value of the likely viscosity 
present. The collision rate between particles will be an important factor influencing the 
outcome of the viscosity magnitude. In our simulations, we have an initial maximum average 
particle density of 0.17 particles per km2. This is also approximately the same as previous 
modelling that found showed only 0.038% of the particles collided with Prometheus each 
orbit indicating that collisions were not the primary process for the streamer-channel 
formation (Chavez 2009). Here, Prometheus is assumed to have very little physical collisions 
with F ring particles, instead the evolution of the system is dominated by the effect of 
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gravitational scattering. The smaller particle sizes known to exist in the F ring 
(Scharringhausen & Nicholson 2013) also mean that the magnitude of any likely viscosity 
resulting from collisions would be much smaller than those witnessed in Saturn's main rings. 
We discussed Chapter 1 how collision rates were likely to be much lower in the F ring than 
the inner main rings but were still at a value on the same order as each ring particles orbital 
period (~0.63 collisions per orbital period). However, this does not take into account the 
extended vertical component known to exist in the F ring compared with other rings and the 
much smaller particle sizes. Here, the collisions from particles would contribute much less to 
the viscosity than, for example, in the A and B rings. 
In our models we assume collisionless dynamics where we employ a characteristic 
smoothing length to reduce gravitational forces in the GADGET-2 code. These smoothing 
lengths were discussed in detail along with the physical sizes and Hill radii of particles in 
Chapter 2. The smoothing lengths were kept in line with Hill radii of particles and physical 
sizes of particles so as to keep the gravitational dynamics as appropriate as possible. For 
example smoothing lengths of 1m and 1km were used for the two particle sizes of 0.136m 
and 136m. Their respective Hill radii were calculated as 0.25m and 2.53km. 
Another element that was ignored and deemed to have a negligible effect on the evolution of 
the system for the time scales being observed was the mutual precession between the ring 
particles and Prometheus’ orbits. At 0.057°d-1 the precession between the orbits and their 
alignment varies very little when only considering a few orbital periods (Chavez 2009). 
Although it is true that a more complete system of Saturn's moons will have an effect on the 
evolution of particles in any of the rings, we believe that this will have a negligible effect on 
the very short term (initial gravitational scattering event) effects of localised disruption during 
an encounter. Since we are initially looking, in this manuscript, to investigate density 
asymmetry created during the encounter with Prometheus and not the long-term effects built 
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up with resonances over time, we feel this is a fair assumption to make. It is likely that the 
most significant effects of additional moons will be seen when Prometheus or the disrupted F 
ring material is in a radial alignment with Saturn and the additional moons. As a result, it is 
likely that during the time interval of our simulations this would not be seen. However, this 
question does pose some interest to our models. Modelling the extended satellite system of 
Saturn in additional to our current simulations would prove to further clarify any impact of 
external moons on the evolution of F ring particles.  
All of our models were setup with initial conditions in 2d but was allowed to evolve into 3D 
space. Assuming all the integration was 100% perfect there should no z-component in the 
evolution of the system. However, in some of our models we do see some movement in the 
Z-direction. Both the models that used a complete F ring (non-interacting and 10kg particles) 
showed signs of evolution in the Z-direction (Fig 4.32). 
 
Figure 4.32 | The z position and the z component of the velocity vector (Vz) are plotted at a time T=10 
Prometheus orbital periods for the model that employed 10kg F ring particles. It can be seen that 
there has been some evolution into the z direction for ring particles.  
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However, not all the models showed this trend. In fact the model that used a ring patch 
method instead of a complete F ring showed all particles to still have zero z positions and 
zero velocities in the z direction. Apart from the obvious difference between this model and 
the previous ones (modelling only a small portion of the ring) the only difference is 
integration method employed. Due to the reduced computational cost of simulating the ring 
patch we did not use the TreePM integration method within the GADGET-2 code. Here, long 
range forces are computed using a Particle Mesh as opposed to the typical tree walk. It 
seems reasonable to assume that the evolution into the z component for the two models with 
the complete F ring comes from errors introduced by the integration method. Generally the 
TreePM method does not introduce errors for single particles but instead the errors come 
from the long range part of the approximation. The long ranges forces are calculated as an 
expected force using a Fourier transform. At large wavenumbers there is a deviation away 
from the expected force. Even with some of the most advanced algorithms an error can still 
exist. Even if this is < 0.1% it could be enough to introduce the observed errors in the z-
direction. Interestingly, it appears that the error comes mainly from the Saturn particle 
situated at the origin. This particle ends up moving in the z direction and the F ring particles 
follow it. To check that the errors were genuinely associated with the TreePM method used 
we ran the previous models with smaller particle sizes as a ring patch and without the 
TreePM integration method. Here, in all of the models no z evolution was witnessed and 
thus the higher computational cost associated with the Tree method results in an accurate 
2D evolution of the original system. It should also be noted that although there is some z 
evolution in all of the particles for some models this is still of small enough value to not alter 
the results obtained in our models. The velocities associated with the vertical direction of the 
ring are on an order 1012 smaller than those in the orbital plane. Even then the vertical 
movement of the particles is all in the same direction with the whole ring moving with the 
Saturn particle. 
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Chapter 5 
Turbulence  
5.1  What Is Turbulence? 
The F ring, real or in our models, is not a true fluid and not a system that real turbulence 
might exist. However, we investigate the some elements in the F ring that might be of 
interest to systems where gas and hydrodynamics play a more important role. For example 
we can investigate how a perturbing moon on the ring can influence the curl of the velocity 
vector field purely gravitationally. This could then have implications in similar systems but 
where gas is more prevalent.  Therefore if we must first define what turbulence is. Despite 
the huge importance that turbulence plays in a lot of processes and mechanisms of physical 
systems it is very poorly understood. As such turbulence remains one of the main unsolved 
modern day problems of physics. In part this is mainly due to the highly chaotic nature of 
turbulence which is mostly devoid of patterns. This leads to a non-deterministic approach to 
solving turbulent systems or problems. Performing multiple runs of a system with the same 
initial conditions would potentially end in different results. The evolution of turbulence in the 
form of eddies and vortices within the flow would not be the same for each run and would 
display significant spatial differences. Thus the modelling of such systems can prove 
problematic. For example if we were to run numerical models multiple times we would 
expect to see different results in any turbulence that was observed. Therefore, one of the 
main characteristic traits of turbulence can be defined as being irregular in its flow with a 
non-zero component to the curl of the velocity vector field. It is the latter of these that we can 
easily probe in the analysis of our models later on in the chapter.  
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One property of fluids that can be useful when discussing turbulence is the Reynolds 
Number. The Reynolds Number is an important tool to probe the characteristics of fluids and 
can be defined as the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces within a flow. Where viscosity 
is high and inertial forces are low the Reynolds number will ultimately be low. Naturally then 
high Reynolds numbers would occur when the viscosity is very low but with a high velocity, 
or inertial force, as can be seen in the following equation for fluid flow in a pipe:  
𝑅𝑎 =  𝑄𝐷𝐻
𝜈𝐴
                 [5.1] 
Where 𝑄 is the volumetric flow rate, 𝐷𝐻 is the hydraulic diameter or characteristic travelled 
length (𝐿), 𝑣 is the viscosity and 𝐴 is the pipe cross sectional area. From the above equation 
the Reynolds Number is then shown to be inversely proportional to viscosity and proportional 
to the flow rate. Ultimately the above equation can be altered depending on the system 
being investigated, for example a more applicable version for Saturn’s rings or an 
astrophysical disk might be expressed as: 
𝑅𝑎 =  𝑈𝐿
𝑑
      [5.2] 
Where 𝑈 is the velocity of a cross section of the ring and 𝐿 the characteristic travelled length. 
Currently there are no definitive theories that fully link the Reynolds Number (non-
dimensional quantity of a fluid flow) to turbulence. However, evidence has been found to 
support ideas that in its simplest form lower Reynolds Numbers are likely to be laminar in 
nature and high Reynolds numbers turbulent. Although, due to the random and chaotic 
nature of turbulence it is not always true that all fluids with high Reynolds Numbers should 
also be able to sustain turbulent flows. Relatively recently it was found that there was a 
threshold for which fluids with Reynolds Numbers greater than certain value would be able to 
sustain turbulence within a flow. For flow within a pipe this was found to be ≥ 2040. At 
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numbers below this value turbulence was transient in nature and only became persistent at 
values greater than a set critical point (Avilia et al 2011).  
As the Reynolds Number increases, the size of the smallest scales also decreases. 
Effectively this means that the Reynolds Number is good representation of the range of 
scales within a flow where the largest eddies are always going to be the same size yet the 
smallest are governed by the Reynolds Number. 
It should be noted though that the geometry of each system influences the critical Reynolds 
Number, which might mean in different systems fluids may need to be less viscous or have a 
higher flow rate to achieve sustained turbulent flow. It could also be true that persistent 
turbulence might occur at much lower Reynolds numbers. Thus it would be natural to 
assume that in an astrophysical disk with a Keplerian shearing flow that this critical Reynolds 
number would be different from that calculated for flow in a pipe. 
Probably the most important property of turbulence aside from the irregularity and chaotic 
evolution is the rotational element to the fluid as a result of turbulence. The definition of the 
likelihood for a fluid to want to rotate is the curl of the velocity vector field, or sometimes 
known as the vorticity. Turbulent flows have non-zero vorticity and exhibit some form of 
rotationality within the flow that is generally positive and negative. These positive and 
negative vorticity elements to the flow are cyclonic and anti-cyclonic in nature and form as 
pairs in turbulent systems. Vorticity or curl of the velocity vector field in two-dimensional 
Cartesian coordinates can be expressed 
∇  ×  ?̇? =  𝜕?̇?𝑥
𝜕𝜕
−  𝜕?̇?𝜕
𝜕𝑥
.      [5.3] 
We must clarify something’s when considering our model and turbulence. Firstly turbulence 
is inherently three-dimensional and we assume only two-dimensional dynamics. We 
discussed in the methods section (2.5.6) how we calculated the vorticity for our particles 
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within our model assuming only two-dimensionality. We do however model in three-
dimensions but the aspect ratio of the system in our models and in the real ring system of 
Saturn make it almost two-dimensional. The same is true for oceans and atmospheric fluid 
flows, the aspect ratio of their systems make them behave almost like a two-dimension 
system would. Therefore in these systems you can effectively assume and model in two-
dimensions because of a constraining of the fluids motion in one of the spatial directions. 
The simplifications made to reduce a turbulent system from three to two dimensions are far 
from just the restriction or removal of one spatial dimension, fundamental laws also change. 
By this we mean that the conservation laws for two-dimensions differ from that of three-
dimensions. Although the systems are spatially simplified a whole new array of phenomena 
exists that are inherently different from the three-dimensional counterparts (Kraichnan & 
Montgomery 1980; Batchelor 1969; Kraichnan 1967). For example it has been known for a 
while through experimental and numerical modelling that coherent vortices formed from the 
decay of a sea or background of vortices in two-dimensions (Carnevale et al 1991; Benzi et 
al 1988; Mcwilliams 1984; Sommeria & Verron 1988). They were however found to be good 
approximations to atmospheric and oceanic turbulence as there is a stratification of air layers 
for which turbulence occurs (Lindborg 1999; Boer & Shepherd 1983; Lilly 1983; Leith 1971). 
Also two-dimensional turbulence is a relevant assumption for plasmas where magnetic fields 
can confine turbulence in the third dimension (Huld et al 1991). Nonetheless, astrophysical 
systems (predominately planetary rings) can also be assumed two-dimensional and thus it 
would be natural to assume that any turbulence present in the system would also be 
constrained two-dimensional. Many two-dimensional approximations of astrophysical disks 
yield comparable results to three-dimensional systems under certain conditions (Kley et al 
2001). 
Furthermore, Reynolds Number comes from the idea that eddies and vortices occur at 
different scales with larger Reynolds numbers giving a greater range of scales over which 
these eddies and vortices occur at. Eddies are defined by a characteristic length scale which 
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in itself is also characterised by the time and velocity scales. Essentially the largest eddies 
are inherently unstable and split into smaller and smaller eddies. The process occurs for 
each scale until the cascade of energy from large scale eddies to small scale eddies reaches 
a point that the viscosity of the fluid can dissipate any kinetic energy into internal energy. 
This is known as Kolmogorov’s theory and can be shown as a cascade of energy from large 
to small scale turbulence (Fig 5.1). According to Kolmogorov-Obuknov theory there is a 
𝑘−
5
3�  law with respect to the wavenumber and energy associated with it. Where this is true a 
thermal excess might be observable in real systems and is particularly evident at boundary 
layers or regions of high turbulence. The transfer of kinetic to internal energy by the 
destruction of fluctuating velocity gradients is irreversible so some evidence should be seen 
of the transfer of energy in the system. Although not directly applicable to Saturn’s rings this 
cascade of energy could be theoretically investigated in much larger gas rich systems of 
protoplanetary disks. Here, planet – disk interactions (similar in nature dynamically to that of 
the F ring, but evolving through hydrodynamical forces also) might introduce turbulence that 
shows the typical Kolmogorov energy cascade. 
 
Figure 5.1 | Diagram illustrating the cascade of energy from largest scale turbulence (kmin) down to 
the smallest scale turbulence (kmax) where viscous dissipation occurs and k is the wavenumber.  
Image courtesy of Seuron et al 1999. 
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5.2 Vorticity Maps: F ring 
We should note explicitly here that our F ring models and the real F ring are very much 
collisionless. Therefore, the treatment of F ring particles as a gas and evolved through 
hydrodynamical equations is not valid. However, if Prometheus’ close encounters with the f 
ring creates local rotations of particles or a non-zero curl in the velocity vector field it could 
be assumed that similar interactions between a planet and a disk could form similar non-zero 
curls. Once initiated these local rotations could be an important element in the evolution of 
the disk. Therefore, in order to extend our investigation of the Prometheus – F ring 
encounters we have made additional analysis of our numerical models. Here, we have 
created surface rendered vorticity maps that show the evolution for the curl of the velocity 
vector fields in the purely gravitational system. The method of which is explained in greater 
detail in section 2.4.6. The maps illustrate areas of non-zero curl of the vector field with 
either positive cyclonic (red) or negative anti-cyclonic (blue). One thing that should be noted 
with all the figures depicting non-zero vorticity is we assumed non-spatial coordinates in all 
of frames (a, b and c). Instead we assume different linear scales on the X and Y axis of the 
plots to show the complete area perturbed by Prometheus. However, we do show the actual 
non-zero zoom areas with the correct aspect ratio. As we are measuring the curl of the 
velocity vector field we are looking for any local rotations in the ring particles. Therefore we 
are looking for differences in velocity (km/s) with respect to small increments in spatial 
positions (km), this then means the units used for all vorticity calculations from here onwards 
is s-1. 
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Figure 5.2 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=0.38 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where we make direct 
comparisons with b) our interacting model and c) our non-interacting model. Prometheus is denoted 
as the black circle with the cross through it in all frames and just enters the background sheet of 
particles. The areas illustrated by white boxes are locations that the largest (positive) and the lowest 
(negative) non-zero vorticity or a local curl of the velocity vector field.   
 
As Prometheus moves towards the F ring radially outwards (Fig 5.2 and 5.3) vorticity is 
predominately seen to be in the outer part of the ring and away from Prometheus itself. The 
interacting model shows mainly anti-cyclonic rotations while the non-interacting model more 
cyclonic rotations. Interestingly the interacting model shows negative vorticity near to 
Prometheus at T=0.38 (Fig 5.2 b) with none for the non-interacting model (Fig 5.2 c). 
However, at T=0.43 (Fig 5.3 b) the interacting model has very little vorticity near Prometheus 
with the non-interacting model now showing the highest positive vorticity very close to 
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Prometheus. When looking at the maximum and minimum magnitudes for the vorticity in the 
two models (Table 5.1) this bias of negative and positive vorticity can be clearly seen. At this 
time, as Prometheus is approaching the ring, the interacting model shows greater negative 
vorticities while the non-interacting model shows greater positive vorticities (this is true for 
multiple runs in each model).  
 
Figure 5.3 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=0.43 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus is 
denoted as the black circle with the cross through it in all frames and is at an orbital phase near 
apoapsis where the shepherd moon begins to move radially inwards towards Saturn. The areas 
illustrated by white boxes are locations with the largest (positive) and the lowest (negative) non-zero 
vorticity or a local curl of the velocity vector field.  
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Figure 5.4 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=0.51 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus is 
denoted as the black circle with the cross through it in all frames and is at an orbital phase near 
apoapsis where the shepherd moon begins to move radially inwards towards Saturn. The areas 
illustrated by white boxes are locations with the largest (positive) and the lowest (negative) non-zero 
vorticity or a local curl of the velocity vector field. We use a different scale for the zoomed section of c) 
as vorticity in the non-interacting model is much less than that of the interacting model. We also use a 
different scale for the rendering in b) in the upper zoom box to show finer structure similar to that of 
the non-interacting model. 
 
Once Prometheus reaches apoapsis, a clustering of particles with non-zero vector curls 
occurs near the perturbing moon (Fig 5.4). The interacting model shows just one area of 
non-zero negative vorticity (using the same linear scale as before) while the non-interacting 
model has lower vorticity of a factor of at least 5. The non-interacting has a clustering of 
positive and negative vorticity, which incidentally is seen in the interacting model if we 
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reduce the min an max limits of the rendered scale used. The only difference is we see one 
of the non-vorticities in the cluster with a considerably higher value, the finer scale structure 
(clustering) remains in the same area with similar magnitudes for the non-zero component of 
vorticity. It also occurs above Prometheus and closer to Saturn than the shepherd moon, 
which interestingly is downstream of the flow of particles gravitationally disturbed by 
Prometheus. Therefore it could be assumed that Prometheus is effectively treated as a 
gravitational obstruction to the Keplerian flow of ring particles. This is analogous to having a 
physical obstruction / barrier in the flow where turbulence occurs beyond the barrier. Any 
turbulence that occurs in the flow only materialises post encounter with the obstruction and 
is likely laminar up until that point. However, unlike in a hydrodynamical system this is likely 
caused by slight variations in the way each ring particle is gravitationally scattered. 
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Figure 5.5 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=0.613 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear 
scale of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model Prometheus 
is denoted as the black circle with the cross through it in all frames. The areas illustrated with white 
boxes are locations that show the highest positive non-zero vorticity or a local curl of the velocity 
vector field for both models. Interestingly we see much more non-zero vorticity in the non-interacting 
model (c) than the interacting (b).  An area near Prometheus in the non-interacting model (c) shows 
pairs of positive and negative vorticity. 
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Figure 5.6 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=0.71 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus is 
denoted as the black circle with the cross through it in all frames. The areas illustrated with the white 
boxes are locations that show the highest positive non-zero vorticity or a local curl of the velocity 
vector field for both models. Both models now show an area near Prometheus with clusters of positive 
and negative vorticities, it also seems the interacting model (b) has lower overall magnitudes of 
vorticity in the same areas and might experience some delay on the response to Prometheus’ 
encounter. 
During Prometheus’ journey back inwards towards Saturn the area first identified in the F 
ring to display non-zero vorticity clustering remains active, Fig 5.5 + 5.6. However, the 
interacting model which had the largest vorticity very close to the moon (Fig 5.4) now 
experiences a decreases in the magnitudes to a point where they are longer the dominant 
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sites of greatest vorticity (Fig 5.5b + 5.6b). The locations of the largest positive and negative 
vorticity are shown in the zoom sections of the figures. 
 
Figure 5.7 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=0.802 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear 
scale of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. 
Prometheus is denoted as the black circle with the cross through it in all frames. The areas illustrated 
with the white boxes are locations that show the highest positive and negative non-zero vorticity or a 
local curl of the velocity vector field for both models. The interacting model (b) displays both higher 
and lower values in the area closest to Prometheus than the non-interacting model (c). 
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Figure 5.8 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=0.905 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear 
scale of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. 
Prometheus is denoted as the black circle with the cross through it in all frames. The areas illustrated 
with the white boxes are locations that show the highest positive and negative non-zero vorticity or a 
local curl of the velocity vector field for both models. The area closest to Prometheus appears to have 
dispersed more for the non-interacting model (c). 
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Figure 5.9 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=1.01 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus is 
out of the reference frame to the upper left and is at an orbital phase just past periapsis where it 
momentarily became radially stationary. The areas illustrated with the white boxes are locations that 
show the highest positive non-zero vorticity or a local curl of the velocity vector field for both models. 
While the blue boxes represent areas that have the lowest negative curl of the vector field.  Also 
included is a rendering of the vorticity in the interacting model centred on the streamer formation 
(approximately positioned in the white box of b) with different limits (d). Here, all non-zero vorticity is 
shown and can be seen to be mainly confined to the primary disturbed streamer formation in the 
centre of the frame. 
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Generally during the time 0.8 – 1.1 orbital periods (Fig 5.7 – 5.10) after the initial encounter 
non-zero vorticity clustering occurs at the centre of rotation of the streamer channel. So at 
the mid-point of the structure, located approximately around inner strand (radially) in our 
models, we see the clustering occur. This is also the boundary between particles that are 
moving radially inwards and outwards with regards to their radial velocity dispersion from the 
non-perturbed F ring core. Although both models show this type of clustering the area that it 
occurs in differs. By this we mean the interacting model shows larger areas where the non-
zero curl appear than the non-interacting model (a good example of this can be seen in Fig 
5.9 b and c). Interestingly, when we change the scale of the rendered plot (interacting model 
Fig 5.9c) vorticity appears to cover a much wider area, Fig 5.9d (this actually occurs along 
the tip of the streamer). Here, the main area of non-zero vorticity shown for the interacting 
model appears to be confined to the streamer formation where the maximum disturbance 
occurs in ring particles. Intriguingly though when Prometheus is at periapsis (Fig 5.9) and at 
the same orbital phase as the start of the simulation the non-interacting model shows 
negative vorticities away from the centre of the streamer-channel formation. This is actually 
outside of the region of the initial disturbance and away from that seen in Fig 5.9d. 
As the stream-channel formation stretches in length and Prometheus moves back towards 
the F ring on its second approach the original clustering seen centred in the formation 
increases in size, Fig 5.11 b + c. Here, both models actually show two distinct clustering of 
non-zero vorticity either ends of the streamer-channel, or at least areas where the non-zero 
component of vorticity is at its greatest. These generally appear in the same areas for both 
models with similar positive vorticity; however, the interacting model shows the largest 
negative vorticity. 
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Figure 5.10 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=1.104 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear 
scale of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. 
Prometheus can be seen to the upper left of each frame and appears back in our reference as it 
moves away from periapsis and closest radial distance to Saturn. The areas illustrated with the white 
boxes are locations that centre on the midpoint of the streamer channel formation, where we see an 
overall rotation of particles from velocity maps. 
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Figure 5.11 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=1.25 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus can 
be seen to the upper left of each frame and at this time it is in the midpoint in its orbital phase 
between periapsis and apoapsis, thus it has its highest radial velocity at this orbital phase. The areas 
illustrated with the white boxes are locations that have clusters of positive and negative vorticity, both 
models appear to show the same areas and in positions that would place them at channel edges 
when they are at their most open. 
 
Probably the most notable thing here, apart from the clustering of vorticity in and around the 
streamer-channel formation, is that there appears to be local rotations of ring particles away 
from the main disrupted part of the ring. For the interacting model this occurs during some of 
the initial encounter very early one, mostly before there is much visual disruption of the F 
ring by Prometheus (namely Fig 5.2 – 5.3, pre apoapsis position of Prometheus). This could 
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be caused by Prometheus causing a gravitational kick on the much slower orbiting ring 
particles. Coupled with the interacting nature of the particles and the Keplerian shear 
individual particles could have trajectories altered in such a way they are slightly outside the 
mean motion of the F ring. In contrast the non-interacting model shows a similar effect 
although this manifests itself in positive and not negative (as seen with the interacting) non-
zero vorticity which is likely due to the fact particles at differing radial locations do not apply 
any sort of gravitational friction to one another. So particles are less likely to tend to rotate in 
a set direction. This then effectively randomises the particles eccentricities and where these 
are out of phase or moving past nearby particles with different trajectories non-zero curls of 
the velocity field might be calculated. This might also explain why these spike much higher 
than the interacting model and are short lived as they pass by other ring particles.  
5.3 Vorticity Maps: Channel Edges 
After the initial encounter of Prometheus and the F ring we continue to monitor the vorticity in 
our models at an orbital phase when the channels are at their most open, paying particular 
attention to the channel edges. This happens when Prometheus is at apoapsis coinciding 
with its closest approach to the F ring and when the inner shepherd moon is radially 
stationary in its orbit. The reason for investigations at the channel edges during this orbital 
phase is this is when the highest densities and the lowest velocity dispersions have already 
been shown to exist (Beurle et al 2010). In this section we create and compare vorticity 
maps of both the interacting and non-interacting models in the same manner that we did in 
the previous section. However, this time we create high resolution surface rendered maps of 
the vorticity on the channel edges to show the rich dynamics that exist at these locations. 
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Figure 5.12 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=1.5 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus can 
be seen making its second closest approach to the F ring in the upper part of the frame and is where 
Prometheus is radially stationary at its furthest distance from Saturn. The areas illustrated with the 
white boxes are locations that have clusters of positive and negative vorticity; both models appear to 
show areas on the channel edges when they are at their most open that have non-zero vorticity. 
However, the main difference here is that positive curl is seen on the channel edge facing away from 
Prometheus in the non-interacting model (c) while the interacting model shows negative curl (b). 
Again this points to a high degree of turbulence on the channel edges when they are at their most 
open.  
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Figure 5.13 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=2.51 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus is 
out of the reference frame to the upper left with two channels evident. The original channel has been 
positioned central to the y axis. The areas illustrated with the white boxes are locations that have 
clusters of positive and negative vorticity on both of the channel edges for each model. Both models 
appear to show a larger number of vortices and higher magnitudes on the channel edge facing 
Prometheus (edge closest to the bottom of the figure); indecently this is also where the highest 
densities are witnessed.  
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Figure 5.14 | Taken from the same snapshot as Fig 5.13 we have zoomed into the channel edge 
facing away from Prometheus two orbital periods since its closest encounter at an orbital phase when 
the channel are at their most open. This is the same area seen in Fig 5.13; however this time we have 
decreased the min and max limits on the rendered scale to show the full extent of the vortex field 
created on the channel edges. Multiple asymmetrical vortices are seen with different directions of 
rotation (red – cyclonic, blue – anticyclonic) which are created in pairs. 
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Figure 5.15 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=3.52 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus is 
out of the reference frame to the upper left with two channels evident. The original channel has been 
positioned central to the y axis. The areas illustrated with the white boxes are locations that have 
clusters of positive and negative vorticity on both of the channel edges for each model. Both models 
appear to show a larger number of vortices and higher magnitudes on the channel edge facing 
Prometheus (edge closest to the bottom of the figure); indecently this is also where the highest 
densities are witnessed.  The non-interacting model (c) shows a decrease in the magnitudes of 
vorticity shown on the channel edges while the interacting (b) model does not. 
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Figure 5.16 | Taken from the same snapshot as Fig 5.15 we have zoomed into the channel edge 
facing away from Prometheus (as it shows the most vorticity) three orbital periods since its closest 
encounter at an orbital phase when the channel are at their most open. This is the same area seen in 
Fig 5.15; however this time we have again decreased the min and max limits on the rendered scale to 
show the full extent of the vortex field created on the channel edges. Multiple asymmetrical vortices 
are seen with different directions of rotation (red – cyclonic, blue – anticyclonic) which are created in 
pairs. There is a clear clustering of vortices along channel edges, predominately located radially 
inside the central core. Very little vorticity is seen to exist radially further out. 
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Figure 5.17 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=4.52 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus is 
out of the reference frame to the upper left with now three channels evident in the frame. The original 
channel has been positioned central to the y axis. The areas illustrated with the white boxes are 
locations that have clusters of positive and negative vorticity on both of the channel edges for each 
model. Both models appear to show a larger number of vortices and higher magnitudes on the 
channel edge facing Prometheus (edge closest to the bottom of the figure). This time we see higher 
magnitudes in the non-interacting model (c) and slightly more non-zero vorticity activity on the 
channel edge facing away from Prometheus.  
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Figure 5.18 | Taken from the same snapshot as Fig 5.17 we have zoomed into the channel edge 
facing away from Prometheus (as it shows the most vorticity) four orbital periods since its closest 
encounter at an orbital phase when the channel are at their most open. In comparison to Fig 5.16 we 
see that the magnitudes of vortices has decreased and now appears over a wider area, thus this 
represents the longer edge on the channel due to the longitudinal evolution of the streamer-channels 
through Keplerian shear. 
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Figure 5.19 | Rendered two dimensional plot of the curl of the velocity vector field or vorticity of the F 
ring at a time T=5.51 orbital periods since the start of the simulation, where b) assumes a linear scale 
of the interacting model and c) a linear scale rendering of the non-interacting model. Prometheus is 
out of the reference frame to the upper left with younger channels evident in the frame above. The 
original channel has been positioned central to the y axis. The areas illustrated with the white boxes 
are locations that have clusters of positive and negative vorticity on both of the channel edges for 
each model. At this time the non-interacting model (c) shows a faster decrease in the magnitudes of 
vorticity seen on the channel compared the interacting model (b). It should also be noted that the 
largest vorticity magnitudes are seen again on the channel edge facing away from Prometheus and at 
a more central location than before, effectively closer to the central core. 
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Figure 5.20 | Taken from the same snapshot as Fig 5.19 we have zoomed into the channel five 
orbital periods since its closest encounter at an orbital phase when the channel are at their most open. 
Because we use non-spatial coordinates in frame a) and spatial coordinates in b) and c) the vorticity 
clustering can be seen relating to the channel edges at the top and bottom of  frame b) and c). Here b) 
represents the vorticity seen at the channel for the interacting model and c) the non-interacting model 
making a direct comparison. With the rescaled rendered image distribution of vorticity appears 
globally to be quite similar; however as can be seen from Fig 5.19 maximum and minimum vorticity 
values have decreased quite considerably in the non-interacting model, Fig 5.19 c 
. 
Considering channel edges when channels are at their most open we generally see that 
density is at its highest, again this has been seen in our own models and other work (Beurle 
et al 2010). We had previously found that density was found to exhibit chaotic like 
fluctuations in the number densities seen at the channel edges, which could in some way be 
linked to the individual velocities and accelerations of particles found in the same places. 
These may be stochastic in nature through gravitational interactions as previously discussed 
by Esposito et al 2012 and Rein & Papaloizou 2010. However, what we do find is that 
vorticity, although showing local fluctuations, does generally appear to be more evident on 
the channel edge facing away from Prometheus for the early stages of the streamer-channel 
formations (pre 5 orbital periods). When we zoom into these areas and reduce our max and 
min values on our rendered plots we see that there is a lot of vorticity located right at the 
channel edge (Fig 5.14, 5.16, 5.18). After 5 orbital periods this distinction between the two 
channel edges becomes less apparent as the highest vorticity magnitudes decreases (Fig 
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5.20). The channel edges, along with the few particles within the channel itself show a 
complicated spatial distribution of positive and negative vorticity, a trait very much like two-
dimensional turbulence found through experimentation and modelling in hydrodynamical 
systems. As the channel formations elongate and the channel edges increase in length due 
to Keplerian shear we also see the area of vorticity increase along the edge with it. As a 
result we do see a reduction in the magnitudes of both the positive and negative vorticities 
including a more sparse distribution. Furthermore we also see that the maximum and 
minimum vorticity values calculated is always greater for the non-interacting model at the 
same orbital phases during the initial encounter and for subsequent orbital periods thereafter. 
We put this distinction between the two models down to the likely viscosity differences that 
exist between particles with no mass and those that have a mass that reside in a self-
gravitating ring. This is where viscosity in our models arises due to gravitational interactions 
between particles at differing radial locations. However this is not true for all, after 5 orbital 
periods we see that the non-interacting model has lower vorticity and has decreased 
considerably. 
The areas zoomed in on all the figures with the channels fully open show that vorticity is 
concentrated in and around the channels. Most activity occurs on the channel edges, and 
appears to be relatively unbiased in its distribution over the two channel edges (although 
there is a slight increase on the channel edge facing away from Prometheus). This is unlike 
what is seen with the rendered maps previously investigated of acceleration, velocity 
variation and density, suggesting that both channel edges undergo some element of 
localised rotational disturbance. If we were to assume that the vorticity we are calculating 
was an artefact of the perturbed velocity field we would expect that the spatial distribution of 
vorticity would show the same bias as all the other quantities calculated. However, especially 
for the earlier evolved formations, higher vorticity magnitudes are seen on the channel edges 
facing away from Prometheus. This is somewhat of a puzzle as we would expect to see 
greater degree vorticity on the other channel edge considering the chaotic fluctuations in 
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density witnessed in our models and from Cassini observations (again this is where 
accelerations and velocity changes are more localised). 
5.4 Chaotic Dynamics 
To investigate the chaotic nature of the vorticity witnessed in the F ring during an encounter 
with Prometheus we conducted and compared multiple numerical runs of the system. Each 
simulation started from a different set of randomly positioned initial conditions for each 
particle (same large scale structure but with slightly different individual particle positions 
within their set ring boundaries). For example when setting particles in their starting position 
around Saturn their radial and azimuthal positions were randomly generated so as to place 
them within a set boundary, thus creating a ring. This means that if the initial conditions were 
created multiple times then variations in local density and the distribution of particles within 
the ring may exist from model to model. Thus, initial conditions create a non-homogenous 
distribution of particles within the boundaries of the ring. This would not affect large scale 
structures or even any density variations during the evolution as these differences are 
insignificant in comparison to the changes. Here, we have made comparisons at the same 
orbital phase of the encounter with the following figures showing any differences witnessed 
between the models. For these comparisons we only assumed the interacting model and did 
not make like for like comparison on the non-interacting model. Thus focusing on the fact 
that an interacting model is most likely to be applicable to the real F ring system. 
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Figure 5.21 | A comparison with a second run of our model (c) that used the same initial conditions, 
taken at a time T=0.51 orbital periods since the start of the simulation. As can be seen there is a 
variation in the distribution of non-zero vorticity between the two models. The magnitudes of the non-
zero vorticity are less on the second run than on the first, which can be seen with the zoom section. 
The second run also shows a greater degree of positive vorticity. Although the difference between the 
models is not a lot there is a difference in the initial location of the non-zero vorticity, being radially 
further in with model (b) than model (c). 
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Figure 5.22 | A comparison with a second run of our model (c) that used the same initial conditions, 
taken at a time T=0.802 orbital periods since the start of the simulation.  As can be seen there is a 
variation in the distribution of non-zero vorticity between the two models, however the centre of the 
streamer-channel formation still shows clustering of non-zero curl but just different small scale 
distribution.   
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Figure 5.23 | A comparison with a second run of our model (c) that used the same initial conditions, 
taken at a time T=1.25 orbital periods since the start of the simulation As can be seen there is a 
variation in the distribution of non-zero vorticity between the two models, however the centre of 
streamer-channel formation still shows clustering of non-zero activity but just different small scale 
distribution.  The main difference is that we see a clear line of activity in model (c) as opposed to the 
area either ends of the stream-channel formation that is more evident in model (b). 
 
When considering multiple simulation runs of the same system we note that the general 
larger scale area where we see vorticity is rather similar, therefore global vorticity structures 
remain consistent between like for like models. Therefore, clustering generally occurs in the 
same broad areas, again centred in the area that is gravitationally disturbed by Prometheus. 
For example in Fig 5.22 we see that the centre of the streamer formation shows clustering of 
positive and negative vorticity, however the local distribution of these is different in each run. 
Again with Fig 5.23 we see an overall area that displays clusters of non-zero vorticity, 
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nonetheless it is clear to see that one model shows larger clusters at the ends of these areas 
(Fig 5.23 b) than the other (Fig 5.23 c). Locally the maximum and minimum occur in different 
positions by approximately 10’s km and in varying magnitudes. Some models may show 
larger spikes in local vorticity than others and again this helps reinforce the idea of the 
chaotic nature of vorticity and some of the dynamics at play in the system. 
5.5 Vorticity: Magnitudes 
As well as investigating the spatial distribution of vorticity induced in the F ring during 
Prometheus’ encounter we also consider the maximum and minimum magnitudes of the 
vorticity observed. From this we aim to greater understand the extent of any vortices activity 
in the ring as a consequence the disrupting shepherding moon. Below we have created a 
table of the maximum and minimum vorticity magnitudes for both our models (interacting and 
non-interacting). Where the models are at a time when multiple streamer-channel formations 
exist in the ring we track the oldest, or original, from the beginning of the simulation by 
spatially isolating it prior to extracting the maximum and minimum vorticity values. 
Orbital Period 
Interacting model Non-interacting model 
Max Min Max Min 
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.380 0.0764 - 0.1426 0.1267 - 0.0993 
0.430 0.0747 - 0.2258 0.2491 - 0.0863 
0.510 0.0345 - 0.4841 0.0708 - 0.0881 
0.613 0.5616 - 0.1898 1.4335 - 0.4901 
0.710 0.7365 - 0.3416 0.9798 - 0.4044 
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0.802 1.0702 - 0.7492 0.1558 -0.4345 
0.905 0.2320 - 1.9629 0.4243 - 1.6891 
1.010 1.7730 - 0.74197 1.1313 - 1.4668 
1.104 1.1565 - 0.2837 0.4236 - 0.3786 
1.250 0.3108 - 2.8595 0.4820 - 1.9275 
1.500 1.0449 - 2.4684 13.6950 - 1.2128 
2.510 3.5432 - 1.2731 6.2814 - 3.2607 
2.802 2.2180 - 0.6252 1.1841 - 2.5496 
3.520 2.1644 - 1.6853 0.9707 - 8.4882 
4.520 3.2066 - 1.2030 2.8850 - 9.9000 
5.510 2.2133 - 9.3660 2.5092 - 0.8115 
6.510 0.78642 -1.0514 -1.1487 0.4696 
 
Table 5.1 | The maximum and minimum vorticity magnitudes calculated are shown for both models at 
each time snapshot that we created a matching rendered image.  Values are taken at time intervals 
for the first orbital period of approximately 0.1 orbital periods or every 88 minutes in real time for the 
system. 
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Figure 5.24 | Plot comparing the evolution of the maximum (positive) vorticity seen in the perturbed 
area over a number of orbital periods. Here it can be seen that maximum vorticity increases for both 
models between 1.5 – 2.5 orbital periods and is at its maximum then. However the non-interacting 
model shows the greatest increase by a significant factor. 
 
Figure 5.25 | Plot comparing the evolution of the minimum (negative) vorticity seen in the perturbed 
area over a number of orbital periods. Here we see that the non-interacting model takes a more 
prolonged decrease up to 5 orbital periods where it then sees a sharp drop off, reverting back to very 
small vorticity. The interacting model on the other hand shows little decrease until it reaches 5 orbital 
periods suggesting a lag in anti-cyclonic rotations created due to self-gravity. 
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What we generally find is that anti-cyclonic vorticity takes longer to establish post 
Prometheus encounter than cyclonic. This is true for both models except the interacting 
model has a delayed response by almost two orbital periods, peaking after 5 orbital periods. 
At the same time and location anticyclonic vorticity reverts rather sharply close to a zero 
value (Fig 5.25). A similar but more dramatic difference between the two models is 
witnessed with cyclonic vorticity. The interacting model shows a steady increase to about 2.5 
orbital periods and remains fairly constant while the non-interacting model, for the most part, 
follows the same trend. This is except for a huge spike in positive vorticity at around 1.5 
orbital periods. During the time when this spike is witnessed we see that the first fully open 
channel is formed, a time when velocity dispersions are supposed to be at a minimum. This 
then assists the increases in density at the same locations.  It has already been proposed 
that ring systems with larger masses are observed to have delayed responses to vortex 
formation than those with no mass or less mass (Lin & Papaloizou 2011). It also shows that 
when self-gravitating particles are considered an internal resistance is present that prevents 
large changes in local cyclonic rotations.  
5.6 Revised Vorticity Calculation 
We were able to identify individual F ring particles between different snapshots output by the 
GADGET-2 code. Due to the parallel nature of the GADGET-2 code particles are not saved 
in the same sequence between snapshots. Therefore, arrays with the particles parameters 
(position, velocity, mass, ID…) are always ordered different. However, each particle is 
assigned an ID. This ID can be used to identify particles between different snapshot files. In 
doing so we can then calculate the curl of each particle velocity vectors as a function of time 
and not in comparison to nearby neighbours. This removes the potential errors associated if 
nearby particles where on differing phases of an elliptical orbit, or on randomised orbits. 
Again, as before, we do not place the F ring in any kind of reference frame, instead looking 
at the unaltered positions and velocities of particles. As we are only considering a two-
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dimensional flow the resultant curl of the velocity vectors is parallel to the z axis and of a 
scalar quantity, 
∇ × 𝑉 = 𝜕𝑉𝜕
𝜕𝑥
−
𝜕𝑉𝑥
𝜕𝜕
.              [5.4] 
Where, 𝜕𝑉𝑑,𝜕𝑉𝑑 and 𝜕𝑥, 𝜕𝜕 are the difference in 𝑥, 𝜕 velocities and 𝑥,𝜕 positions of the 
same particle in different snapshots. 
When this correction is made we find that there are no longer any large spikes in vorticity (as 
previously found). This seems an obvious difference due to the fact we are looking at 
changes in each particles trajectory and not the difference between particles at the same 
time frame. This method also shows a background vorticity for the F ring due to their orbits 
around Saturn. This is typically on the order of 10-4 s-1 and is consistent with the orbital 
period of the ring particles (~0.000023 s-1 for the background F ring vorticity). Most of the 
vorticity that deviates away from this background shows local rotations in the flow that would 
represent ~ 10 – 100 times per orbital period at their maximum. As with the previous method 
of calculating the curl of the vector field we find that most of the non-zero (in this case 
deviations away from the background vorticity of the F ring), occurs in and around the 
gravitationally disrupted area. All the elevated vorticities are seen downstream of the 
Prometheus encounters in the F ring. 
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Figure 5.26 | A rendered vorticity map taken at a time T=1.5 Prometheus orbital periods. This 
corresponds to the first instance that the channel formation is at its most open. Vorticity can be seen 
to occur downstream from the encounter, mostly above the channel edge facing away from 
Prometheus. Also note that the background vorticity of the F ring is not clear in the limits we have 
used for our rendered plot as it is many magnitudes smaller than the maximum / minimum vorticity 
witnessed. 
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Figure 5.27 | A rendered vorticity map taken at a time T=3 Prometheus orbital periods. At this time 3 
streamers are seen at their most radially inward positions. A clustering of vorticity occurs around the 
inner strand and central core, with two distinct areas visible in the zoomed frames (c + d). These two 
areas of clustering are the location that will, in 0.5 orbital phase later, form the edges of the channels. 
Also note that the background vorticity of the F ring is not clear in the limits we have used for our 
rendered plot as it is many magnitudes smaller than the maximum / minimum vorticity witnessed. 
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Figure 5.28 | A rendered vorticity map taken at a time T=5.6 Prometheus orbital periods. At this time 
the channels are just starting to fill back up after their most open phase. The channels that are 4 and 
5 orbital periods old are centred in the frame with the zoomed frames c) and d) concentrating on the 
furthest out regions of these channels. A clustering of vorticity occurs around the inner strand and 
central core channel edges. Again it is the areas around the channel edges that appear to show the 
most vorticity or curl of the velocity vector field. 
 
We find that this revised method for vorticity removes the sudden and transient spikes in 
vorticity magnitude as well as seeing areas of non-zero curl away from the immediate 
perturbed area of the F ring. Interestingly though, it does still show clustering of vorticity 
around the channel edges which is consistent with the previous time independent method. 
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5.7 Kinetic Energy 
The kinetic energy of a particle is proportional to the square of the velocity magnitude. Due 
to the fact that all of our ring particles are given the same mass in our model the kinetic 
energy distribution is almost identical to the velocity distribution. As with the velocity variation 
maps we created previously we remove the magnitude of the Keplerian velocity associated 
with all particles, or in this case the Keplerian kinetic energy. Effectively we normalise the 
velocities to that of the unperturbed F ring. The resultant kinetic energy of the particle is due 
to the gravitational scattering by Prometheus and is shown in the figures below for a 
selection of time snapshots between T=1, T=3 where channels and streamers are both seen 
(Fig 5.29 – Fig 5.32). Here, we consider the kinetic energy distribution of particles as a 
function of radial position (Fig 5.29 a – Fig 5.32 a) and the total accumulative kinetic energy 
found in discrete radial bands about the area of interest (Fig 5.29 b – Fig 5.32 b). The ring is 
sampled radially at a resolution of 0.5km over 2000 steps to create this total kinetic energy 
plot with respect to radial position.  
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Figure 5.29 | a) and b) show the radial distribution of the kinetic energy of ring particles and the total 
accumulated kinetic energy sampled every 1km radially respectively for the area shown in c). Kinetic 
energy and velocity variation maps are almost identical when rendered; therefore here we only 
compare a rendered map for velocity variation as a comparison, d). Both the x and y axis scales are 
in 105 km for c) and d). Taken at a time when Prometheus is at the periapsis of its orbit and one 
complete orbital period since the start of the simulation. This is also when the streamer is at its 
furthest radial distance inwards from the unperturbed F ring.  
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Figure 5.30 | a) and b) show the radial distribution of the kinetic energy of ring particles and the total 
accumulated kinetic energy sampled every 1km radially respectively for the area shown in c). Kinetic 
energy and velocity variation maps are almost identical when rendered; therefore here we only 
compare a rendered map for velocity variation as a comparison, d). Both the x and y axis scales are 
in 105 km for c) and d). Taken at a time when Prometheus’ radial velocity is greatest on its elliptical 
orbit midway between the apoapsis (Fig 5.29) and periapsis (Fig 5.31).  
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Figure 5.31 | a) and b) show the radial distribution of the kinetic energy of ring particles and the total 
accumulated kinetic energy sampled every 1km radially respectively for the area shown in c). Kinetic 
energy and velocity variation maps are almost identical when rendered; therefore here we only 
compare a rendered map for velocity variation as a comparison, d). Both the x and y axis scales are 
in 105 km for c) and d). Taken at a time when Prometheus is at apoapsis of its orbit 1.5 orbital periods 
since the start of the simulation which also corresponds to a time when the first channel is at its most 
open position. 
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Figure 5.32 | a) and b) show the radial distribution of the kinetic energy of ring particles and the total 
accumulated kinetic energy sampled every 1km radially respectively for the area shown in c). Kinetic 
energy and velocity variation maps are almost identical when rendered; therefore here we only 
compare a rendered map for velocity variation as a comparison, d). Both the x and y axis scales are 
in 105 km for c) and d). Taken at a time 3 orbital periods since the start of the simulation and at time 
when there are now three streamers at their maximum radial distance inwards from the main F ring. 
 
One thing to note is that during the phase of the streamer-channels there are distinct times 
when there are positive and negative changes in kinetic energy. Therefore kinetic energy in 
the perturbed region of the ring is time dependant. Generally when channels are at their 
most open (apoapsis of Prometheus) there is an overall bias to a total negative change in 
kinetic energy (Fig 5.31).  Even though there are localised pockets of very high positive 
kinetic energies at the same time they form just a small part of total kinetic energy change. 
Therefore, it isn’t a straight forward as talking about a global change in kinetic energy / 
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velocity changes at channel edges. These can be seen well from the surface rendered plots 
of the kinetic energy change, Fig 31c. It is these pockets that deviate away from the mean 
changes at channel edges or in the formation that are likely to that most significant effect on 
local density. Conversely, when streamers are at their most prominent (periapsis of 
Prometheus) there is a clear radial oscillation between positive and negative total kinetic 
energy change.  
 
Figure 5.33 | The periods for each of the strands and core are shown on the total energy plot taken at 
a time T=3 in Prometheus orbital periods. Here it can be seen that for each of the strands and the 
central core a complete period is shown for the change in kinetic energy with respect to radial position 
in the ring. The greater gravitational perturbation of smaller radial locations can be seen by an 
increase in wavelength and a decrease towards outer radial locations (see the areas marked out for 
each of the strands and core). This shows that the further away ring particles are from Prometheus 
during the encounter on the ring then the smaller the change in radial location or semi-major axis of 
the ring particles orbits.  
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Some of the features seen in these plots can be attributed to the fact it is not density 
weighted and thus where the strands are bent with a negative and positive velocity changes 
we see an almost period to the total energy in the radial direction. These are clearly isolated 
and shown in Fig 5.33 as each individual component of the ring. However, to remove this 
bias created by the fact the strands and core hold greater density and thus contribute more 
to the total energy plots generated we perform a normalisation that removes this. Fig 5.34 
shows the energy plots when they are corrected for the asymmetrical density distribution in 
the radial direction. Here, most of the change in kinetic energy is closest to Prometheus or at 
smaller radial locations with some smaller features witnessed either side of the central core. 
What becomes clear now is that naturally most of the kinetic energy change occurs where 
we see the most distortion of the ring (typically the inner most 300km in our models). 
However there is still some areas further out that show signs of a change in kinetic energy. 
Interestingly it isn’t just a simple case of a linear change in kinetic energy with respect to 
distance from Prometheus. Perturbations then cause more chaotic dynamics in the ring 
particles than would be expected. 
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Figure 5.34 | Density normalised kinetic energies with respect to radial location for the four time 
snapshots shown in previous figures. The total kinetic energy is divided by the number of particles in 
each radial bandwidth to give an average kinetic energy per particle. Thus this removes the density 
dependant features of the strands and core from the previous total energy plots. 
 
 
5.8 Discussion  
With this new data an emerging picture of the F ring supporting the idea that more chaotic 
dynamics are present and contribute in part to its evolution. As discussed in previous 
chapters perturbations of Prometheus on the F ring do not create a uniform effect in ring 
particles. There is finer scale dynamical structure that supports a much more chaotic 
evolution of the number densities of particles within the disrupted area. The gravitational 
scattering of particles during the initial encounter most likely causes small variations in each 
individual particles trajectory which can create a non-zero curl of the velocity field. It appears 
that this is more evident in the interacting model where most of the non-zero velocity curl is 
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witnessed within the larger disturbed area of the ring. The interacting nature of these 
particles then means they do not solely evolve on their own trajectories in a closed 3-body 
situation (as is the case with the non-interacting model).  
Naturally one of the most notable things we find in our model when we calculate the curl of 
the velocity vector field is that a new un-investigated world of vorticity comes to light in the F 
ring. Generally we see these non-zero vorticities clustered around the centre of large scale 
disturbances previously identified (Sutton & Kusmartsev 2013; Sutton & Kusmartsev 2012), 
with quite an active non-zero vorticity along channel edges for both models.  The non-zero 
vorticity that we describe in our rendered plots only identify the centre of rotation and not 
their extended structure due to the nature of our calculations. Also the resolution of the 
rendered vorticity in our models is likely, to some degree, to be governed by the particle 
number densities. This is because we use the relative motions of the nearest neighbours to 
derive the curl of the velocity vector field. If we increase the number densities of particles in 
our models we might expect to see smaller scale vortices occurring instead of being limited 
to approximately 20km at the smallest scale, approximately on the same order of magnitude 
as the nearest neighbours of each particle. However, the revised vorticity calculations do see 
larger areas that incorporate more than just two particles. This then shows collective 
rotations in the flow and is more representative of curl of vector field. Another notable feature 
we find in our results is that the spatial distribution does not mirror some of the dynamic 
distribution. By that we refer to some spatial asymmetry of the velocity and acceleration 
changes across the stream-channel formations as previously discussed. There we saw 
much more chaotic and localised variations in velocity and acceleration on the channel edge 
facing Prometheus. This corresponds to the same locations as embedded moonlets 
(identified by fan structures, Beurle et al 2010) and large seemingly chaotic density 
fluctuations. When considering the spatial distribution of vorticity in our models we note that 
there is very little bias to any of the channel edges and if any it favours the opposing edge 
than expected (channel edge facing away from Prometheus). We do not know why this 
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would be the case given we would expect the large variations in local dynamics to influence 
the vorticity more at one edge than the other.  
It has been suggested that the vorticity we see is an artefact of the perturbed velocity field. If 
this is the case we would expect to see variations at differing orbital phases. However, this is 
not what we see. The non-zero vorticity we calculate and render in our plots remains in a 
similar distribution throughout the orbital phase, populating an area centred about the core of 
the disrupted region. Globally, in this region velocity variations and radial dispersions do 
show a change with respect to phase. Localised variations within this area do still however 
show large discrepancies from the large scale dynamic structure though. 
Naturally when channels are at their most open, during Prometheus’ apoapsis, non-zero 
vorticity is clustered around the channels with the most activity found along the edges. A curl 
of the velocity vector field is difficult to achieve in extremely low particle densities as is the 
case with internal region of the channels, hence why it is mostly likely witnessed at the 
edges instead. As the system evolves we see the area with vorticity increase accompanied 
with a decrease in their respective magnitudes as Keplerian shear lengthens the channel. 
Both the interacting and non-interacting model shows the same initial behaviour and 
distribution with the only real differences being the magnitudes witnessed at the same time. 
Generally for both models we see the magnitudes of vorticity reduce down to background 
levels in approximately 7 orbital periods, or 6.5 orbital periods since the initial closest 
approach of Prometheus to the F ring. Ultimately what we find is that after the initial 
encounter vorticity in both models quickly relaxed back to background levels that were pre-
encounter. Suggesting that tendency of the gravitational fluid present in the F ring to rotate it 
is relatively short lived and only evident for a minimal amount of subsequent orbital periods 
after the initial encounter. If this is the case then the remaining F ring, at azimuthal distances 
much further away from Prometheus, are likely to be laminar in nature with only small 
localised vorticity. Although we know that from Cassini observations the F ring core is very 
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asymmetrical with a large population of embedded moonlets. This would also locally affect 
the trajectories of ring particles in addition to everything else discussed here, thus creating 
an even more dynamic environment. 
Particles in the non-interacting model effectively evolve due to a three body interaction with 
Saturn and Prometheus. This is a simplified case and thus most likely accounts for the fact 
largest vorticities are witnessed away from the main disturbed area unlike the interacting 
model. In an interacting ring the more particles that are used the larger smoothing effect is 
seen in their trajectories and they effectively dampen each other’s altered motion. This could 
explain why we see larger sudden spikes in vorticity magnitudes in the non-interacting 
model. If it is that particles in the non-interacting model have their eccentricities randomised 
and it is their slightly different trajectories as they pass nearby particles that creates the 
vorticity we can perform a simple test. For example we created some initial conditions where 
particles have randomised eccentricities at differing phases. We do find that this in some 
ways mimics the vorticity we see when measuring the vorticity by nearest neighbours. 
Although, it does not rule out the fact that a true curl of the velocity vectors was not present. 
To perform a more robust vorticity calculation we do it time dependently through different 
snapshots and make some comparisons. The two methods we used to calculate the vorticity 
or curl of the velocity vector field in our models show clustering of non-zero vorticity within 
the areas disturbed by the close passage of Prometheus. The method that uses a time 
dependent way that tracks particles trajectories inherently means that all particles have a 
non-zero vorticities associated with all ring particles due to their orbits (this was shown to be 
~ 0.00023 s-1 for the background F ring vorticity). There are also no random spikes in 
vorticity away from the disrupted area, an artefact that did occur in the nearest neighbour 
approach. The new vorticity values seem appropriate for the system with local rotations on 
the order of 10 – 100 per orbital period at their maximum. The area covered by this non-zero 
curl of the velocity vectors was also different between the two methods. For the ones 
discussed earlier in the chapter it only covered an area for two nearby particles. All of the 
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vorticity then had a similar area with various different magnitudes. However, when we look at 
the curl derived time dependently the areas showing a significant non-zero curl cover a wider 
range of sizes, typically with >10 particles located within. Again this points to a fact that 
particles are collectively rotating about a point within the background Keplerian flow and that 
this is a more realistic outcome.  
Further investigations of the new vorticity calculation shows that most of the non-zero 
vorticity occurs during the first 1 – 3 orbital periods after the initial encounter. Vorticity then 
quickly reverts close to the background level by around 10 orbital periods. This could 
suggest the curl of the velocity field quite quickly reduces back to pre-encounter levels. If the 
vorticity we calculate was associated with particles moving on out of phase elliptical orbits 
we would expect to still see an appropriate vorticity. The fact that we still see significant 
radial dispersions and velocity deviations at 10 orbital periods suggest that this isn’t an 
artefact creating the vorticity values. It should also be noted that the above figures for the 
vorticity were calculated for the increased gravity model (particle size 1010 kg). However, it is 
unlikely that there would be any significant difference for the first few orbital periods where 
the initial encounter would introduce the curl of F ring particles velocity vectors. It could 
however have an effect on the dispersal of any induced vorticity and the time frame in which 
we see an above background level of vorticity in the F ring due to various sized particles. 
If we are to discuss turbulence in this system it seems likely that it is transient in nature from 
analysis of our results. Over 10 orbital periods after the initial passage takes place of 
Prometheus vorticity levels decreased back to a point where we see ~ 50% differences than 
the background level (in comparison to many orders of magnitude greater for a few orbital 
periods earlier). Something else of interest to note that may be applicable to the F ring but is 
not tested in our models is particle spin. If rotations in the flow of particles are seen (vorticity) 
then particles with a physical size would likely receive a rotation themselves during the 
passage and subsequent gravitational scattering event of Prometheus. This additional spin 
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of particles might have some additional important influence on the collisions of particles and 
the ability for some of the larger particles to with stand the already destructive tidal forces 
present. 
It could also be argued what relevance vorticity has with respect to a gravitationally evolving 
system instead of the traditionally assumed hydrodynamical systems. Gravitationally 
scattering of the initial event is likely to be the most dominant effect in the immediate 
evolution of the ring particles trajectories and thus looking for signs of non-zero curl in the 
vector field could be relevant to other systems. Therefore, if the velocity vector field shows a 
sign of a local rotation then is it just as likely that a similar effect is witnessed in a ring that 
comprises of gas and dust. Could this dust element in the ring or disk, once gravitationally 
disturbed in a way to form some kind of local rotation of the vector field, and then influence 
the gas component of the system so as to form turbulence? In larger systems such as 
protoplanetary disks, debris disks there is a generally some element of gas and dust 
present. The ratio of these is dependent on evolution of the system in question. Some of the 
dust might actually have a much larger scale, size wise, than the gas particles in the form of 
planetesimals. The interesting question is if a perturbing moon can excite some local rotation 
of the velocity vector field in a purely gravitating system could perturbing planet do 
something similar in a disk which in turn initiates some form of turbulence in the gas? One 
thing that is known is that circumstellar disks will tend towards a planetary system as its end 
state. It should also probably be discussed that as the dust particles get larger in a gaseous 
circumstellar disk a gas drag causes a loss of angular momentum. This in turn means that, 
in the absence of other physical processes, the disk is cleared of larger dust particles as 
they then fall inwards to the central star (Weidenschilling & Cuzzi 1993). It’s actually a 
problem with the standard core accretion theories as it doesn't explain the rapid formation of 
1km sized planetesimals we need to account for what we see. Therefore, could it be that an 
analogy of the F ring system is more suited to that of a debris disk where the dust – gas ratio 
is geared more predominately towards larger dust particles than gas (although of a different 
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tidal environment). Here, the gas drag element of the dust particles trajectory evolution is 
significantly reduced and a perturbing planet might cause a non-zero curl of the velocity 
vector field. A real world example of this could be the previously discussed debris disk 
around Fomalhaut and some of the theorised shepherding planets. The much reduced tides 
from the host star in comparison to Saturn would mean it is of a different environment but 
might play a more important role in these systems. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
In this thesis we presented work on Saturn’s F ring where we created various interacting and 
non-interacting numerical models, which were then compared to direct observations made 
by Cassini where appropriate. Ultimately the role of using Saturn’s rings as a means to help 
us understand the formation of planets is an important one. With each incremental advance 
we make in understanding the most dynamic place in the Solar System the closer to a 
complete picture of how planets form and consequently the origin of our own planet we 
become. To add our own contribution to this important and ever growing field we created a 
multi-stranded F ring where particles gravitationally interacted with one another and one 
where they did not. These were then allowed to evolve as Prometheus made its closest 
approaches, consequently revealing previously unknown dynamics occurring at a more local 
level than many previous modelling (Chavez 2010; Beurle et al 2010; Murray et al 2008; 
Murray et al 2005; Murray & Winter 1996). The following paragraphs summarise these 
results. 
Detailed spatial analysis of density enhancements in the F ring during an encounter with 
Prometheus at minimum separation proved to reveal new evidence to support asymmetry in 
the streamer-channel formations. This mainly exhibited itself in the variation of maximum 
number densities observed at either channel edges when they were at their most open. 
Typically we saw that one channel edge (edge facing Prometheus) had large chaotic 
fluctuations in density compared with the opposite edge that remained much more stable in 
its maximum densities. When considering images taken by Cassini we see that embedded 
moonlets, identified by the fan structures they create, are found to reside at this same 
channel edge. The sudden and rapid increase in densities witnessed here could be sufficient 
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to help in the formation of moonlets or coherent objects. Also the lack of fan structures 
observed on all of these channel edges including the randomly distributed moonlets in the 
core known to create mini-jets (Attree et al 2014; Attree et al 2012) could in part be down the 
chaotic nature of the fluctuations witnessed. Closer investigation in the regions where these 
chaotic and large density fluctuations occurred showed that they were accompanied by 
similar local distributions of velocity and acceleration variations of particles. It was found that 
there was a comparable spatial asymmetry in the streamer-channels, predominately at the 
channel edges, with the density, velocity and acceleration variations. These spatial 
investigations probed the variations in magnitude of velocity and acceleration in ring particles 
away from their Keplerian motions. It showed that at the channel edge facing Prometheus 
velocity and acceleration changes were localised with pockets of large variations. This 
mirrored the same large increases in maximum number densities and embedded objects 
witnessed in our models and from Cassini observations. Whereas, the opposing channel 
edge showed much larger global regions over the whole edge with changes in velocity and 
acceleration of particles. As a result of this densities were not seen to fluctuate as 
dramatically. Hence, it was found that one channel edge had the possibility of being able to 
significantly increase local densities over the other. It is then expected that the formation of 
clumps post encounter with Prometheus would initially favour the channel edge facing 
Prometheus. Equally, the localised nature of some of the large velocity and acceleration 
changes witnessed at this same channel edge could also act to destroy loosely bound 
clumps. This is in additional to the strong Keplerian shear known to exist at this radial 
location from Saturn. A second scenario exists for the occurrence of the fan structures at 
channel edges. Where it is known that a there is a large population of moonlets embedded 
randomly in the central core perturbations from Prometheus could cause the fans. Even in 
this case pre-existing moonlets, if located at the right position during the encounter, could 
have a sudden rapid increase in their size and mass. This could then seek to facilitate the 
formation of pre-existing moonlets within the central core. 
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Along with magnitudinal changes in particles velocities and accelerations away from their 
Keplerian values we also investigated their vector motions away from the background 
Keplerian flow. Consequently, it was found that the perturbed region displayed a large scale 
rotation centred on a radial location close to the central core. Not real difference was seen 
between the various gravitational models for the first few orbital periods after the initial close 
passage of Prometheus. A net rotation caused by Prometheus in the F ring is easy to 
identify, however, to further investigate the rotational nature of the disturbance we calculated 
the curl of the velocity vector field. This curl is more generally referred to as vorticity and 
describes the tendency of a fluid to rotation. When calculated for each F ring particle (total 
number of particles is reduced down to only include the area affected by Prometheus) we 
get non-zero values for some of the particles, which indicate there is some element of 
rotation in the ring. Typically what we determined was that most of these non-zero vorticities 
occur within the larger area first identified as having a net rotation. This was true for the 
interacting but not the non-interacting model where the largest positive and negative 
vorticities were actually observed outside the perturbed region a long way from the stream-
channel formations. We put this down to the lack of gravitational interaction between 
particles where some particles might have experienced a randomisation of their 
eccentricities. Thus, the trajectories to their nearest neighbours become markedly different 
from the net flow of the ring and show up as a local curl of the velocity vector field. 
Additionally, vorticity was observed to be clustered around the channel edges when 
investigated at their most open phase (naturally as there are no or very few particles within 
the channel at this time). Visually this appears to mirror two-dimensional turbulence studied 
both theoretically and experimentally with the formation of positive and negative vorticity 
together within clustered areas. However, it is difficult to then make direct comparisons to a 
true hydrodynamical system as our models and the F ring evolve, predominately, from 
gravitational interactions.  
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Ultimately, what we find is ring particles evolve on more complicated trajectories than if no 
gravitational interacting between particles was assumed. They are capable of forming larger 
scale particle-particle interactions which leads to a wide range of rotational scales. 
Implications are that the F ring might be even more chaotically dynamic than previously 
thought with the random azimuthal locations of embedded moonlets (Attree et al 2014; 
Attree et al 2012) having some relation to this chaotic flow. Although our models have been 
shown to compare well direct observations in their large scale appearances, resolution 
capabilities of Cassini’s on-board detectors are lacking to investigate the smaller scale 
dynamics we find in our models. It is possible that future missions may have the spatial and 
spectral resolution to investigate a more small scale motion we predict in the F ring with the 
advent of more sensitive measurements. Although, the opportunity for Cassini to make 
higher spatial resolution images of the F ring during its final passes might prove to be fruitful. 
However, until then chaotic dynamics should be investigated indirectly by the physical larger 
scale structures observable to Cassini. Although true turbulence cannot be found in the F 
ring it might help us to investigate more specific systems with lower gas percentages like 
debris disks where planetesimals growth would be influenced by a non-zero velocity vector 
field.  
The more work that is carried out on Saturn’s rings and the inner moons the more we are 
finding out that chaos appears to be a significant player in dynamical evolutions. For 
example, many of the inner moons known to be responsible for quasi-stable radial locations 
in the F ring and resonances that ultimately have helped form the dense core (Cuzzi et al 
2014) also have some element of chaotic orbit evolution (Cooper et al 2015). These new 
findings again support a ring system that is incredibly dynamic with huge problems in 
accurately investigating particle trajectory evolution. All of these factors, when considered 
could add additional chaotic stirring of F ring material which ultimately could influence many 
of the currently unknown asymmetries found by Cassini.  
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Chapter 7 
Future Work 
7.1 F ring 
Although we have performed quite in-depth analysis for a gravitational encounter of 
Prometheus and the F ring there is potential to investigate additional dynamics that are 
known to exist in the system. Here, we are able to modify our models so that we can have 
different particle sizes and thus model the effect of a large population of randomly positioned 
moonlets within the central core. How does this large population of moonlets effect the 
typical streamer-channel formations and their associated density enhancements? We also 
plan to model the effect of a second encounter on the ring and compare it to that of the first 
encounter on an unperturbed F ring. Additional to these we would also investigate a more 
realistic F ring. All of our modelling and previous work assumed two-dimensionality to the F 
ring, with all interactions happening in one plane. However, in reality Prometheus’ orbit and 
the F ring are not perfectly aligned but in fact inclined by 0.008° (Spitale et al 2006). Even at 
such small inclination angles this relates to a vertical extent above or below the F ring of 
19.5km. Thus vertical velocities could be exaggerated in the real F ring system and coupled 
with the larger vertical extent of the F ring in compared to the rest of the rings, vertical 
dynamics of the encounter are likely to have an effect on the systems evolution. The F ring 
thickness is thought to be ~ 103 times that of the main rings (Scharringhausen 2007) from 
photometric models fitted to experimental data. We plan to extend our model to include 
vertical dimensions and investigate the effect this has on the evolution of the F ring. A 
narrow ring with a vertical aspect ratio less like a two-dimensional system could be expected 
different local dynamics with regards to any turbulence generated. 
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7.2  Kepler-16 
The next step from our work on Saturn’s rings is to use the same analysis tools to 
investigate and model other planetary ring systems.  For example work has been done on 
the stability of moons around circumbinary planets in the habitable zone (Prado & Winter 
2013). These Exomoons present additional places to look for life outside of our own Solar 
System and therefore should be an important consideration when looking at the formation of 
planetary systems. It is only with the advent of more sensitive equipment and advanced 
techniques that we have been able to find a whole range of new planetary systems. With the 
explosion of new exoplanets came some very interesting systems where planets orbited a 
binary pair. Long discussed and used in science fiction these planets create a much larger 
pool of potential systems to look for life as it is now thought binary and multiple star systems 
are not rare. However, the difference with these planets is that it is the moons that are the 
best places to look for life. Exomoons are able to habitable even when their host planet does 
not lie in the habitable zone round the binary pair. To investigate the possibility of Exomoons 
being able to support life we must first investigate if such moons are able to form around 
their host planets. In the case of Kepler-16b, a Saturnian mass circumbinary planet around a 
central binary, the near circular orbit of it was found to be stable. However, its close in orbit 
suggests that it did not form in-situ but migrated inwards to its current location (Quarles et al 
2012). The question then is “If Kepler-16b does have moons, did they form in-situ from a 
planetary ring during its migratory phase like Saturn’s satellites (Crida & Charnoz 2012; 
Charnoz et al 2010)? form post migration from a planetary ring that survived migration? or 
from captured minor planets?  
We have started to investigate the effect of a Saturnian ring around Kepler 16-b in its current 
configuration, employing the same analysis techniques we used for the F ring. Preliminary 
results show that any planetary ring around Kepler-16b would receive large gravitational 
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perturbations to ring particles. This then causes large global velocity dispersions across the 
ring (Fig 7.1), which actually seeks to remove any local vorticity (Fig 7.2). 
 
Figure 7.1 | Here the difference between the two models (a and b no binaries, c and d a Saturnian 
ring placed around Kepler-16b) seen after the first 8.0Ms is shown. a) and c) both represent the 
magnitudes of unmodified Keplerian velocities while b) and d) represent the velocity dispersion where 
Keplerian and in the case of Kepler-16b the planets motion is removed. The non-binary ring (a and b) 
shows an increase in the number of particles or areas showing some local changes in velocity 
(increased eccentricities) while the binary ring shows a larger differential of velocities from either side 
of the ring. The zoomed in section of d) shows that although the whole ring shows dispersion away 
from the Keplerian velocities it does have local changes. This time localised changes are very clear to 
see, suggesting that individual particles are experiencing changes in eccentricity instead of a global 
change for the whole ring.  
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Figure 7.2 | Taken at a time of 8.0Ms after the start of the simulation the vorticity is rendered for the 
vorticity values calculated for each particle.  The white arrow in the Kepler-16 binary model shows the 
direction of the binary pair in respect to the planet and the black cross denotes the position of the 
central planet. The ring around the circumbinary planet Kepler-16b shows considerablly less vorticity 
(b) than the non-binary (a). With the maximum and minimum vorticity values for both models now 
given as: model (a) (5.12 and -6.87) and model (b) (0.030 and -0.058). The locations of the highest 
(positive) and lowest (negative) vortices in the binary system are higlighted by the red and blue boxes 
respectively.  
 
Additional investigations will look at the effect of a titled ring around the circumbinary planet 
Kepler-16b with respect to the binary pair of stars. In the case where exoplanets are close-
in, like Kepler-16b, it is likely that they migrated inwards through one way or another. Tidal 
forces or migration may have stabilised any highly inclined axial tilts at these locations. 
However, in cases where this might not be true we investigate the effect of an inclined ring 
with respect to its host planets orbital plane. We do this by running the same model but with 
varying off plane tilts for the ring and allow to evolution. It is unlikely that a highly inclined 
planetary ring of a close-in exoplanet would remain stable, assuming an exoplanet has an 
axial tilt. These further simulations should help constrain some ideas about Exorings as work 
that can incorporate both experimental and theoretical elements will always seek to be the 
most useful. 
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